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In 1990, three American scholars participated in an extraordinary research experience with Loris
Malaguzzi and the educators of the Diana School in Reggio Emilia, Italy. They were studying “cooperation”—how preschool educators promoted collaboration and community in their classrooms
and schools—and they used videotapes of classroom episodes to provoke teachers to reflect on the
meanings suggested by the actions of themselves and others. In October 1990 the three traveled to
Reggio Emilia and spent several days with the Italian educators.
The Diana School faculty viewed these encounters as powerful opportunities for their own professional development through the documentation process, rather than simply as passive participation
in a research project. Loris Malaguzzi, founding director of the Reggio early education system, was
a dazzling philosophical intellect, and at the same time such a grounded, empathic, and perceptive
person, that even today the force of his presence and the way he worked with teachers, pedagogiste,
atelieriste, and outside researchers is vividly remembered. This document presents in book form the
entire record of the data collection in Reggio Emilia, focusing on interpretations of classroom videos of children. In addition to Loris Malaguzzi, participants included Sergio Spaggiari, Tiziana Filippini, Vea Vecchi, Paola Strozzi, Giulia Notari, Laura Rubizzi, Marina Castagnetti, Magda Bondavalli,
Marina Mori, and the American team of Carolyn Edwards, Lella Gandini, and John Nimmo.
This striking example of Malaguzzi’s work and philosophy-in-practice has not previously been available to the scholarly community or to the public interested in the history of the Reggio Emilia educational experience. Its round-table discussions and dialogues reveal valuable insights into the
ways young children can be encouraged towards cooperative learning experiences, with implications far beyond the particular curriculum at hand. The editors’ commitment to progressive education and to the rights and potential of all children worldwide has led them to share this rich record
of the experience, so that current readers and those yet to come can glimpse the brilliant minds at
work during this era (1990), and as it were, “listen in” on the fascinating discussions that were held
on the topic of “cooperation.”
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Preface

I

educators viewed conflict between children, emotional
and intellectual, as integral to collaboration and coconstruction – a perspective that was less evident in
our research in Amherst, USA.
The analysis of the individual interviews we conducted with teachers was published in an article, first
in Italian, then later in English (both are included in
this volume). Yet, that short article does not begin
to capture the unique experience we shared in October, 1990, when the three of us traveled to Reggio
Emilia and spent several days with the Reggio educators. Loris Malaguzzi was a dazzling philosophical intellect, and at the same time such a grounded,
empathic, and perceptive person, that even today, we
remember the force of his presence and the way he
worked with teachers.
This document presents in book form the entire record of the data collection in Reggio Emilia that focused on the Reggio classroom videos and one larger
meeting responding to the video edit from the Amherst School, from the initial proposal sent to Sergio
Spaggiari (Director of the Municipal Preschools and
Infant-Toddler Centers) and Loris Malaguzzi on December 8, 1989; followed by preliminary conversations
that took place in February and June, 1990 at the Diana School, including Lella Gandini, Loris Malaguzzi,
Sergio Spaggiari, Tiziana Filippini, Vea Vecchi, and
others; through all the discussions that took place during an intense week in October, 1990, including Loris
Malaguzzi (founding director), Tiziana Filippini (pedagogista), Vea Vecchi (atelierista), Paola Strozzi, Giulia
Notari, Laura Rubizzi, Marina Castagnetti, Magda
Bondavalli, Marina Mori (teachers), Lella Gandini
(researcher and translator), Carolyn Edwards (researcher), John Nimmo (researcher), and Diana Preschool auxiliary staff. Most of the lengthy encounters
during this week were held as round table discussions
in the the Diana School atelier, with Loris Malaguzzi
taking a prominent role as provocateur while teaching
teams shared and provided context for video episodes
from their classrooms. The dialogues were notable for

n 1990, three of us from the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, participated in an extraordinary research experience with Loris Malaguzzi
and the educators of the Diana School in Reggio
Emilia. Our focus in this case was “cooperation,” how
preschool educators promote collaboration and community in their classrooms and schools. We at UMass
had been inspired by Joseph Tobin, David Wu, and
Dana Davidson’s (1989) book, Preschool in Three Cultures: Japan, China, and the United States, and wanted to
use videotapes of classroom episodes in a similar way
to provoke teachers in Reggio Emilia (Italy), Pistoia
(Italy), and Amherst (USA) to reflect on the meanings
they give to the images, including the actions of themselves and others.
We had noticed the high level of co-action, empathy, and comradeship among preschool children (and
among the educators themselves) in the progressive education settings of all three communities, but we also
believed there were also interesting cultural differences.
We wanted to listen to the specific discourse through
which skilled educators, as a pedagogical team, talked
about community and cooperation. What was their
“distinctive discourse,” or “cultural meaning system,”
(what Jerome Bruner calls a “language of education”)
for framing issues of getting along, becoming part of
a group, and learning to negotiate? Their shared language, we believed, would relate to methods of school
organization and grouping of children, as well as to
shared beliefs about the roles of the teacher, the nature of the child as learner, rationales for teacher intervention and guidance, and preferred styles of facilitating the learning process. In Reggio Emilia, we initially
found that concepts like collaboration and community
had a taken-for-granted quality because they were so
implicit to the cultural fabric of their pedagogical approach. Our research project provided an occasion for
the educators to make their thinking and practice regarding these ideas more explicit and visible – an opportunity they embraced with considerable intensity and complexity. We also realized that the Reggio
3
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both the seriousness of preparation and critical engagement and the collegial warmth expressed between
Malaguzzi and the Reggio educators. We also came to
realize that the educators viewed these encounters as
powerful opportuntities for their own professional development through the documentation process, rather
than passive participation in our research project.
Afterwards, one of us (Carolyn Edwards) safeguarded all of the records, and working with Lella
Gandini and other translators, arranged to translate all
of the group discussions into English. It is these English translations which constitute the chapters of the
compiled document, along with ancillary notes and
the observation sheets of the teachers. When we conducted this research, Loris Malaguzzi entrusted us
with the videos, tape recordings, and observational
notes that the Diana teachers had prepared. We have
always honored his trust in our scientific rigor and integrity. Some excerpts of the material have been shared
in the three volumes of The Hundred Languages of Children: The Reggio Emilia Approach, in the chapters on
the role of the teacher and the importance of community (2nd. Edition). Otherwise this superb example of
the work of Loris Malaguzzi with teachers, pedagogiste,
atelieriste, and outside researchers has not been available to the scholarly community and the public interested in the history of the Reggio Emilia experience.
John Nimmo analyzed the Amherst, Massachusetts,
portion of the study for his 1992 doctoral dissertation,
The Meaning of Classroom Community: Shared Images
of Early Childhood Teachers (available from ProQuest,
http://search.proquest.com/docview/303992892).
In addition, what the three of us heard, saw, and
recorded in Pistoia, Italy, has informed many of our
presentations and chapters about Pistoia early childhood
services (e.g., Cline, Edwards, Gandini, Giacomelli,
Giovannini, & Galardini, 2012, available online at

http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/famconfacpub/83/,
and Edwards, Cline, Gandini, Giacomelli, Giovannini,
& Galardini, 2014, available online at http://kellogg.
nd.edu/events/calendar/spring2012/learning.shtml).
Given our deep commitment to progressive education and to promoting the rights and potential of all
children worldwide, we wish to share the rich record
of our research experience in Reggio Emilia, so that
current readers and those to come can gain a glimpse
of the brilliant minds at work during this era (1990),
and as it were, “listen in” on the fascinating discussions that were held on the topic of “cooperation.”
The Diana School embodies a special place in Reggio Emilia history, including being the subject of the
1991 Newsweek article naming the program one of
the 10 best schools in the world. While the translation
process raises issues of interpretation, we have taken
great care as best we could in the translation from the
original Italian to protect the integrity and complexity
of key ideas and of Loris Malaguzzi’s many eloquent
metaphors and allegories , often drawn from Italian religious, political, and cultural stories.. This volume is
a compilation of the actual thoughts expressed—unedited—so that readers can draw conclusions for themselves about the flow of the discussions and the shared
meaning created.
We are grateful to the University of Nebraska–
Lincoln’s Zea E-Books, and to its director, Paul Royster of the University of Nebraska Libraries, for publishing this scholarly record. Copies have been placed in
the Documentation and Educational Research Center
in the International Centre Loris Malaguzzi in Reggio
Emilia. We are pleased that these “traces” of research
with Malaguzzi and the Diana School educators will be
available on demand, as educators seek out this kind of
archival material. For any errors in description, translation, or interpretation, we are entirely responsible.

Carolyn Pope Edwards
Lella Gandini
John Nimmo
2015
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Part I —
 Introduction

B. Preliminary Discussions
Notes (English) of two group reflection meetings that
took place in Reggio Emilia, preliminary to the October 1990 meeting.
Stage 1: February 6, 1990.
Discussion conducted at Diana School with Lella Gandini, Loris Malaguzzi, Sergio Spaggiari, Tiziana Filippini, Vea Vecchi, and all teachers of the
Diana School, about an edit prepared by Carolyn Edwards and John Nimmo. (Carolyn Edwards and John
Nimmo are not present). The decision was eventually
made not to use this edit as a basis of further conversations (see Vea’s comments below); instead the educators in Reggio Emilia would prepare their own video.
Translated into English by Lella Gandini.
Lella: When we made our original videos (in spring,
1988), our focus had been on the role of the
teacher.
Vea: Yes, and that is why these original videos won’t
work if the goal is to look at cooperation between children. A technical problem with the edit
is that it is difficult to hear what the children say.
We suggest using an audiocassette backup; and
more zoom should be used. But we are very interested in the theme of collaboration or cooperation. Here are several things that we don’t like
about the video that you prepared at the University of Massachusetts:
(1) Marina Castagnetti is seen helping the kids set
up their sculptures on the stick. We all feel
Marina is speaking too much. She exerts too
much power in setting up the class.
(2) We have no objection to the tape of Laura
Rubizzi with the boys and the VCR, drawing the map. But Laura said it was a very difficult day. She waited for them to solve their
problems instead of working it out for them.
(3) In the excerpt of the 3-year-olds with the
clay, we are very amused by the fact that the
teacher Paola Strozzi appears with an apron
on. She looks like a cook! It seems unprofessional. However, we are impressed by
the children’s perseverance; “they are only

13

three!”
(4) In the excerpt of the 3-year-olds with the
leaves, we said to Giulia Notari, “You never
crouch down to the level of the children,”
and then, right away, she does it. But before
that, she was sort of hovering over the children. But Giulia was very pleased by what
the children did, how long they did it, and
so on.

Stage 2: June 15, 1990.
Discussion conducted at Diana School by Lella Gandini (Carolyn Edwards and John Nimmo not present)
with Loris Malaguzzi, Vea Vecchi, Tiziana Filippini,
Magda Bondavalli, Marina Castagnetti, and Paola
Strozzi.
Translated into English by Lella Gandini.
This group has watched together the video they have
prepared for the future meeting when Carolyn Edwards and John Nimmo travel to Italy. The video
has 4 segments. First, three 4-year-old boys work together with clay. Second, three 4-year-old girls work together with clay. (In both cases, the teacher had asked
the three children to make together an animal. The
children could decide together what animal to make.)
Third, a computer was brought by chance to the classroom and four boys decide to try to make it work.
Fourth, we see 5-year-old children setting the table.
This segment includes a spontaneous event of girls organizing an assembly line to set the table. Videotapes
of the 3-year-olds were not ready to show Lella.
Vea notices that collaboration took place in calm moments. She also thought it would be interesting
to have some video segment with real conflict.
She thinks one must watch a video three times.
Also it would be useful to have a transcription of
the children’s exact words. She would like to discuss these words with Lella and Loris to understand better what were the important aspects. Perhaps also captions on the video of the children’s
words would be useful.
Tiziana Filippini wants to know if the research team
needs one or two episodes at each age (3,4, and
5).
Vea says she is perplexed about that, because the material with which children are working, or the par-
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ticular group who are together, can completely
change the outcome [i.e. what happens with the
group in terms of cooperation]. She notes that
when children are 3-years-old, cooperation requires a very long time to happen.

Lella continues speaking about conflict, giving an
example of an episode she once witnessed in
Pistoia.

only a growth in interactive behavior. So it will
be very important to record with care what children say in their exchanges, and then for teachers
to pick something a child has said and elaborate it
and give it back to the child. Just like a ball with
which children are playing, the teacher should
pick up the idea and throw it back, in order for
both to understand what the children are “playing” and also to make the play more significant.

Tiziana comments on the fact that children in the videos she has just seen, especially the 4-year-olds interacting with the clay, demonstrate a great quality
of civility and kindness to one another. All of the
adults were very surprised when they noticed this
through looking at the videos.

Another question is how and when are we to be
sure that the children have experienced cognitive
growth? And how can we prove it? How can we
be sure that in terms of development that the children have arrived to another level? Also if there is
an overlap of cognitive and social development, how can we
Just like a ball with
determine how the two overlap
and intermingle? That will be
which children are playsomething very, very important
ing, the teacher should
to discover, and it is a theoretipick up the idea and
cal question.

Loris Malaguzzi listens to Lella’s example and begins talking about experiences, purely
social experiences, that do
not evidence any growth or
learning [on the children’s
throw it back, in orpart]. He says: These experiIt is important, furthermore, to
ences can help children learn
der for both to undernotice just when this kind of
how to socialize in the world
stand what the children
sparkle has occurred that shows
and get along with other
are “playing” and also
intellectual development.
people and participate in evWhen is it evident (or, at least,
to
make
the
play
more
eryday life. But these things
we have the perception of it,
significant.
could happen also in situwith the presumption the intelations where the teacher is
– Loris Malaguzzi
lectual development has taken
not present at all, so what is
place)?
happening is some kind of
In other words, children can play for hours withecological, unavoidable process but nothing may
out this kind of sparkle. What goes on could inbe learned. Social interaction of this kind is imstead be something that will help toward taking
portant, but at least according to some people,
that step, but itself just be a preparatory step.
there is nothing cognitive happening.
It is important to establish the context of the exchanges that children have. We should control
how long the exchange lasts, and the goal of it.
Clay is the kind of material that [usually] cannot
lead to exchanges that last a long time because after a while there is a lowering of the children’s interest. Maybe we should choose materials that
can allow for more significant exchanges among
the children.
According to some theoreticians, social development is not connected at all to cognitive development; and exchanges which are affective in nature do not produce cognitive growth but instead

The infants at the asilo nido should be working
in pairs. The teacher should create situations in
which their behavior has the possibility to be very
free and very ample, with lots of possibilities for
children to exchange activities in pairs.
In my view, the way to spy on their change (even
if one considers gestures and activity) is through
the word, which means, if we do not record the
words spoken, we do not record anything [meaningful or useful]. This much is absolutely clear...
We also should record the quality of silences and
the quality of pauses.
The big problem is that if we want to accept the

Part I —
 Introduction
cooperative experience, we should also accept
conflict. Also, it would be very different to see
how cooperation works in an activity prepared by
the teacher, versus in one that has not been prepared. And to see how the same children who
work with clay would behave if they were given
the suggestion to make an enchanted mountain;
that would be a situation in which the children
would be brought to a very strict form of cooperation because they would all contribute by means
of materials, objects and activity to make this enchanted mountain. So we should set up a few
situations.
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the children at a higher level. From an educational
point of view, this is not a small thing!

Vea intervenes to clarify what Loris has been saying.
She says: I want to tell you about something that
happened today that relates to what you were saying about each child having a different level of
understanding. I have the distinct and clear impression that when a child makes an observation,
there is for him a mental image. If this mental image is not also shared by the other child or children, then there arises a problem of communication. I think that one of our roles as a teacher—in
order to raise the level of participation—is to take the BALL
It would be important to learn
(that you, Loris, mentioned bewhat would be predicted by
So you, the teacher,
fore), the idea the child has had
the children and also what
take these words—this
and that we know is a good ball
would be predicted by the
BALL—in
your
hands
(a good idea), but which we are
adults. It would be useful to
and then you repeat
not sure that all the children
see, first, what are the individhave understood, well, then, we
ual predictions; then next to
the idea in a way that
should take it and throw it back
start the activity. If a project
is more clear.
to them, maybe even a bit later,
requires a sort of encounter
– Vea Vecchi
but using language that has the
with certain expectations on
very great possibility to be clearly
the part of the children, then
understood.
the results—if they have not
predicted that—then the outcome will be very difI offer another example. When the children disferent. For example, it is different to say to the
cover something new, they throw out sentences
children, “Now I am going to give you clay,” verand words that sometimes are forceful and clear
sus, “We have a plan to do such and such, what
and reach the others, and sometimes are not.
do you think about that?” For instance, with the
Sometimes their comments have just been said
City and the Rain project [a project portrayed in
in a transitional way because they are about new
the first edition of the exhibit, The Hundred Lanthings—for the person who says them, they are
guages of Children, and the accompanying catanot yet completely acquired. Even to the person
log, The Hundred Languages of Children: Narrahimself the idea is almost, but not completely,
tive of the Possible, 1987, 1996], the children were
clear, so to the others the idea is not clear at all.
led to expect something. Also in the case of the
	So you, the teacher, take these words—this
Long Jump [a project studied by George Forman,
BALL—in your hands and then you repeat the
and analyzed in the first edition of The Hundred
idea in a way that is more clear. For example, toLanguages of Children: The Reggio Emilia Approach
day we were working with shadows and water,
to Early Childhood Education, edited by Edwards,
and I said at one point, “Yes, it’s true. Look, the
Gandini, & Forman], the children were asked
reflection seems as if it is going down deep, and
what they expected and thought about it. The
the shadow seems as if it is floating.” So I gave
more we succeed to ask the children to participate
the children these two terms that had already
in this process of prediction and to give informacome out of their words yet had not quite come
tion, so that each one gives as much information
out. In this way, the play of participation and
as he or she knows, then this type of work will
the play of communication really take place. Of
also give us the possibility and opportunity to dicourse, communication may take place without
minish differences among children. That way we
your doing this, but it would be important not to
can succeed in establishing the participation of all
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miss such a situation.
I think it would be useful to have different phases
of this problem of participation. For example, if
there is a type of child who has difficulties communicating, then it would be important to create a particular situation. It would be ideal to have
a variety of situations so great and terrific that it
would be much easier to produce some results that
would give us more satisfaction.

Loris agrees with Vea, and then says: It is important
to know whether the children have already communicated among themselves, and how they have
communicated. So it would be very important to
examine what are the expectations of a child for
an activity, on the basis of how they have communicated among themselves.
It is also important to have a different methodology for a project (investigation) that is expected to
go on for a long time versus a project that is only
supposed to last a short time.
One must also take into account the fact that sometimes the children are active
but do not produce anything.
The teacher should be able
to expect this kind of time
involving no production, because sometimes there is a
sort of pressure on teachers to achieve the things that
teachers expect to achieve.
Therefore, it would be useful
to have videotapes that are
in real time—without cuts.

boy was the leader; and then after making the
first dinosaur, they went on to make another and
a second boy became the leader. The verbal exchanges were very important, and in order to capture them, the teachers (Laura and Marina) placed
a small microphone near the children.
Clearly, Vea, Laura, and Marina are enthusiastic about
this videotape they have made.
Vea: I realize that with the video, I see much more
complexity. And also with the video, we can cheat
less with ourselves, while with slides, we can just
take out all but the high points of an experience.
Here with the video we can see the whole process
and all its complexities.
Loris criticizes a bit the fact that there are too many
things on the table and in the background. It
doesn’t look too clean, he says.
Laura Rubizzi and Marina Castagnetti reply that
they have improved the visual appearance in subsequent videos.

I realize that with
the video, I see much
more complexity. And
also with the video,
we can cheat less with
ourselves …

Vea: Where we have made cuts, you can always see
the time elapsed (the counter) that says how much
time has gone by. I think it would be very important to decide, here and now, what should be the
structure [of our videotaping], how should be our
interventions, and what should be the times involved, so that we all agree about this.
But Loris does not respond. Then the group begins
to watch the video showing the three boys discussing
how to make a dinosaur with clay.
Vea says the boys have worked for 50 minutes, always
by themselves in a very civil way. For a while one

–Vea Vecchi

After the video of the boys, the
group watches the video of the
three girls that were also required
to make an animal together. Apparently the girls took an hour to
decide what animal to do. They
discussed together for a long
time, looking at three or four
books, and they asked a lot of
questions. They then decided to
make a tiger.

Loris notes immediately that probably there were too
many things to discuss in this situation [for the
girls]. Probably one should have diminished the
number of variables, given them fewer paths to
follow. The excess of choice could have slowed
down and dampened the relevant enthusiasm of
the children.
Then followed a discussion between Loris and the
teachers about this situation with the girls: whether
they had really understood that they were required
to make one animal all together, or one animal each.
Laura and Marina said that in fact the children were
asked to make one animal together. (The teachers even
went back a few times saying that.) But even so, the

Part I —
 Introduction
girls started making three different animals. Later, in
this video, one of the three girls, who has made a tiger,
has great difficulty in making it stand up.
Loris complains about this. He says: You should be
aware of whether the children know all the preparatory techniques that would make it possible to
solve such a problem. I don’t think it is fair to let
children get into this state of anguish; it’s a sort of
cruelty.
So a discussion follows. The teachers (Laura and Marina) say that this is a situation which is new for the
three girls.
Vea: The children have had much experience in working with clay on a horizontal plane, but now for
the first time—being 4-years-old—they feel the
need to make the animal stand up. So the girls run
into new problems, and they are not yet capable
of transferring their knowledge of old problems to
solve this new one.
Loris continues to criticize the way the teachers have
taught.
Vea tries to make her point that this is a sort of more
advanced situation that involves new problems to
solve.
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children and on matters of cooperation? Because as regards us [the research team], these videos seem very valuable, and just exactly what we
would desire for a discussion.
Vea: Well, I would be glad to send them—just taking out a few parts because they are too long. The
one of the girls and the clay, especially, I think it
is ready to go. I still think the girls needed time
to make mistakes, and long times are very relevant [for children]. Yes, I would use these videos
as they are.
Tiziana adds that she would like to add the other
video which has the children discussing around
the computer.
Vea describes this discussion again.
Tiziana: It is very beautiful.
Loris: All of these things are very important—to put
these points into discussion, to criticize them—really to discuss, discuss, discuss.
He then goes on to talk about different combinations
of children in groups of two, three, and four. He
says that this research exercise ought to proceed by
means of a series of attempts, in order to represent
the best thing for people who work with children.

But the discussion between Loris and Vea lasts a long
time.
Vea: I think this highlights the importance and usefulness of video, because it makes us think more.
Certain things emerge more clearly than before;
we see them in a more complex way.
Loris: Well, but the important thing is to see whether
the children have learned.
Vea protests once more and tries also to protect Marina and Laura, the teachers under scrutiny.
Loris interrupts and tries to sum up the situation. He
says: With the video, you say that you see many
more things than you had seen before. The technical aspects of the video have also come under
discussion. You have improved your technique;
you have tried different methods and used different materials with the children. Now I would
like to ask you which of these videos are, according to you, ready to be shown to other people? Do
you think they are what you want other people
to see—people who work, as you do, with young

Stage 3: October 15, 1990, at 10:15 a.m.
This is a preliminary discussion conducted at Diana
School prior to the afternoon session. Present are Carolyn Edwards, John Nimmo, Loris Malaguzzi, Vea
Vecchi, and Tiziana Filippini. Tiziana acted as translator, and these notes were taken at the event by Carolyn and John. The discussion is about the set of video
excerpts from the Common School in Amherst, Massachusetts, that the Diana educators will watch on the
last day of work together.
[Editors’ note: That video-reflection transcript of the
discussion of the Amherst video is included in this
volume in Part VII. In this preliminary discussion,
which also sets the stage for the days to follow, Loris
Malaguzzi speaks clearly about the purpose of teachers analyzing together and reflecting on their own
classroom videotapes].
Tiziana describes how, before taping, they had
led some meetings with teachers and staff of
Scuola Diana and Asilo Nido Rodari, and asked
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third, we must consider the value of the verbal
language they use, because the kind of communication used by the children has a lot of influence
on what is going on—at least that is our point
of view. We have to avoid analyzing the video
only in terms of the behavior seen. There are
some events that happen inside the bigger events.
I mean, perhaps working with the computer is a
Loris is concerned about what is their “motivation”
big event, but inside this big event are many small
for watching and discussing the video. He suggests
events that happen many times. And if we try to
that it is best to collectively look at a video and
understand these, we may generate a new code to
then obtain a range of points of view and different
read this situation. We have made some attempts,
interpretations that then need to be discussed to
but we are not sure of the results, to make some
reach a “common point of view.” It is
graphics with the aid of the
best to work toward a theocomputer. We have tried to anretical compilation, and obalyze the different categories
tain a “circle of ideas” to
[I]t is best to collectively
of words and different categoget a common view. This aplook at a video and then
ries of thought that we think
proach is necessary in order
obtain a range of points
we see arise at different times
to gain further knowledge
in this sequence of children
of
view
and
different
inand improve methodology—
working with the computer.
terpretations that then
to gain an increase of ideas
We think that if we can betand an improvement of the
need to be discussed to
ter understand these categories
methodology. Otherwise we
reach a “common point
of words and thought, then we
find out each other’s point
of view.”
will better understand what
of view and if there are difis going on [in the big event].
ferences, we learn this, but
–Loris Malaguzzi
So later we will try to explain
we do not progress or move
more clearly what we think
forward. Of course, it is not
about all this.
necessary they we agree on
Tiziana: Yes, while observing the verbal language and
everything. Each event is a story that hangs within
watching some particular small events that hapa system, in relationship to other events. An event
pen many times within the main situation.
is not just that—what you see in a moment—it is
always something that develops as part of other
Carolyn: You will explain more of your thinking
events. If this happens for children, so it does also
about what you are telling me now.
for adults.
Tiziana: Yes.
John Nimmo: That’s exactly what the Common
Carolyn: Now, we share some of those same underSchool teachers in Amherst, Massachusetts, restandings with you about how things fit into a
marked on, also—talking about trying to get past
larger flow.
a snapshot feeling about the video segments.
That was one reason that I was concerned about
Tiziana nods in agreement.
Loris watching the Common School video before
you had heard the background information—
Loris: The other question is this. When adults look
at the video in a critical way (“read critically the
Tiziana laughs.
video”), we must consider three things, not only
Carolyn: And this is the script that will provide much
the behavior we see. First, we must consider the
of what you are talking about. Indeed, we have
evolution of the interpersonal relationship among
exact transcriptions of the words of the children,
the children. Second, we must consider the evoluin case you want to understand more precisely
tion of the cooperative learning or thought. And
Malaguzzi to attend. They held two meetings
to try to understand what is collaborative learning and what is cognitive conflict—to understand
what the research should be looking for and also
what kind of methodology could support those
goals. Thus, she says, the research served as “a
provocation for us.”
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some of the small events and how they fit into the
larger picture. (Editors’ Note: This transcript was
in English and was not drawn upon in the discussions that followed).
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tinuing to stick with a discussion until the tension
is resolved and there is a solution, not simply quitting after everyone has stated their opinion.

Tiziana: Yes, the important thing is not just to hear diTiziana translates Carolyn’s words into Italian for Vea
verse points of view, but instead to go so far with
and Loris. She then says: You are right, Carothe discussion that it is clear that each person has
lyn, about this idea of not showing the Common
taken something in and moved in his or her
School video to Malaguzzi without having given
thinking, as a result of what
the presentation about the school. You must
has been heard. This involves
keep all of this together and
a sharing of understanding
not give him only the video.
that allows for a joint next
(She laughs as Loris interstep together.
Yes, the important
rupts). We agree with you!
thing is not just to hear
Loris: When the spotlight is
It’s a good feeling that Loris
first put on an issue—for exdiverse points of view,
is expressing—it’s just to try
ample, when you first think
but instead to go so far
to tell you from what point
about videos in terms of
of view he is trying to work
with the discussion that
collaboration—the spotlight
concerning this content.
it is clear that each peris blinding. We must adapt
son has taken something
John: One of the things in the
to the light. So what peoscript are quotes from the
ple first say about the videos
in and moved in his or
teachers’ own words—what
is not so interesting. What
her thinking, …
they said when viewing their
is more interesting is what
videos. These provide conpeople think after they hear
– Tiziana Filippini
text to the video pieces.[5
one another and move to
minute pause]
the next step or the next.
This is why we have done so much preparation
Carolyn: This morning’s discussion seems to me an
for your visit.
example of the way you work with children—con-
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C. Transcript of entire “Cooperation”
video, translated into English by
educators in Reggio and provided to
Americans for reference
1. May, 1990
Setting: Table with clay, and boys from the 4-year-old class:
Marco M., Filippo and Alan. (Later Tommaso and Alessandro). Teacher, Laura Rubizzi. (Alan is singing) . This episode
is discussed in Part II,A.
Alan: Oh! This is the stomach! No, it is a leg, I must
finish!
Marco: I am making the body.
Filippo: I do the head.
Alan: What a big ball of clay you took Marco! It is
gigantic!

sion is that only Marco has clear in his mind how
the parts should be put together).
Marco: Is it true that these are the back legs? Now, I
am doing the front.
Filippo: Is it the behind?
Marco: Yes, prepare also the nose! Sharp teeth, cut
the mouth.
Filippo: How do I do it? You do it.
Marco: Ok! Gimme gimme, I make it rounder! Let’s
see, let’s see!
Filippo: Moustache! (They laugh)
Filippo: I do the nose.
Marco: Let’s put the other piece that is finished already, ok! Let’s see. (He adds a paw)
Filippo: Let’s see our room! (They laugh)
Alan: Ok boss, here is ready another foot.
Marco: To attach.

Marco: I do the head that is more better (yes).

Alan: Here it is (Uses the formal verb as to a superior.)

Marco: Make it rounder!

Marco: Oh thank you! Another foot, we need another
foot, damn’ foot!

Filippo: The eyes…
Marco: Make them narrow, like that.

Filippo: Here, where do I put the head?

Marco: Here I made the food.

Marco: Now put it there, not like that ( While Filippo
had modified the head, by applying the legs he
seems to make Marco change his point of view.
Now the head is placed more to the left.)

Alan: No, you have to make a monster.

Filippo: Oh! Sorry, like that?

Marco: Okay, get ready!
Filippo: The nose, the mouth…

Marco: Turn a little like that. You said a long neck,
and now make a long neck.

Alan: Square.

Filippo: Ah, cute. Sorry!

Marco: Bravo! Good!

Alan: But, how can we do now?

Filippo: Oh! With all those things to eat it will become fat!

Marco: Ah, we forgot that we needed fins. I make
marks (Textures the skin).

Marco: Look what food I made for him!

Filippo: Here is the neck! Gentlemen, here is the long
neck!

Alan: Here it is (the leg) I hold it on. Laura, look
what a beautiful leg!

Alan: Marco, a foot!
Marco: Give it to me, I’ll put it on for you, we need
an extra piece (he elongates it).
Alan: In the meanwhile I’ll do the other.
Filippo: Oh! We should finish it!
Marco: (to Alan) Bigger, bigger!
Filippo: (Makes and attempt to attach the head with
the mouth toward the ceiling)
Marco: No stupid, the behind!
Filippo: Ah! (He turns the head around, the impres-

Marco: No, longer!
Filippo: Long like the school? (He laughs making a
funny face.) Lets make it longer! There are two,
should we make two heads?
Alan: Let’s do two heads? Do you want (agree) to do
two heads?
Marco: Ok.
Filippo: Yeah, I agree, one head goes here.
Marco: Oh guys, I forgot the tail, here it is. (They
leave the figure to look at the books.)
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Alan: Why don’t we make this one and then we do
another?

Filippo: Who is going to help me to make this stand?

Filippo: Should we make it as large as the school?
Alan: How old are you Filippo?

Filippo: Oh, it doesn’t stand up (tries to make it stand
by himself).

Filippo: Five!

Alan: (to the teacher) Laura, it does not stand up.

(They speak about toys that Filippo does not seem to know,
but Alan seems at a certain point to have found a toy that he
has and the other two also have)

Marco: But I am still doing the eyes.

Teacher: What do you think that you could use?
Alan: That kind of chicken–wire
Marco: That’s right, quick!

Filippo: Come on, the head!

Filippo: Quick! Oh, can you help me Laura?

Marco: But I have the head. Why don’t we make
him mad? So that he can destroy everything, here
it is, mad, it seems mad to you? (He shows it to
Filippo, then glances at it and says yes with his
head)

Marco: I start making a little small neck (of another
prehistoric animal)

(Filippo captures the attention of his companions by
telling about an adventure he had at the luna-park and
then goes on singing)

Teacher: No, it is almost standing.
Filippo: Here we are!
Alan: How nice, why don’t we place another foot so
that it can stand?
(They go back to look at the initial stage)
Marco: At the end of the tail it has a sort of nut.

Filippo: Stop worrying [if] he is my type, stop worrying [if] he is my type…oh! Should we do also
drops of dirt? Lets pretend that it was climbing!

Alan: With spikes.

Marco: A large volcano.
Filippo: Why worry, here is the neck.

Filippo: Absolute silence, I said, absolute silence for
the workers.

Alan: Should we do four fins?

Alan: A point spike? Look, all of you.

Marco: (to Filippo) Do you agree?

Marco: Put it here on the tail.

Filippo: Yes, I agree very much!
Alan: Yes, let’s do it!

Filippo: The tail is here. He is my type. We are almost done, is it standing? Yes.

Filippo: First we finish this on.

Marco: It is all done, should we make a cross?

Alan: Are we going to do all of them? First we do
this one, than this one, than this one…

Filippo: Laura, if Roberta comes she will be scared
by that face!

Filippo: But all the dinosaurs that are in the book will
fit?

Alan: Is something missing?

Alan: Also, this one… you have to make beaks, the
little hands, the wings.

Filippo: The cheeks, the cheeks! The pupil, I have already made the pupil. Now we can make this one
(another animal). Marco, Alan, we can make this
one, it is a good one! What a neck! Here I make
the wings; gimme I am going to cut it a bit.

Filippo: Why worry, he is my type.
Marco: The last one we do is the mammoth?
Marco: (Working on the dinosaur) To make it stand
now I will take the brush. (He wants to layer the
mixture of clay and water as if it were glue under
the feet of the dinosaur.)

Marco: We made some marks (on the skin), we’ll do
what we can do okay?

Marco: Wait, I’ll do the tongue. (They laugh.)

Marco: Oh look, put here some sticking glue, now
here, enough!
Alan: Another wing?

Filippo: But there is already a little of …watch out
(why worry) then help us!

Filippo: Here Alan, like this one (shows the one he
made).

Alan: Well, the little nails and the little hands of that
bird.

Marco: Make it bigger Alan!
Filippo: We are already almost finished
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(Two friends arrive, Tommaso and Alessendro)

Filippo: Tommi, come on, look, we did this one, now
we make another one.
Tommaso: Bravo! If you want I can help!
Marco: Yes, we are doing this one…so you should
help us do this one if you can!
Filippo: And then this other one, come on quick, otherwise we’ll get tired and you will get tired.
Alan: Is this ok?
Marco: Tommi, Look!

2. Spring 1990
Encounter with the computer. Boys from the 4-year-old classroom—who are now Alan 5 [yrs]:4 [mos]; Alessandro 4:7;
Marco 5:2; Tommaso 5:2; Teacher: Laura Rubizzi or
Marina Castaghetti. This episode is not discussed in the
videoreflection meetings.
Tommaso: Why does it not work? Perhaps you do not
need this. He strikes a few keys, then goes behind
the computer. Here is why! It is the plug! One second I am going to try…why nothing comes up?
(Strikes hard the keyboard along with Marco).
One second.. (He strikes the key to turn on the
video than turn to Alessandro.) Do you see? Nothing happens there.
Marco: Let’s try to write: Fifi, our names… Marco,
Tommaso, Alan…well where is M?

Marco: But I was the one that turned it on.
Tommaso: Here we found it.
Marco: (pointing to the arrows on the keyboard) My
father uses these two, this one to go backward and
this one to forward, this one to go this way (indicates to the left) and this one go that way (indicates to the right) catch! What the hell did this to
me! (points to the screen)
Alessandro: (laughs and all the children strike together the keyboard).
Marco: (strikes with care a few keys without asking)
Ah!
Alessandro: Where is X?
Marco: X…I…
Tommaso: E I (he strikes a few keys).
Marco: Enough!
Tommaso: May I sit here a minute?
Marco: Write from there (standing up)
Teacher: No, Marco, let also Tommaso write the right
place.
(Tommaso sits at the computer)
Tommaso: Where is E?
Alan: I.
Tommaso: I have to make lots of lots because I am to
write a very long word. C is this C?
Alessandro: Yes that is C.

Marco: This is T (Points to the keyboard)

Tommaso: I I I I know I, T…A

Tommaso: Why does it not come up? (he turns to the
teacher)

Teacher: CITA you wrote cita.

Marco: M this is A…
Tommaso: MARCO ARCO

Marco: May I start again when Alan is finished?
(Alessandro sits at the counter)

Marco: Then, I did this for this, this or this, then this
and this.

Alessandro: Where is L L L? Where is E? A A E
S S A..?

Tommaso: Do you need this?

Alan: ALESA.

Teacher: Maybe you need to strike all the other keys?

Tommaso: Alessandra? (they laugh)

Marco: (gets up and hits the screen with his fists) Ah
gear, gears, my father goes always… (going behind
the computer) gears, gears, gears (under his breath
almost singing).

Alessandro: (spells his own name pointing to the letters on the screen) A L E S S three S (they all
laugh).

Tommaso: (goes near M. behind the video) here is
why. It is a small light, come and see! It is the blue
one, see if I turn it off ? Do you see that now it is
gone? Do you see the tiny light?

(Alan sits at the computer)
Marco: NNNEN? N A N A (It means midget, they
all laugh)
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Alan: What is written?

Alan: You very very good Richi!

Alessandro: It is written Alan.

Loriana: Ah, he fell down!

Tommaso: Alan Frocesco.

Riccardo: One should have…

Marco: GGGGGGG

Marco: And now you have to go there.
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Alan: You very very good.
3. Spring 1990
Videogame; the discovery and revision of rules within
a group of children from the 4-year-old class: Alan 5:4;
Alessandro 4:7; Marco 5:2; Riccardo 5:4; Pierluigi 4;
Mariateresa 4:11; Cariaca 4; Filippo 4; Tommaso 5:2;
Loriana [age?]. Mariateresa, Cariaca, and Loriana are
girls; the others are boys. This episode is not discussed
in the videoreflection meetings.
(Marco is sitting at the computer)
Marco: Come on…it fell down!
Tommaso: It was eaten up!
Marco: Nothing.
Tommaso: Jump, Marco, (softly) come on!
Marco: Dang!
Tommaso: (at the computer) (Encouraging) NO NO
NO come on come on come on!
Alan: Come on!
Marco: There is only one hope!
Alan: Come on!
Marco: The last one.
Tommaso: No! Eaten up.
(Alessandro explains the ideas to Loriana)
Alessandro: With this one (key) you can jump (shows
the screen) only on the empty lines and not on the
ones that are full.
Alan: Those (full lines) are cages, you have to tell her!
Alessandro: Jump, Brava! Ah! You will!
(Marco explains the rules to Riccardo)

Pierluigi: You have to go up to there and then you
have to go back (turning to Marco), right?
Marco: Yes.
Pierluigi: You must go, Richi, win!
Alan: Bravo!
(Riccardo explains the rules to Mariateresa)
Riccardo: …without letting them get you, you must
arrive up here…if you jump one of these small
forms you die and if you arrive here you must return there (pointing to the video). Jump!
Mariateresa: Which one is the one to jump? (three of
the children point to the key to use).
Riccardo: Do you see there is a monsteroid.
Marco: Is there a monsteroid?
Riccardo: Come on, here it is…there is an ugly
one.
Pierluigi: My god…right, Marco?
Riccardo: Well, but I made it!
Pierluigi: You must win!
Marco: (turning to it) Now it is his turn.
Mariateresa: (getting up to leave the place for
Pierluigi) Yes.
Marco: Come on!
Pierluigi: You tell me how to do it?
Marco: This key to go this way (to the left) this to
go that way (to the right). You must go only on
those (he points to the screen) if you don’t go you
die right away. You must go first there and then
come back here. Come on! You can go…no. Just
a moment.

Marco: This (key) to go this way (points to the
screen) when you must jump here, you should
not jump these…these…these…you must get here
understand?

Pierluigi: Right?

Riccardo: Yes…I’m gunna to try…I have to press this
one, right?

Pierluigi: You were here…you must win Richi!

Marco: Right.

Marco: Yes, bravo.
(Marco is at the computer. The group is viewed from behind)

Marco: Then when it is here, it is transformed (singing) into Superbunny!
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Marco: Should we have Riccardo always do it? Come
on! He is the strongest!

counts them on the cart) 1…2…3…4
(Andrea comes in.)

Filippo: Then when he does not win it is still his turn.
Pierluigi: When one dies, it is the turn of another one.

Andrea: Will you put me near Gianluca?

Filippo: So, who will have another turn?

Christian: Yes.

Pierluigi: And the one who loses…another takes a
turn?

Andrea: And near you!

Filippo: Yes. It is the turn of another one.

Daniele: No; we cannot do that because Christian
goes there and I go there. (It is a table with only
two places.) I’ll put you here and Gianluca here,
ok?

Marco: He lost.
Riccardo: And now it is somebody else’s turn.
Pierluigi: Somebody else… it is my turn.
(Riccardo starts getting up, but Marco holds him there)
Marco: No, let’s do it this way, who loses does it
again, who wins, another one does it (leaves the
place to another one).
Pierluigi and Filippo: Yes, yes.
Riccardo: Who wins all games?
Marco: There are these games; this line here (points
to the screen), this line there, and then it is somebody else’s turn.

Christian: Yes.

Christian: Or we can put the two of you here (points
to the facing table).
Andrea: Okay (she goes away).
Daniele: Who is this? (He tries to read the name of
the owner on the envelope that holds the napkin).
Christian: Wait a minute. I have to read here …
maybe there is not
Daniele: Yes there is … but it is hard to see …
Christian: Show me … Federico maybe.
Daniele: Federico!

Filippo: Right!

(Elisa comes in.)
Elisa: With whom did you put me?
4. Spring 1990

Boys from the 5-year-olds class, setting the table: Christian
5:11; Daniele 5:7; plus those that come in to talk to them.
Teacher: Giulia Notari. This episode is discussed in
Part VI, A.
Daniele: Here is the parking lot…lets put the tablecloth…sorry it is the wrong side.

Daniele: Look by yourself.
Elisa: Well, Daniele, don’t you want to tell me where
you put me?
(In the meanwhile other children have come in, it is difficult
to follow what they say, but they are dealing with the caps
of mineral water bottles. This distracts the two boys who
are setting the table from Elisa’s request.)
Christian: Why should we know?!

Christian: Let’s go to this table.

Daniele: Is this yours? (He is asking Elisa if it is her
envelope with napkin).

Daniele: No. To that one!

Elisa: Yes.

Christian: oh la la…no I will count them (the
dishes)…4…5…

Christian: Near Michele.

(Beatrice comes in.)
Beatrice: Listen, Christian, will you put me near Cecilia, Eleonare and Alice?

Elisa: And I don’t like it.
Daniele: (sings) (the five Samurai…)
(Elisa is mad; a teacher, Giulia Notari, comes in)

Christian: We shall see later.

Daniele: You don’t want to stay near Michele?

Daniele: Wait (counts the dishes) 1…2…3…4 (then

Elisa: NO! Oh, finally you do understand!
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Giulia Notari: Find an agreement among yourselves.
Elisa find an agreement with them.

(Now Elisa explains to her friends how to sing Papaveri and
Papere (Poppies and ducks, a well known pop song).)

Christian: With whom do you want to sit?

Elisa F.: You (to Elisa M.) have to sing with her, with
them. (Do you know that the poppies are tall, tall,
tall…) and going la, la, la you can sing everything,
do you understand? But going; Tra la lala la, do
you understand? Together with me! Come on you
all sing! Like that!

Elisa: With….Francesco!
Christian: No! You stay where we have placed you.
(He probably says this mostly because Francesco
had been placed at the table of Gianluca and Andrea who had come before to ask to have favored
places.)
Elisa: Alright! (Elisa leaves, mad, stamping her feet
and slamming the door.)
Christian: (Runs after her, calls her, and gets her in
the classroom.) Do you want to stay near Mariagiulia? (He asks this twice.)

All: Sing (Do you know that…)
Elisa F.: (But one day a duck asked her father) Come
on! (To marry a duck ... no a poppy, to marry a
duck, how one does? La la la la.)

Elisa: (mad) Do what you like!
6. April 1990

5. Spring 1990
Girls setting the table 5-year-olds class: Elisa F. 5:10;
Mariagiulia (no. 1) 5:6; Elisa M. (no. 2) 5:10;
Elena (no. 3) 5:6; Francesca (no. 4) 5:6. This
episode is discussed in Part VI, A.
Elisa F.: (sings) (Stoppi, stoppi, stoppi stop) Come all
here! (Stoppi, stoppi, stoppi stop) Without singing,
without whistling, without speaking, only…when
I tell you and … pass it on, pass it on, hurry, stop!
(La la la la la … li li li li li) Number 1 (she places
her friends calling them according to their place
in the handing on of dishes) Number 2, number
3 stay there. Number 4 come on, come on, come
on! Now we change rhythm…let’s sing…come on,
come on come on! Without dancing, without musiching (yes), without drawing setting the table
with the dishes little dishes…start…stop! Come
on Francesca now there remains this to do and
now…come, number 1.
Francesca: (singing and spelling) But to Daniele and
to Gianluca they are not W A I T E R S ers ers
ers.
Elisa F.: In any case we are going to place them just
the same…number 1 stay here, number 2 stay
here, number 3 stay here, number 4 here…without
musiching, without drawing…stop!

In the afternoon two boys from the 5-year-olds class prepare
the cots for the afternoon nap. Christian 5:11; Daniele 5:7
(Other children come in to check on them). This epsode is
discussed in Part VI, A.
Christian: I think so, I think Gianluca usually sleeps.
Daniele: Then I will put him near Pedrau, I’ll make a
double bed (two or more cots placed together with
one blanket across to keep them together, and another blanket as a cover for both children). The
same for us, we are three?
Daniele: I’ll place it in the other direction.
Christian: Than mine, then the other and we cover
with the blanket of Andrea Campani.
Daniele: Wait, I am going to place it in the other
direction.
Christian: And we are going to cover ourselves with
the blanket of Andrea Campani?
Daniele: Excellent idea!
Christian: Excellent idea. Let’s put three blankets
(they place the pillows).
Daniele: Is this right? Is it his pillow?
(In the meanwhile near the cots the children place the favorite
toys of the children that are going to use them)
Christian: Under your cot (Daniele is placing his
skateboard under his cot).
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Daniele: (the Seven Samurai) (Then only his voice
is heard) Should we place the toys that the other
children have?

her.) Daniele, near whom did you put me?
Daniele: Do you know whose pillow is this?
Mariagiulia: That one is mine!
Daniele: And this one? (It is a large bag with pillow
and blanket.)

(They both sing a song)
Daniele: Wait before…I’ll tell when you have to put
things.

(In the meanwhile also Chiara and Cecilia have come in.)

Christian: I’ll put it now. (They sing)

Cecilia: It is mine!

Daniele: Whose pillow is this?

Chiara: And where is my blanket?

Christian: (singing) I do not remember.

Christian: Ah! Let’s make for everybody a double
bed!

Daniele: (singing) My God, we are in serious trouble.
Mariagiulia: (Comes in to check where they placed
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Part II. “Clay Animals”
A learning encounter led by teacher Laura Rubizzi
with 4-year-old children.

A. Transcript (English) of the group reflection meeting on 10/15/90 about the
teaching/learning episode. Participating were Loris Malaguzzi (director),
Tiziana Filippini (pedagogista, translating), teachers Laura Rubizzi, Giulia
Notari, Paola Strozzi, Marina Castagnetti, and Magda Bondavalli, Vea
Vecchi (atelierista), Carolyn Edwards and John Nimmo, and two visitors
from Norway. (Note: The transcript of the video under discussion is found
in Part I.C.1 of this volume).
B. Charts (Italian) prepared by Laura Rubizzi to summarize children’s
interaction, which she presented during the meeting on 10/15/90.
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A. English transcript of the group
reflection meeting on 10/15/90 about
the teaching/learning episode

Children 4-Years-Old Build Animals of Clay
Setting: October 15, 1990, at 4: 00 p.m. Present at
the discussion are Loris Malaguzzi, Tiziana Filippini
(translating), Laura Rubizzi, Giulia Notari, Paola Strozzi,
Marina Castagnetti., Magda Bondavalli, Vea Vecchi,
Carolyn Edwards, John Nimmo, and two visitors from
Norway. Alberta Basaglia from Venice translated this tape
with Carolyn Edwards.

Laura presents a summary of the video, utilizing a
chart of the coded behavior.
Carolyn: [Tiziana translates into Italian throughout].
Let’s begin by my expressing for everyone the
great interest there is in the United States concerning the meetings we have been having, and the
great appreciation of many people for this work
that you have been doing with us, and our desire to hear the ideas of all the teachers who have
been participating in this valuable project. We
have listened with great interest to the interviews
that Laura, Paola, and Magda and Marina Mori
did with Lella Gandini, and we have used those
ideas in thinking about what we wanted to ask today with regard to the videotape, and so although
we have only seen this videotape briefly, much of
what we are asking is drawn from those excellent
interviews. We see the videotape as not the reality of your teaching but rather an opportunity for
you to tell us more about your teaching and how
you think about your teaching.. So we want to go
through the videotape slowly and give the teachers an opportunity to say what they thought was
happening and why, and also we have a few specific questions that we would like to include in
the interview today. In responding, we would like
to hear first from the teacher who was involved
in the teaching, and second, from all of the other
teachers. The first question we have is a general
one. We know that this videotape with the boys is
a piece of videotape that you felt very good about

giving to us. We wanted to know why you found
this videotape so valuable [valido e significante] to
explain children’s cooperative learning.
Tiziana: Do you want an answer to this question?
One at a time?
Carolyn: Yes, let’s answer this one and then go on.
Laura: It was decided that I have to introduce the
material.
Vea: No, Carolyn just said that we have to answer the
questions.
Laura: [nervous laughter] No, but I was going to
answer.
Loris: Oh, I thought....
Tiziana: We didn’t understand what was going on. So,
we don’t look at the video, we just answer your
question?
Carolyn: This question does not refer to any particular part of the video, so we can’t look at the video
yet.
Tiziana: So we will just answer to this question.
Laura: The cooperative learning [l’apprendimento cooperativo] is a very important subject in our experience. And perhaps also thanks to the relationship
we have with you. And so it will also help us with
our research. Since last year we made six pieces of
video. And with the moments of discussion that
we had with other teachers, they [the videos] have
continued to be things we have worked on and
studied. Because we have thought that this was a
good video.
We began videotaping the situation of a small
group—three children playing with clay [creta]—
because as you saw also this morning during the
visit, frequently in our organization, having two
teachers working at the same time, one teacher
works with a small group, and the second one
instead has a kind of work that is coordinating
many different groups of children [facilitating the
other children] that in the same time work in several different ways. We tried to understand what
happens inside one of these small groups of children—three boys—to whom for the first time it
was proposed to make together a prehistoric animal in clay. This is what we asked of this group,
and after this they began their work. We wanted
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to understand—it was our interest in understanding—what was going to happen within this group
[of three children]. There was an adult—that was
I—available to children to come to. But I wasn’t
available only to this group of children; I was
available also to another group that was doing another work. So I wasn’t a figure always present.
We thought that this way could be good, thinking
that it is a thing that happens every day. Because
it looks to us important to understanding what
happens inside these small groups. This is our
way of organization, this is in a few words what
has been our work.
Tiziana states how they started thinking about this
topic since you asked us to collaborate with you in
this research, and the fact that they made six videos on this topic, that it is not only important for
the research that you are doing, but also we get excited about this topic, and so we get very much involved, and then she tried to explain what happens normally when they start working with the
children. The fact that there are different groups
working, that one teacher may coordinate different small groups that are working, and this kind
of video that we are going to see, is good because,
just because we are going to see what normally
happens. The teacher is taking care of this group
and also another group at the same time. That is
a normal situation that happens every day. They
just wanted to understand as adults how the children can work together making the same thing. In
this case they asked the children if they wanted to
make together an animal. So it is quite an everyday situation.
Carolyn: Good, that is very helpful.
Laura: I wanted to say one more thing. The first time
we saw the video, we liked it very much because
the first impression we had was of children very
polite [civile], that were able to have a kind, or polite, relationship [rapporto civile]. The moments in
which they could be listening—the attentive moments—were very long. This activity has gone on
for more than an hour. And it looked to us that
they also liked staying together. This was the very
first impression we had. Then came the second
one. It was this. I asked myself, what did these
children get: not just their staying together, but beyond their just staying together? Is it possible to
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understand something more about this way of
staying together? So it was possible to get to understand better what were the dynamics in the relationship between the children. And so many
questions arose, and the need of getting into it
much more for understanding more.
Tiziana: [translates in English] The first time Laura
saw this video, she liked the way the children were
staying together. They were having a very good
and fair relationship among themselves, and also
they paid very much attention to what was going
on. They spent about one hour in doing this. And
also there was a lot of joy and happiness in what
they were doing.
But the second impression was, well, have those
children realized more than what I just saw the
first time? I mean, is there something more than
the fact that they are enjoying staying together?
Have they realized something or learned something more? What kind of dynamics, really, happen among them?
Carolyn: All right. Does Laura want to begin looking
at the video now?
Laura: I don’t know if you want to see it, but we already saw it ourselves. I thought I could [first]
speak about some points I took from it. I will tell
you the more important moments of the video.
Then, in case we can eventually see it [the video],
for example, I can say. . .
Tiziana: Can’t you say it while we are watching the
video?
Laura: It’s not so easy. Also because the video goes
on for 15 minutes. There is a problem. The activity has gone on for an hour. We have two video
recordings: one that cuts the hour down to half
an hour; and another that cuts the half an hour
down to a quarter of an hour. So I have been able
to put together a structure through the analysis of
the [complete] audiotape of the dialogue of the
children.
Tiziana: [in English]: Laura has written down some
key words for better understanding the video. The
video lasts only 15 minutes, but the whole [original] situation lasted one hour. So she probably recuperated from the tape recorder a lot of things
that are not on the video. If she gives us some
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of the key notes, then we may better understand
what comes out of the dialogue.

Carolyn: Let’s do that. I don’t think you need to translate all of that for me, rather let’s not take the time
to do that, but instead record it and Lella will explain it to me later. [Tiziana translates this and the
work proceeds].
Laura: Perhaps it is better that I explain to you something about the groups. Well, then. This videotaping has been done in the classroom where there
were children 4-years-old. There were three children, and the question was the one we said before.
The children are in the central part of the classroom. Also it was easier to videotape them there.
They had a big piece of red clay, a thread of wire
for cutting the clay [tagliaterra]. In addition, on top
of the table near there, there were some books in
case children needed them, and some animals that
children individually had previously made were
on shelves that the children could reach. On a second table there were materials that usually children use for making structural foundations. When
they have to make animals, it usually doesn’t work
without something that holds the animals up, for
example, pieces of wire, pieces of wet cloth. There
were three of us there, and yet another teacher
was present to watch the other children. Marina
was the cameraman, and at the beginning she also
had to make a photo record [foto reportage] parallel
to the video record. Then, there was the audio recorder turned on, for trying to get all the dynamics coming through children.
The three protagonists were three boys: Alan,
4: 9; Marco, just turning 5; and Filippo, 4: 11.
Why three boys? Because I was interested in going on with a study of the strategies in the masculine groups. The same thing has been done with a
group of girls.

Why these three boys, given all the ones we had?
Because they aren’t a close threesome. Two of
them play frequently together, and the third one
usually has other partners in his games. Alan and
Marco, the two of them that you know, usually go
on with their activities by themselves in a very autonomous way and prefer having as a referent an
adult, either me or Marina. The third one, Filippo,
tends to work as little as possible, forgetting work
done in the end. And only sometimes does he
work harder. They all use the clay in more or less
the same way. And also they have ways of staying
together. Filippo and Marco have the same way
of staying together, while instead Alan is a child
more reserved, much more careful in the things he
chooses.
We must first consider the kind of videotaping we
have done, because I found myself in a big difficulty. I had a big problem in putting together the
edited videotaping with the audiotaping. And another thing has provided a complication; there has
been a reduction of the time. Because very frequently 15 minutes of videotaping aren’t enough
for understanding which are the knots1 through
which the thing goes. So ideally I think it would
be better to have a continual videotaping, and then
you work on the material that comes on that. Also
because the parts that are only audiotaped, compared to what are the children’s expressions, the
children’s dynamics, the dynamics that the images
provide, are two important facts. And sometimes
reading it only in one way, looking at that situation, it seems you can see also other situations.
Marina C: And also because the visual language,
there are moments that aren’t held up [kept up] by
different modalities of communication. You can
get the importance of a sentence that in the whole
text can be “neutral”[meaningless] and when you

1. The idea of “knots” is explained in Carolyn Edwards’ chapter on the Role of the Teacher in the edited book by Edwards,
Gandini, and Forman, The Hundred Languages of Children (all 3 editions). In project work with children, not only must the
larger investigation contain meaty problems, but even a daily work session should ideally contain sticking-points, or “knots.”
Just as a knot (whorl) in wood grain impedes a saw cutting through, and just as a knot (tangle) in thread stops the action
of a needle sewing, just so any problem that stops the children and blocks their action is a kind of cognitive knot. It might
be caused by a conflict of wills or lack of information or skills to proceed. Such “knots” should be thought of as more than
negative moments of confusion and frustration, however. Rather, they are moments of cognitive disequilibrium, containing
positive possibilities for re-grouping, hypothesis-testing, and intellectual comparison of ideas. They can produce interactions
that are constructive not only for socializing but also for constructing new knowledge. The teachers’ task is to notice those
knots and help bring them to center stage for further attention—launching points for next activities.
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see it again with the text it gives you a different
meaning, fitting better with the situation.
Laura: Well, then, to get to the structure I’m speaking
of, I have been working on the audiorecording—
on the transcription of the recording of the children’s language. So that means on the whole complex material [materiale complessivo].
Tiziana: [translates] She is going to give us the structure based on listening to the verbal language of
the children.
Laura: First thing, the children were very happy about
my proposal. It was the first time that they found
themselves together, to make an animal together.
But they didn’t take up problems, and it looked
as if it were a usual thing for them. They were
happy. I think that also on this we could make
some hypotheses. Immediately afterwards they began consulting the books they had there, but this
kind of consulting is very superficial [approximate]. And Alan and Marco are the protagonists
of this consulting. The books and the images shall
be left there and picked up again only when the
animal will have a real structure and needs to be
completed.
Each one of the children chooses the part of the
animal he wants to make, and declares which part
he will do. One says, “I shall do the head.” Another: “I do the body.” Another: “I do the limbs.”
Nearly immediately, one of these three children,
Marco, who was the one who had chosen to do
the body, takes over as leader. Because he is the
child who gets the parts done by the other two
children and puts them all together. The first parts
that were made are—now I can’t give every one
of you the diagram—I am sorry if they aren’t
clear but they are notes that can help you understand the evolution. [She hands out diagrams].The
first image on the top is a body. The body is a big
piece of clay. It’s a kind of block. Alan chooses to
make the leg. So when the leg is ready, Alan gives
it to Marco. And Marco does the first assembling.
Filippo had to make the head. Filippo makes his
head, and tries to put it on top of this construction. But Marco stops him, and tells him, “No, it’s
not right. This is the back of the animal.”
So I don’t know how to explain it, but Marco is
making this animal with two blocks—one is the
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front and one is the back. Here will be stuck a
leg, and here another leg. So Filippo is imperfect.
Marco sticks the second part of the body, the back
part, and in this moment Filippo thinks that he
understood. And he’s ready to put his head just in
the middle. And for the second time, Marco says,
“No, it’s not right. It doesn’t go there.” It looks
like Filippo has a frontal perspective. But it’s not
Marco’s idea. And there is never an accord between these children. So Marco says, “No, move
it over a bit. You have to turn it around.” Because
he is looking at the animal [mumble].
There is another problem, too, that is not anymore in the drawing. The children have decided to
make a prehistoric animal with a long neck. And
so Marco says, “Look, the head only isn’t enough.
We decided on a long neck, and you have to make
a long neck.” At this point, there is the first moment of crisis for Alan. He had already made two
legs and he doesn’t know how to go on. First [he
did the] block. But now what do we have to do?
The arms? This is the image that he has of an animal. So in this case, Marco, who became the temporary leader, says, “We had chosen at the beginning those feet [pinne] like flippers [fins].” So
Marco remembers for himself and for Alan the
initial project they had, and in this way Alan can
find again his new way of getting in [inside the
process of co-constructing with the others], so he
goes to setting up the flippers. And not only that,
he also wants to stick some wheels on, and this is
accepted by the other boys.
Then comes another very difficult moment for
Filippo. He should have prepared the long neck,
but he didn’t know how to make a long neck. He
doesn’t know how long it has to be. He had made
a little strip, but it wasn’t long enough. So Marco
suggests to him to get ready three little snakes of
clay in order to hold up the head. Because he had
already seen that the head had big proportions,
so that the neck had to be not only very long but
also very thick. In the meantime, the other kid in
the group, Alan, was very impatient and kept saying, “Is this head ready?” Now Marco comes in
on Filippo’s head. He takes it and looks at it and
said, “Hey, this isn’t a man. It has to be an animal.
So also the head is not all right, because it has the
eyes, nose, and mouth of a human being. It is supposed to be an animal’s face.” So Marco takes this
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head from Filippo and begins to change it into an
animal face.
At this point, Alan has another strong perception.
Alan looks at the work they are doing and understands that it doesn’t look like what they had decided in the beginning it had to be. And he says,
“Oh, we didn’t say we were going to do this!”
and he has a moment in which he doesn’t recognize the animal. But the other boys don’t give up
what they were doing. But from now on, they will
go back to the pictures much more than they had
been doing up to this moment. So as they had already gone far away from the initial image of the
animal, there is now a “moment of going away”
that I call “transgressive.” And Alan says, “Why
don’t we make this animal so it is also a rowboat
animal? So we can put many moving-parts [ingranaggi] on it.” So he pushes all the children towards an animal that is very different from their
initial idea.

Someone: Was it Marco?
Laura: [with other voices] No, it was Alan. Filippo
doesn’t understand well this idea of the rowboatanimal. And also perhaps the idea of putting the
pieces together makes the work harder for Filippo.
And so from that moment Filippo moves his attention onto a kind of pieces he knows better how
to make, those that compose roundabouts [like in
a park]. When he speaks of roundabouts [carnival
rides], he speaks of those called “Death Circles.”
This is a moment in which Filippo speaks about
his experience on this kind of roundabout. Then
he stops speaking and stays within the group. In
fact he doesn’t know what to do because Marco
has the head, Alan has the flippers and the legs,
and he doesn’t have anything else to do. And so
he proposes the rain. A situation in which this situation could be and [the animal] could live. At
this time, while this animal can be seen to take
shape and hold an image between the children,
Marco proposes that after they finish this animal,
they could do other animals. So as to go on with
this work together.
At this moment, one or two children leave the table while the other stays there. One or two stay
near the animal that has to be finished, while the
other goes to look at the book. He would like to
begin the construction of another animal at this

same time. Here comes a moment of [estraniamento] estrangement. Now comes a moment that
I think is very important: when Filippo decides to
straighten up the animal, in order to put it at last
in the right way. But in fact they are not able to
make it stand up.
And so there comes a direct question: Will I
help? Alan asks me [if I will help]. I return to
Alan the opportunity of finding the way out.
And he finds the way by putting by wire mesh
under the trunk. They become very excited because they think they have come to the end
of their work. So Alan comes back and positions the piece of mesh under the animal, while
Filippo puts the animal on top of it. But in the
meantime, Marco also sticks the head on, and
so the animal falls down. There are too many
shoves [pushes]. So let’s see, is this net too small?
Perhaps we need a bigger one for holding up the
whole animal? Alan goes to look for another
piece of mesh. Filippo—with my help because
he was very upset—gets the animal again to
stand up. Putting the legs on, the animal stands
up. And he sticks onto it a fifth leg, without anyone noticing it. I myself saw it only later, watching the video. So that the equilibrium could be
definite.
In the final animal, there will be no neck. And this
is a thing that the children don’t care about, that
they don’t mind. I asked myself some questions
about the meaning of this. The animal was very
attractive [elegant], now that it was standing up.
How nice it is! [Come è bello] So there comes the
desire to finish it. There is a moment of admiration. So now comes the wish to complete the animal, to stick the parts on that are missing. So now
they go back to consulting the book. The children
decorate the body with stripes and markings and
scales on the tail. The teeth and the pupils of the
eyes. The final touch—the pupils—is Filippo’s.
Then at the end the animal is abandoned.
Loris: Where is this animal now?
Laura: It’s a pity, but it broke to pieces [sad voice]. It
dried up and then fell apart. We kept the pieces for
a while, but when clay dries up, it disintegrates.
Carolyn: Too bad.
Laura: I’m very sorry. So, this animal was abandoned,
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and it is just as if we put a cross on top of it to indicate it was all done. And then they immediately begin another animal. It is a prehistorical
bird, and they begin putting together all the parts.
They reproduce the structure they made before.
Marco is again the leader. He will put together all
the parts. The other two, Alan and Filippo, have
the wings, but this time they are much more capable. The impression you get is that they know
much better how to do it.
Someone: Did they look more interested in the construction process instead of the final product?
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knowledge wasn’t communicated or discussed
with the other children. During the first phase of
the work, the other two children move as if they
were blind. And he is the only one who knows
what to do. So I ask myself, if it is a correct thing
to leave the children to look for the way out, or
if it wouldn’t be better to get them to discuss the
project together? For example, when a child has
a project, should one ask him to communicate it,
discuss it? And try to make sure there is one first
moment where they all communicate and have a
moment of contact?

And another thing that left me
disappointed is that I didn’t notice
the neck problem that seems a
very important component of the
The pleasure of staying
animal. Perhaps because it was
together was really very
too difficult to make the neck.
strong. This animal was
Marco tried for a while but was
unable. And they let go of that
important, but it seems
problem. Instead, it seems to me
to me that much more
that it could have been an element
important for them was
Loris asks an inaudible questo stick with. Another thing was
the staying together.
tion, and Laura replies:
getting children used to thinking
Yes, we shall see this later
and finding structures—different
–Laura Rubizzi
on. Two children who in
kinds of structures—because it
the meantime were outside,
appeared to me that their knowlnow come in, and display
edge wasn’t sufficient for projectadmiration and offer to
ing three-dimensional structures
come into the group. So in this case, the other
with their own stability [equilibrium]. These are
boys accept. But Filippo shows them what for me
the first thoughts I have had. Now I think we can
can be the end of the work as a finished animal
watch. And then I can go on with my analysis,
[the first one],saying, “Look how nice it is! Look
for getting into an understanding of what we are
what we have made!” And Filippo shows them
seeing.
the finished animal. And then Marco explains
Carolyn: Okay, let’s watch the video now. [The group
to one of them the project. Marco says, “If you
watches the video.] We wanted to ask, when the
want, you can help us make another pre-historchildren are looking through the books to make
ical animal. If you are able to, and if you want
their plan, we wanted to know, without the books
to.” The scene finishes, because it was lunchtime,
and photos, could they have made this plan? [Tizwith this intrusion of Tommaso and Alessandro
iana translates].
into the group of children who wanted to go on
Laura: I think so. Also because this interest in prehiswith this activity.
torical animals is very strong. And the informaJust before you watch the video, I want to tell
tion that children have on them is so extensive
you some things that I asked myself after we
that they would have been able to do it even withhave made that structure. So one of them is this.
out the books and photos.
Marco, on this occasion, seemed to have in his
Tiziana: Perhaps Carolyn wanted to know something
head the total project of this animal. Also, he
more. If they would have been able to get along
knew the prospective from which it had to get
together without having images as mediators for
done—this one [She shows the drawing]. But his
Laura: I think they were very interested in being together
as a group. The pleasure of
staying together was really
very strong. This animal was
important, but it seems to
me that much more important for them was the staying
together.
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the project. Because a thing [the photo?] is saying,
“This is a thing we all want to make and we see it
and we know what it is.” Instead it is different to
reach an accord.

use the book in a different way. In the first phase,
they chose this animal because it was a good animal. So they excluded the carnivores. They chose
a non-violent animal.

Laura: Perhaps they would have discussed more about
the kind of animal [if they hadn’t had the books].
As we have already seen in other situations, when
children employ only words, frequently there
are moments of incomprehension. And very frequently children use different kinds of languages,
for example, drawings, and the showing of drawings. Perhaps if we hadn’t had the books, the child
who had the whole plan of the animal in his mind
would have communicated much better to the
other kids what was his idea.

Tiziana: Probably, Carolyn with this question wanted
to anticipate the American audience who could
ask questions regarding the use of the book, asking themselves whether the use of the book would
limit the imagination of the children.

Vea: I wanted to say something concerning the image [picture] the children are looking at. The image [as experienced] in a group is always an important referent, whether they use it or they just
look at it. It consolidates in part. I think it is important that it is there. And I wanted to say
another thing that we usually
Loris: We should try to undersay when we go around speakstand whether the image in
ing of our experience. This is
the book has been respected
It is important that
that the children need to have
[followed closely in their
they have detailed
realistic images—in this case it
construction], or whether it
photographs and not
is not easy to have realistic imhas just been a point of dereproductions
like
the
ages of dinosaurs. Realistic imparture for the work. So that
ages. It is important that they
the children leave it behind.
kind that are usually
have detailed photographs and
Also probably because there
made for children
not reproductions like the kind
is salient agreement [pattegthat are usually made for chilgiamento] among the chil–Vea Vecchi
dren that are very schematic
dren: “All right, we will look
[sketchy]. Frequently the images
at it, but we won’t be able
are ugly. Saying this, I don’t
to do it like that. We can do one that looks like it.”
want to say that the nicer image is always the
Vea: I think that in this moment, the images provide a
more realistic. For giving extensive reference,
moment of importance to the [children’s] commuit is important that there is a reproduction that
nity [NOTE from translator: She uses the term,
lets the work happen. It can’t be too schematic
momento aggregante, “unifying moment,” an Italian
[sketchy]. When children consult animal images,
expression that educators like to use—an expreswe watch out [to see] these images don’t represion remnant of Italian politically leftist thinking].
sent only one perspective [visually]. For examIt seems they don’t care to go check and see if it
ple, a horse painted by Paola Uccello is differlooks like the picture.
ent from a horse that we can find in children’s
Laura: No, no, they go and look at it and see that it
books where there is the sketchy little horse, that
is not the same thing, as I told you before, when
doesn’t provide much [information]. So when
they are putting together the pieces, Alan says,
we speak of images, we can’t generalize. I think
“Now we are making a different animal than the
that the picture is a consolidated agent. It’s very
one we decided to do in the beginning.” They unconsolidated. [Editors’ note: Perhaps she means:
derstand, and they return to the picture when they
dense, packed, or well-defined.] Normally when
feel like it. Also because they admire and love
we go to buy books—very often children’s book
this animal. and they want to make it in the best
are very lacking in this kind of picture. They conway they can. And they have to understand better
tain oversimplified images.
about the skin, how the scales of the tail are, and
Marina C: The important thing is to not only have
the nails. They need other elements. And so they
one book.
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Tiziana: No, they had more than one.
Loris: If your work began from the book, it is clear
that this will influence all the work of the children. “You are together, and together you will
make an animal.” And I would say that what
brings them together immediately is the admiration they have for this kind of animals. Now there
is a big boom of prehistorical animals, and these
are animals are very much inside children’s way
of life. The second point is that perhaps only the
prehistorical animal has these virtues because it is
so different compared to the animals familiar to
children, so that it helps children not only to remember the picture but also to notice the distinctions instead of similarities. And so this kind of
proposal you did to the children is the right one,
using this kind of animal. Because you use this
image that is so different and so full of pathos for
small children.
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inside out. You keep inside yourself all what the
fantasy means. You have to think how much distance there is between an imagination that is fantasizing and one creating realistic images, not fantastic and new.

Loris: If we start to think what imaginations, whether
imagination stays stuck to earth or is loosened
from earth. We think imagination is stuck to
earth. The three requisites are there [in the situation with the boys]. They are: animals that children like; animals children know probably from
books at school and at home; and animals extremely different, that neither father nor grandfather ever saw. So this will be a discovery that is positioned between legend and reality [and partakes
of both]. Someone will say that these animals
have actually lived. But inside the children will remain the thought that probably they have
never lived. Because the first question they pose is, “Daddy, have
We could also make some
you ever seen them?” And for the
other choices. We could not
grandfather, “Grandfather, have
We
have
to
believe
show any books to the chilyou ever seen them?” “No.” More
more in children,
dren and ask them to try to rethan that, they can’t get more than
member a prehistorical aniinstead of less.
those testimonials. I never know if
mal. But what would it have
children put these kinds of images
– Loris Malaguzzi
meant? It would have meant
historically behind their shoulders
that the mediation between inor in front of them, as if they were
dividuals—before we could
animals that could come up. And
gotten to the problem—would
in this case, there is the wish for a thriller that
have required much work of consultation for arwould give some excitement if they would come
riving at an animal [plan] agreed upon by evback. But if they really could come back, it would
eryone—by the three children. This would have
be so nice.
meant to go in a different direction. But it isn’t
Tiziana: Carolyn wants to know whether we think
necessarily true that this would have been a wrong
that the work that these three children did could
direction. There are several alternative directions
have been done with younger children, 2- or
that could have been explored.
3-year-olds?
Vea: We have never to forget the moment. When
Vea: I am experimenting with very small children,
Laura said we tried to videotape normal situa3-years-old, who are doing very nice things.
tions in which you have different groups of children and you give them different occasions and
Loris: Perhaps small children would not be able. Peryou also give them strategies and tools [strumenti]
haps we are not yet able to say definitively what
that they can take charge of. So in the case of
children are really able to do.
these children, the choice was motivated also by
Voices: Yes!
the fact that they were alone with the teacher who
was coming and going. And so they had available
Loris: So we have always to try to do too much inall the strategies that they needed.
stead of too little. We have to believe more in chilTiziana: What I think Carolyn was saying about the
fantasy image [imaginario] can turn this situation

dren, instead of less.
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Vea: I don’t know how long the activity would last
[with younger children]. But I am sure that they
could do it.
Loris: They would certainly do it with a different
rhythm [order or timing or pace]. [Burst of interjecting voices talking all at once]. I don’t know if
they would accept so easily to work all together
on the same thing.
Vea: I think there are very many different things. The
problem isn’t the finished product. Rather there
is the problem of different strategies that reveal
the difference of one year. The friendships of this
year, and so on, change very much the strategies. It is really another thing. I am working with
3- and-a-half-year-old children who make these
things that are extraordinary, but the strategies,
the way in which they work, are very different.
Tiziana: All right. Let us leave aside the finished product. Let’s address whether they could really reach
the end, but we have to ask whether they would
accept to make together one single product.
Vea: Yes, certainly there would be battles. [Voices at
once]
Tiziana: At the end of the year, perhaps, when they
are 3-years-old. At the beginning of the year,
when the children are 2 [in the nido] and they
change from the classroom of the small ones to
the classroom of the big ones, they still they can’t
do it. When the year passes, and they are 3-yearsold, and in the classroom of the big ones, perhaps
they can do it. [Voices at once]
Laura: Those three children who were working with
clay were able to do it because it was May, the end
of the school year.
Tiziana: Yes, yes.
Voices: Children who stay all day long together are
probably able to do this. … I think that they certainly would accept to do that. Then we should
have to try and see how long the game goes on.
But I think they wouldn’t have difficulties in doing it.
Carolyn: Shall we go on? [The group watches the
video]
Tiziana: Carolyn’s question was: How do the teachers respond when children evaluate each oth-

ers’ work? [Voices ask for more explanation of
question]
Vea: When a child says something about the work of
another one, how do you react?
Voice: We listen to children.
Tiziana: Well, that is a form of reaction. If you listen
without becoming involved, you certainly give a
message to the children.
Voice: There are very many variables.
Tiziana: [in English] In this particular situation, when
one called the other, “Stupid,” we don’t think it
was a real judgment [negative feedback].
Marina C: Watching our way of staying with children,
in the situations we are always living, [oftentimes]
our adult solicits the child, because what we say
and what we do becomes a judgment [evaluation].
Perhaps judgment is too strong a word. It can be
the expression of what we do and what we see.
Tiziana: I think that behind this question we have
again to read another question. Perhaps Carolyn,
with this question like with the other one, wants to
anticipate other questions [of North Americans].
For example, you remember when we discussed
about me going around [in the US]. I don’t remember any more with which American, I was
saying that I liked it [what I was seeing] so much.
And this one asked me why I was commenting
on all these things. [Smiles] Because I am alive!
The question was that if you give a positive judgment [feedback], this means that you are reinforcing a kind of behavior or kind of product; you are
giving direction [evaluation]. So the question was,
is it right? It is a question that you live with as an
adult. If it is a problem, it will be much worse if
we send it to children, as a behavior between children. There are moments when children ask you
for this [praise]. They need reassurance.
Voice: Which is the way in which you can be together
without communicating—it would be an autistic
world. We have to question ourselves on the kind
of judgment.
Vea: We have frequently said that the evaluation children give of themselves is very important. [Many
voices]
Laura: So many times, the evaluation of another child
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helps a child to understand a problem. There is
a need for making new things together. As when
children begin to talk about their theories, when
children say, “I think you’ve said this thing wrong,
I’m not in agreement with you, because I think in
a different way from you.”
Vea: Sometimes they are or they appear to us very eager. The judgments are not always good judgments. [Sometimes] they are quite severe. It isn’t
always a calm thing. Once more there is a conflict.
So I think that evaluation and self-evaluation are
very important. Certainly it’s not a thing that we
could take away.
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Laura: If you watch, the construction is now being
done between Marco and Filippo. And Alan is out
of it. He is cut out from it, and everything is between Marco and Filippo. [watching video]
Carolyn: We have noticed that the children are very
precise with their work. They take elaborate care.
We wanted you to comment on that. [Tiziana
translates].
Someone: They are used to it. [Much laughter].
Tiziana: This is the typical way of working of our
children. They are very concentrated.
Laura: They know their work.
They are familiar with the
instruments. They are used
to doing this kind of work.
They don’t have the concepts
for some techniques; for example, they weren’t able
to make a 3-dimensional
structure. Or giving particular positions to something
that they make. They aren’t
perfect.

Tiziana: The second problem
is: what if the child gets
What if the child gets
wounded by the judgment
wounded by the judgof another child, and how
ment of another child,
much can you as an adult get
and how much can you
into it? I’m thinking about
as an adult get into it?
that day when my daughter
came home very sad because
– Tiziana Filippini
her friends at school described her as always wanting to be boss, and said of
her only negative judgments.
Tiziana: [in English] As we were saying this morning,
Instead, she wanted
walking around, we could realize that when they
them to say that she was kind and helpful with evare doing something they are really getting ineryone. So these are things that you have to disvolved and so the detail, everything...
cuss with her. Because if a person chooses to be
Vea: Can I say something here? Many things are passthe leader, he has to know that he will be unpoping in front of us. But I am anxious to speak about
ular. Or if he doesn’t want that, he has to realone of them. The way in which children use irony
ize he must change himself. So you certainly get
[humor] while they are working, because it comes
into these kinds of concerns as an adult, because
in nearly always, first of all for giving niceness to
you understand that these are very big, important
their situation. They also use it when they have to
things. [watching video]
reduce the drama [heaviness] of a situation. They
Laura: It’s not right. And then he goes on. And asks
use it very often.
him, “On the back?” as if saying “I didn’t underLaura: Also in the moments of waiting. We will later
stand well.”
see Filippo, when he has nothing to do, he comes
Tiziana: But later, while he’s saying “I’ll do also the
in with his song. [Many voices all at once].
mouth,” he says, “Well, will you do it for me?”
Vea: In this way he helps the other children, for examSomebody could say that he has been repressed.
ple, Marco. Now Carolyn has another question
Laura: No, that’s not true. If somebody watches it all
that came out when Marco said, “Okay, boss, here
through, they will see that is not so. There are mois another foot ready.” So she says that there is forments in which one is frustrated and moments in
mal communication —
which one gets back his strength. If you see at the
Someone: And with humor.
end Filippo is very uninvolved, and this is a big
conquest. [watching video]
Vea: So we can wait to speak about it.
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Laura: No, as it has come up now, we can speak about
it now.
Tiziana: She wanted to know what we think about it.
Vea: You are speaking about the way of using humor.
Tiziana: No, because Carolyn didn’t give an importance to the fact that the thing the child was saying was in irony. Her question concerned the use
of grammar. She just saw that something in their
way of speaking had changed. And asked how we
saw this change?
Carolyn: Why do you think that
using irony is an interesting
thing [directed to Vea]?
Vea: It strikes me always when
I see, even in children very
small as in those of this
year who are 3-and-a-half,
seeing that they make real
jokes. Sometimes they use
adult jokes, but sometimes
the jokes come from them.
It seems to me a very intelligent way of using verbal language. It is a very sophisticated way to communicate.
So I think it is a very intelligent way of communicating.
That’s why it interests me so
much.

finished the first animal and are making the second; Tiziana explains this fact in English to Carolyn and John].
Carolyn: Just briefly, could you explain why it is important for you the moment in which the other
children arrive?

Laura: It is a kind of [collaudo, test or trial, like when
you try out a new car to see if it works] on the
kind of work of these three kids who have worked
together. So Filippo shows the finished product,
which is a very nice animal, and it is as if he is sayIt strikes me always
ing, “You also can get to this
goal which is nice and interwhen I see, even in
esting.” But then you need to
children very small as
be on the same wavelength
in those of this year
concerning the project.
who are 3-and-a-half,
Marco says, “If you want,
seeing that they make
you can help us. We want to
do this.” It is like saying, “If
real jokes. Sometimes
you want to enter the group,
they use adult jokes,
you must do this.” And then
but sometimes the
remarks, “If you are able.”
jokes come from them.
This means that he already
has a story in it and already
It seems to me a very
knows what are the difficult
intelligent way of using
moments, some of which
verbal language.
are easy to pass and some of
which are not.
– Vea Vecchi

Tiziana: We agree with that.
Vea: And then, it is a nice thing.
Tiziana: Are we agreeing? [Voices, yes yes, including
Loris]
Loris: [whispering] That wasn’t a good way to videotape, because it is better to be nearer the children.
But it is not a big problem. There is always this respect for the child’s image, as if we go nearer we
would ruin it. The camera gives value to children
without our doing anything.
Tiziana: [to whoever did the filming—Marina C?] We
are speaking about the way in which you made
the video. We are saying you should have gotten
nearer the children. It was a technical comment.
[watching video, mumbling and laughing as they
watch; now they understand that the boys have

Loris: To whom? To Marco?
Laura: Yes. Filippo is the child who shows the finished goal. Between the three of them he was the
one who depends most on Marco’s leadership.
Many times he seeks help. Instead, here there is
a kind of victory [conquesta]. Instead, Marco has
another attitude, that is as he says, “I am the one
who has the situation, and I know that for working together we have to have a project.” Alan goes
after the other child, Alessandro, and the other
children who were near there. It seems to me
that this is an important knot. Because the children would have gone on working together. But
some of the things were very clear for them. And
Filippo comes in with another item, saying, “Be
quick. Or we’ll get tired.” This comes from the
tiredness of having worked one hour together. “I
won’t have much energy to give. Let’s hurry up so
that we can finish our work.”
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well as the braids [like braided hair] that there are
in this communication. Which are the interactive
moments between children? For example, the relationship between three children is quite complex.
It’s not like a dyadic relationship. It seems to me
that when there is a dyadic relationship, considering the dialogic level, the moment of communicaVea: Yes, because we would like to discuss some
tion, a long time isn’t accepted [for each speech],
things. If we can’t offer some explanations, they
so that when there is coming in of the third one,
[the videos] shall all look the same. I think we
and this changes all the dynamics. Between
should discuss. [Tiziana translates].
Filippo and Marco there
John: Do you want to see it
are many moments of inagain? Or shall I queue up
terchange. This has been
We thought that having
the next one? [Many voices
the first pass of my analyall at once]
sis. And here I have exactly
three of them could
what the children tell me.
generate an interference,
Vea: If we said that we were goCarolyn: Let’s go on to the end of this video. We
don’t have any more questions on this segment.
[Tiziana translates]. [watching video] We could
go ahead to the setting of the table. But maybe
there is something more that you want to say
about this. [Tiziana translates].

ing to speak!

Tiziana: Yes, but while we are
talking, he is getting ready
the next video. So when we
finish, we will have ready
the next scene. So he was
asking which we wanted to
see next. So they have now
agreed that we will all decide
what to see next when we
are finished.

that could provide
vitality, or that could
change the dyad—
perhaps thinking
incorrectly because now
we see that the matter is
much more complicated.

Laura: I was in charge of getting inside this video, but
I don’t have any conclusions today. I have to propose to you and then seek your comments on the
method I am using. Well, then. One of the ways I
chose was watching the video, making the matrix
that I gave you. [She is referring to the diagrams
in Part II, B, that follow Part II, A.] No, it’s the
one I’ve got here. Speaking about the kind of verbal language, it wasn’t a very long speech [script].
I needed to understand what really these children
are saying. I have transcribed the verbal communication in this way. On the left hand side, here is
Alan. And I gave him a green route. In the middle, Marco, with a blue route. Then Filippo, with
a red route. And then there is me with a possible [inaudible, but perhaps she refers to the dotted
lines]. So I have transcribed everything the children were saying. In this way I have visualized in
which direction goes the communication. It was
quite a lengthy work! In this way we can see in
which direction the communication has taken, as

–

Vea: Could you answer a question? As we are also discussing the relationship of two
versus three children, you
said that frequently the dyad
is interrupted by the other
one. Do you think that the
third element has always a
role of the disturber, or do
Vea Vecchi
you think he can also have
a positive role? Do you remember when we decided
that there were to be three, how much we talked
about whether to have three or four in the group?
We thought that having three of them could generate an interference, that could provide vitality,
or that could change the dyad—perhaps thinking
incorrectly because now we see that the matter is
much more complicated.

Laura: So I wanted to know your first impressions.
Most of the time it is a seductive mode of intervening [being pleasing in a special kind of way,
knowing what will be appealing to the other]. It’s
like tiptoeing into this dyad. Or getting in with
a question [drawing attention] on what the third
child is doing. “I am here also, and I am doing
something also.” For trying to understand better
the nature of this way of speaking by the children,
later I tried to analyze this language. And so for
understanding when a child enters in, just by making a declaration, just for saying a thing, when he
intervenes by being seductive, when he intervenes
by introducing a conflict when the other child—
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Vea: Modes of communication—
Laura: Yes. When, for example, he intervenes by
dominating, or by describing, or by putting a question to one or to both, or by negotiating. So I tried
to read again the children’s affirmations. And giving to every one of these my interpretation, coding the communication. I have some copies of it.
[She passes the handout to the group]. Roberta
made them for me this morning.
Vea: How many categories did you find?
Laura: There are quite a lot.
There are all these. [She
shows] Let me explain this.
This is a reproduction of
the dialogue. But this is only
my interpretation of the verbal language of the children.
There isn’t the language.
There is only the kind of
communication that I think
the child is doing.

ferent. It is really a different thing. We chose these
two different videos because we wanted to see if
it were possible to see the way of communication
[in each case]. Laura began this work in the way
she has just showed us, that we discussed together.
We also tried in a different way. Now we shall see
which way works better. We shall see, for example, if it is the same in the dyad as in the triad.
Or which kind of analysis works better. We really
have to find out. This work is done so that we can
discuss it. So that we can find more meanings—
because watching the video
by itself isn’t enough.

When they are finishing
the animal, that should
be a moment of happiness
for the group, instead,
no, it’s a moment of
great mobilization. For
getting immediately on
to the next project.

Laura: I have to go on, and see
on this general diagram,
which are the knots which
arise. For example, just after
transgressive proposals, there
is a movement in the communication that jumps from
one child to the other. It is
a very strong moment. Or
when they are finishing the
Vea: The communicative
–Laura Rubizzi
animal, that should be a mocategories.
ment of happiness for
Laura: Yes. After I did this work, I needed to underthe group, instead, no, it’s a moment of great mostand in which ways Alan had communicated,
bilization. For getting immediately on to the next
and likewise Marco and Filippo. And so I have reproject. This makes me think that they had much
transcribed—on this diagram you can see—all the
more the sense [motivation] of staying together
communicative categories I thought I had found.
than of making the animal.
Perhaps this is my incapacity—that I wasn’t able
Vea: As we all have a copy of this, I suggest we take
to reduce it further into a schema. [Many voices
it up again [later]. We should have some time for
as people try to explain this table to each other.
studying it. We could also try watching the differVoices ask if the graph shows real time. Laura
ent situations.
says yes]
Voice: There is a kind of communication that is very
Tiziana: So using the real time, you have synthesized
difficult to categorize. For example, a gaze bethe different types of communication.
tween two children.
Vea: She took the real time—
Vea: Perhaps in this case the video can help you.
Tiziana: The route with the numbers shows the time,
When the voices you hear aren’t only verbal comthe evolution of the events in real time. [Many
munications but they also show another kind of
voices, as people inspect charts.]
language that is the visual one. So that in a communication, you use different modalities.
Vea: Perhaps we should explain, for those who
weren’t there, that we chose two videos. One is
the clay segment, and one is the computer segment we shall see tomorrow. Because that one is
completely different. Because there it was a dyad,
and a dyad involves a completely different communicative route. Also the children’s ages are dif-

Tiziana: You have to give much more place to the
non-verbal communication.
Vea: Yes, I think they are shown in the same way, but
the voices change.
Tiziana: Yes.
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Carolyn: I was thinking that sometimes children can’t
say what they mean. Or their body language says
the opposite of what they are trying to say. (This
is true of adults also). So in order to understand a
communication, you have to pay attention to the
whole person, not only the words. What do you
all think about that? [Tiziana translates].
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emerged in the first five minutes. We have also to
keep the empty spaces as we chose only a quarter
of an hour out of the whole one hour and fifteen
minutes. So that we can know what has happened
during the first five or ten minutes, then there is a
black-out—it doesn’t matter how long—and then
something else happened later. Because when we
will discuss it, the time will be very important to
know.

Vea: I deal with the 3-year-olds, and I know this kind
of communication. So I have to be careful to
Marina C: In this video there is a relation between
watch for all those kinds of nuances that have to
three children. Instead, we shall see tomorrow in
do with body language. That means staying near
the computer video that the
or far away, or watching a
time is a very important facgame or a friend who can
tor. Sometimes children have
be far away. That conditions
It is very important to
very many quick commuall the relationships. I was
know that every child
nications within a small pealso wondering how to do it
produces something.
riod of time, and then [other
so that these important elEvery
child
reflects
times] they can stay without
ements wouldn’t be lost. I
having any for a long time.
think Laura said it at the behimself uniquely, in the
ginning that she worked on
final work.
Vea: We have to be careful not
the level of the verbal lanto over generalize situations.
–Loris Malaguzzi
guage. But she found out
For example, several times it
how important was workhappened to us to give differing at the same time with the
ent kinds of interpretations
video [image]. I think that
of the same communication
for her work, she didn’t use only the tape-recordthat a child has with another. For example, it being. And this is the same work that Marina has
gins with a mediated argument [argument where
done, which we shall see tomorrow.
each child knows he has the other there before
him, careful of what they are saying] and finishes
Laura: Yes, this happens also in the relationship with
with one that involves a kind of direct command
adults. For example, when Marco says he wants
or conflict moment. In the same period, there can
to make the body [of the animal], he looks at me.
be at the same time different kinds of communicaAs if he wants to ask me, “What do you think
tion, so you have to give different interpretations.
about that? Is it all right if I do this? What do
you think about it?” Or during the video, some
Loris: I think that the permanent rule of these children
glances—questioning glances—if I don’t answer
who play in this way is a rule that maintains the
to them, the sense is that what they have decided
game. This is the fundamental rule for children. Evis okay.
ery one of them feels that he has to keep going the
game they are playing. This means that on this feelMarina C: When children look at each other, you uning, probably many kinds of communications and
derstand what they are telling each other. I reof continuities that aren’t really understood by the
member that from watching Laura’s and my
other one, can break down the “horse’s trot.” So I
video, we saw that with this kind of work we
would say that their interventions are always very
could see different kinds of communication. Usushort. Very short. They are always small segments
ally we work with audio-recordings, and we have
that guarantee the continuation of the interaction
the voices and noises. It’s a different kind of transthat the pleasantness of staying together can confer. Instead with the video you can re-live the
tinue. And that the game can go on until the end,
whole situation.
getting to [the point of] having the animal done.
Vea: We forgot to put inside our diagram the real
What I want to say is that the language that the
time. I want to know which kinds of categories
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day’s discussion, what we didn’t speak about, are
the traumatic events.1 There are children who can
play with other children without producing anything. They can produce loving declarations of
submission, or submissive declarations. But nothing happens. If nothing happens, this means
that nothing happens, really. It is an unproductive operation [occasion]. If I don’t see traumatic
events, I can think that there is only a sentimental [Editors’ note: pleasant, amiable] game going
on [passing between children]. So that the whole
game resides in [the exchange of sentiments].
This isn’t something to throw away, but it is not
even something on which we can
construct a theory about staying together. So a kind of way of
The problem is knowing
thinking about ways to stay towhether the thought
gether. So I think we can precomes before the
sume that children have learned
words—this is an old
something.

children use has to be categorized with consciousness of the situation, and of the feelings to which
children give priority. So I would say that children
are much more able to express a priority for the
game in which they are involved. This is very nice.
The atmosphere is very nice. It is an atmosphere
that keeps an even tone, without fervent ups and
downs. This is the conjunction of all the things that
the children produce—because it is very important to know that every child produces something.
Every child reflects himself uniquely, in the final
work. And this is a very important function.

Look. I think I should say
something about the methodology. It is very important
that we look at these interpersonal moments. First of all,
because now we have children
who are much more sociocentric than the children of years
argument. So we have
past. There is a culture that
The second point [about that] unalso to decide at the
brings children to have difderstands the importance that the
theoretical level whether
ferent experiences that aren’t
language has in the determinaonly the repetitive ones that
tion of attitudes or of the events.
the dialogue comes
they have at home. Children
You can see immediately the difbefore the monologue. So
today have many mothers and
ference when even one child has
we say, at the beginning
many fathers. Okay? That is
different linguistic maturity. I am
there is the Dialogue.
why they are extremely sociovery happy seeing that you have
centric. And this means that
–Loris Malaguzzi worked very much on the conevery child thinks that he can
versation, because the conversaconverse with everyone. And
tion isn’t only what the children
if possible he can work with
have said, but why they said it.
anyone. I think that this is a situation that is much
So you can understand that history can become
more diffused than [it was] ten or fifteen years ago.
drama or tragedy that you may not recognize beChildren hope to stay with other children. This
cause it doesn’t show all the signs of tragedy.
kind of hoping to stay with other children means
But it would be wrong to misunderstand all the
that they are able to create behaviors and converkinds of vibrations children have in this conversations. This means that there is a scheme for waitsation, that sometimes we underestimate. This
ing, they are already able to anticipate what will
demonstrates that their egos are emerging. If we
happen later. So we can say that the behavior of
had three children with the same level of linguisthe child has been already planned before. The
tic maturity, we could think that these three chilkind of planning is already inside the children as
dren would also have the same kind of thoughts.
germs. It’s like the pod that has the peas inside it.
The problem is knowing whether the thought
The third point, as I was saying this morning, is
comes before the words—this is an old discussion.
that these games are very ambiguous. We can’t
So we have also to decide at the theoretical level
either call them wonderful or throw them away
whether the dialogue comes before the monoas worthless. What didn’t come out through tologue. So we say, at the beginning there is the Di1. Editors’ note: “moments of crisis,” times of intellectual conflict in which learners experience consierable disequilibrium
that unsettles and creates a sense of uneasiness about how to proceed, but also creates conditions for new learning.
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dren perceive the disequilibrium. And if children
alogue. Thus, all that comes after is a direct line
who find themselves in front of a disappointing
[from that]. Dialogue means interaction. Interacmoment. The child accepts such moments, takes
tion means active capacity coming from the three
them inside, and then gets them moving, and so
participants in the interaction. But if I speak of incan accept a movement from an old equilibrium
teraction, I certainly get into a conflict with the
to a new one. Perhaps not a new one but certainly
theoretical interpretation of the Piagetian egocena different one.
trism. So we negate the egocentrism of Piaget,
and we also negate from this theory the idea that
So in this case [the video we are watching], we
every child has the property of self-construction
can certainly begin to think that this happened
of the thought and of the word. [Burst of speech
because there is a change in the thinking of the
by others.] If you say that at the beginning there
child, to a more advanced structure. There is a
is the Dialogue, it seems clear that the word conmoment in which there is a kind of negotiation
struction and all the behavior of construction
because the animal’s face was given as a human
come from the interaction.
face. There is an immediate reThere can be moments in
pulsion because it cannot be real
which the child can interact
that way. It can’t be possible that
with himself. Yes, there can
Everything depends on
an animal like that could have a
be. There can be children
how the adult reacts.
human face. So he says, “No, we
with a certain kind of behave to give him back an animal
If he gives too much
havior, because they are tied
face.” What has happened inside
value or too little, [then]
up to different theories [they
the child? Inside the child who
certainly he breaks up
have]. During the children’s
made the human face instead of
games, the theories are often
the construction that the
the animal one? We have to see
jeopardized. When the child
child is making inside
if the child is able to choose if he
goes back home, he thinks
is right. But he can also still go
himself.
through what he has done
on if he wants to. But we have
and can change them [the
–Loris Malaguzzi
to say that he is right. The point
theories] spontaneously. This
which no one is discussing leaves
is an aspect that we can’t see.
in him the liberty still to make
This means that there can be
dinosaurs with the human face, with the mouth,
also inter-individual communications and not
the nose and everything else.
only intra-individual communications.
Everything depends on how the adult reacts. If he
So we could go on seeing the things that still congives too much value or too little, [then] certainly
nect us to Piaget. Above all, if we think of the sohe breaks up the construction that the child is
cial psychologists’ books, so we have to take the
making inside himself. So we have to be very carePiagetian child, who would die or would be a kind
ful. When, for example, Alan asks something that
of medieval ascetic, who decides to go live on a
for me is surreal, when he comes up and speaking
mountain and be a hermit. So we have to bring
to himself, says, “It’s enough with these animals,
this hermit into a normal condition that is livthey are false, they are made out of clay, let’s put
ing with others. If it were possible, we should use
inside them mechanical parts,” certainly it is a
small hierarchies that there always are—the consurreal inspiration. In reality it’s just a transposiflictual moments—Certainly there are different tytion of the games he has with transformers. And
pologies in different situations—we have to revisit
he puts in these mechanisms into an animal that
the conflictual moments that are the moments of
would surely support them if they would help him
trauma, that wait to be reconfirmed as traumatic
to live and to move. King Kong. This is another
by what will follow. If not, I can’t be sure that
point that seems to me to be slipping away. It is
something is traumatic. I know that I need contoo surreal. Too far away to be captured. Also beflict to dis-equilibrate and then to re-equilibrate
cause it seems too difficult—
again. Here we have to understand whether chil-
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Tiziana: On the plane of reality—
Loris: Another trauma that comes up but is hidden, and I’m not sure that the children understood is this fifth leg stuck on by someone. It’s a
bit like the assassination of [Italian prime minister] Aldo Moro or the unsolved murder of a
woman. But what does this fifth leg say? On one
side this shows that children are able to find a solution even without the help of an adult, using a
behavior that probably an adult wouldn’t accept,
and perhaps it is just for this reason that it has
been done sneakily. Because probably if the adult
would have been there at that moment of the fifth
leg—the stupid adults that we are—he would have
entered saying, “What are you doing? Five legs?
Don’t you know that he has four legs?” Instead,
the fifth leg was much more important than the
other four because the four of them live only because of the fifth one. [Burst of voices]
Vea: [to Marina] This is something we found out.
Loris: In this situation I would be very careful
to see all those things that Americans I think
call “petting,”[in English this word] the lovers
“petting.”
Vea: I would call them seducing.
Loris: Yes, but seducing means that you are trying to
seduce someone else. But there is a kind of “petting” that is a trying of different treatments that
you think can give a kind of pleasure. The other
thing that we have to look at is what place the children give in the space to the instruments they need
to use. Because all of them—two are on this side,
and the other on this side—-they have to produce a
decentered space. I have to sit in Marina’s space in
order to understand what she sees. I have to get up
and come over to your space in order to see what
you see. So the spatial dislocations aren’t only perceptual difficulties that require a big movement,
we have to be very careful because they are also
changes in value. There is a hierarchy of values.
That’s why we always put grandfather at the head
of the table. [Laughter] Head of the family at the
head of the table. And that is why we have terrible ceremonies for a marriage, with all the name
cards on the table. The first part of doing this involves thinking about how to do it. This provides
much clarity. I want to say that spatial disloca-

tion is a very heavy thing. So we said before that
in this game the children were three [in number].
If each of them had an individual way of moving, the game would stop. So if we think that the
children are inside a piroga [boat, like a shell], that
the first, the second, and the third of them, all are
forced to go in it. So that is a function they have to
respect. The first one has a hold of the rudder, and
the other two have to row. It’s not possible that this
situation doesn’t exist in every social triangle. So
the leader is indispensable; if there is not one, they
will create one. We could see—if we take Marco
and watch Marco, and we ask Alan, “Who put
all the pieces together?” “Marco.” “Good. Now
let’s do it again with you putting together all the
parts. Would it be all right?” “Yes.” So we will experiment with a changing of the roles so that we
can see where the subordination that we expected
doesn’t exist anymore, or if there is a difference in
the children’s behavior.
Laura: There is a very nice moment of trying—Alan’s
moment—in which he says, “Let’s make another
animal, and you will have to make the body, the
wings,” just like at the end with Filippo. There is
already natural need.
Loris: Yes, yes. From a technical standpoint, we
were talking about it on previous days. It’s not
possible to work well on such a long video. If it
would be possible, we should divide it into two,
three, four, five acts, knowing that every act has
significance. Another possibility, instead, is to
videotape situations that can be undone [broken
into parts]. Because we really want to see what
has happened in the first five or six minutes. It is
the moment in which there are different behavioral rules that can be explicated or not, that will
be utilized later.
Marina C: Watching again the video, you lose all the
explanations that for example Laura gave before
about it. It is quite difficult to find out inside the
video the things that were important for her that
she told us of. Perhaps if it were made by putting
together many pieces that could convey the intensity of the situation—
Loris: I think I would try and do it as we were saying the other day. The first five minutes, in which
there is a sort of presentation as with the credit
card or the identity card, that can be quite disor-
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derly, and that tries to synchronize three different radios that aren’t synchronized naturally, that
have instead to find the same “chord” unless for
understanding each other. And so we could expect
that this video exploration could be if necessary
stopped. And in that moment could come up the
teacher to explain, without waiting, that the video
is finished, saying “Until this moment”(probably
after seeing all the other parts, and in this way she
knows where the scene finishes) “I don’t know if
you noticed it, but so far the preoccupation is to
show their credit cards, their personal credentials,
for understanding how they speak, how the other
one speaks, how they see, what kind of gestures
they use, it is like the players do before a game,
that they sort of play before the game starts as if
they wanted to know each other.” If going on, another trauma comes up, I want to be able to stop
again, because this is the work that goes not to me
and not to you who made it.
Tiziana: Perhaps it would be better if we returned to
these methodological issues, how to do the videotaping, in another moment. Better we get back to
our other issues. We will certainly need to go on
speaking about the methodological issues, because
they are very important for our work.
Carolyn: Let me ask one question. This whole analysis has had to do with the situation of children
creating something new, or working together on
an artistic project. Do they see anything fundamentally different between this kind of activity
and one—as we will see later—of children conducting a routine task, something they do every
day, such as setting the table or preparing the beds.
[Tiziana translates]
Vea: As Malaguzzi said before, I think that every situation and number of children reveals a kind of
language that sticks to that particular situation.
According to me, in each case there can be a rule
that could also be a general rule.
Tiziana: So let’s say it better. If we see differences between the children’s abilities with respect to the
cooperative way of working, watching the situation on the construction of a new animal, instead
of the routine moments.[Many voices] If one of
those two situations is an easier one...
Laura: According to me, I think that the traumatic
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moments that Malaguzzi was speaking of, this
kind of researching of the other person, the use of
charm [seduction], there are many ingredients of
a situation, just like the one of the clay, but in the
same way also in the one in which they set the table, that we shall see.
Vea: Just a moment. Be careful. The situation in
which all three of them set the table, they all three
know quite well what they have to do. Probably all
their strategies change. I think that knowing what
they have to do changes a lot their behaviors.
Loris: It changes because they know that it is the repeating of the same things that happened yesterday, and that will happen again in the upcoming
days. It is a kind of ritual that certainly loses the
“heat” that it had at the beginning, that they have
when they begin this kind of operation [activity].
Unless they don’t find games in it.
Voices: Yes, yes.
Loris: There are kinds of digressions that confirm the
heaviness of routines. And they have to get out
of it because every day the same thing goes on repeating itself. Every ten days the child does the
same things. But I think we can say that all these
things that happen are taken by the child through
all his life.
Tiziana: Does anyone else want to say anything on
this?
Vea: I don’t know if it was one of her questions but he
spoke about the communication. But we can’t forget that there is also the manual activity when we
see a situation such as with the clay.
Loris: I think that one of the most extraordinary
things about children is that they are at first univocal, then multivocal [Editor’s note: unilingual,
then multilingual].
Many voices: Mmmm-mmm. Lovely!
Loris: They feel that they are owners of different languages. The ironical [humorous] language is a
second kind of language. And being ironic [humorous] is a bearing of or detachment from
the normal language. And it is a kind of behavior that is sneaky, and that can also be jovial.
It shows a great vitality. So irony isn’t a way
of detaching from reality, it’s not a way of saying, “I go to be a hermit.” So wit [humor] is a
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[samples of] reasoning—there are always very
way of keeping contact using another code. Usshort thoughts expressed, and I also think that
ing another code, another language, a symbolic
this is a very important thing. There is instead
language [linguagio symbolico]. This symbolic
a kind of ping-pong game: “I said 10,””no, 20,”
language is important because it is one more lan“no, 30,” “40.” What I want to say is that nearly
guage of the child. When we say that the child
always between the children there isn’t reasoning.
uses a hundred languages, it’s because we think
So we can say that there is a kind of language
children have many languages. He chooses the
that is used for communicating and that is used
one that fits that situation. So he certainly has a
for sustaining the communication. Communicakind of wardrobe [closet] in which he catalogues
tion can be held up [sustained] with banalities, or
all the types of his languages. I’m not sure but if
on satin threads.
you look well [at the video], there is the child
in the middle who repeats
Tiziana: Oh, children are very
the game the mothers use
clever in doing this!
with children. Such as getAnd so children are
Loris: So there is a kind of comting smaller the noises of
munication that is called reathe voice, so that the voice
very careful not to
soning. That means speaksounds like a child’s [falproduce silent moments.
ing, and you immediately
setto]. Always the child in
And so they keep filling
hear that the other one stays
the middle—at the beginup
the
holes
in
the
silent, while you are speakning of the scene has a kind
conversation, because
ing they understand that
of squeaky voice that chilyou are doing a very diffidren usually have when they
they feel that the
cult work and they have to
intentionally regress, for besilence is an enemy
listen so that your words can
coming more interesting, in
of the relationship.
get into the running of the
front of the grandfather or
speech. So there are few chilthe mother. And I should
– Loris Malaguzzi
dren who reason [in conversay that in this case he is dosation]. There are also didacing it as a plea. Also adults
tical strategies that seek to
change their voice. Adults
simulate children’s hypotheses that sometimes can
use different kinds of voices.
be used.
Tiziana: Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes. [All laugh].
Someone: On what occasion?
Loris: The last point—[All laugh] —in a game of
Loris: For example, in the situation of the human and
this kind the worst enemy is the silence. That is
animal face, I can go near the child who is making
a kind of laceration. The communication is a
the face as an animal face, and I can tell him, “Do
kind of outpouring that usually goes on and on,
you know that yesterday Arturo was telling me
and so there aren’t silent moments in the midthat everyone has to make animals with human
dle. There is a common saying that when there
faces. What do you think about that?” So when
is silence, a priest is born. [Voices laugh and say,
the problem or the situation isn’t there, I can simno, the saying is that it’s the Pope who is born.
ulate it, pretending that someone before him or afNow quarrelling, and laughing, whether it is the
ter him or away from him has given a different inPope or the priest. Voices sound restless] What
terpretation; and try to see how he answers. So
I mean to say is, also between grown up people,
that’s how I take him into the way of reasoning.
when there is a silent moment; you feel there is a
[Voices say, I do that. I do that].
chasm that breaks open that vitality that was running along before. And so children are very careSomeone: When does reasoning appear with children?
ful not to produce silent moments. And so they
Loris: What is the risk? Every time we setup a coopkeep filling up the holes in the conversation, beerative situation, or a situation that we presume
cause they feel that the silence is an enemy of
to be cooperative because we want the cooperathe relationship. That is why there are never big
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Tiziana: This is a much wider moment—
tive values of the game to get into the children. It
can also happen that if we aren’t clever, nothing
Loris: A thing that I wanted to say and then I am finwill happen. If not, effusive [effusivo, i.e. outgoing,
ished, [it’s about] conflictuality. The cooperative
expansive, affectionate] language that retains the
feeling is composed of a sweet conflictuality and
dignity of the situation but doesn’t really get into
a hard conflictuality. But they all have legitimacy
the changing of thoughts, and so at the submisand can lead to positive actions going through
sion of the child to the verification of what he aldifferent paths. [Many voices: yes, yes, certainly].
ready had before. All the times that we live a sitYet, the literature here [on this topic] is all about
uation, in which we know a new thing, there is a
conflictuality as negating. Instead, there is a kind
kind of revolution on the back of us. A part of it
of conflict that is sweet in which they use difrolls off, and we take it in, and the reconstruction
ferent strategies. These are all conflict moments
is different from the one we had before. So
that change the child’s intelligence through
we have new bricks and old
always sweet [soft] ways, “soft”
bricks, or it can destroy all
[He uses the English] or there
the old bricks and give a difcan be the explosion of the
The
cooperative
feeling
ferent kind of bricks. This
strong conflict, the harder one
is composed of a sweet
happens spontaneously in
can come for example when
children’s lives, this happens
conflictuality and a
children are playing and it is not
even when we don’t want it
hard conflictuality. But
necessary that the conflict is a
in all the spontaneous situthey all have legitimacy
positive one. It’s in some way
ations in children’s lives at
coming up as a means not an
and can lead to positive
home with their family—
end. Like an immediate soluactions going through
tion but it hasn’t got intentionalVea: Yes! This is just what I
different
paths.
ity and we have to work to make
wanted to say.
the conflicts come out. If con– Loris Malaguzzi
Loris: On our side, there is a maflicts don’t arise, if there are no
jor intention: we do everyconfrontations, if there aren’t
thing in order that certain
moments in which there is a
things can happen with the engagement of trylosing of equilibrium, if the certainty doesn’t
ing to understand what is coming up, knowing
leave room for the uncertainty, if a child doesn’t
that we are not frightened of children’s words. But
accept the flux of insecure moments, the climbparents are. Teachers are frightened of children’s
ing up stops. So this means that we have to keep
words. Children’s words frighten teachers. [Rumthe child in a situation of permanent uncertainty,
bling of voices]
and this is the maximum of security he can have.
Vea: No, what frightens me is the trauma. Perhaps
Vea: I am going on thinking of situations where evthere is an excess of evaluation that the teachers
ery day you see these groups of children with two
do. And I am one, also. The effusive aspect, and
teachers—one stays with the group and the other
the civil aspect that is very important and very litone goes around—and all this we already saw is
tle appreciated in the cooperative learning—
quite difficult to [arrange] to be done with a small
Loris: Yes, yes, certainly—
group of children. In the normal situation, instead, we have many children. So the coming in
Vea: And the fact that there is conflictuality, someof the adult who can determine the disequilibthing that stops the engagement—
rium is very important because it can be in a cerLoris: When we speak about conflictuality here—
tain way for three of them a disequilibrium, and
for others not.
Someone: I was asking myself, if this kind of effusive
way of staying together, could be more typical of
the little girls—
Voice: Not always—

Loris: Yes, but the thing is, you have to set up as many
situations as the number of the children, affirmative situations, if we would be able to do all of this.
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you have to do things with two children at a time.
Why two children? Because two children are two
children, and because we have two hands and two
arms. We take one on the right and one on the
Loris: We have certainly been speaking about probleft. And we go around—going around means golems that weren’t necessarily inside the situations
ing out, going on the road, going on the bus. This
we saw in the video, but that we use in occasions
means the more you move the children away from
of an alert. All this can get into the behavior of
the situation, and the more you tie them up to a
children at the asilo nido, being sure that some of
relationship that puts together the children and the
the things will turn back inside the child whether
adult, so this grownup has to walk around in the
the child is six months old or two years old.
street with the children. He has to go when there
I would never put the
is the moon, he has to go again
child of six years old with
on the bus, on the bicycle with
the back [facing the other
one in the front and one in the
If conflicts don’t
child]—if we put them face
back, so what I want to say is
arise, if there are
to face we give them the posthat it is possible to think like
sibility to appreciate their reno confrontations, if
this— [Everyone laughs]
lationship, the possibility of
there aren’t moments
When we brought the kitchen
a relationship not only physin which there is a
inside the schools, it was beical but also human. You
losing of equilibrium, if
cause we wanted to reproduce
have to know, to keep presthe certainty doesn’t
a relationship that wasn’t there.
ent, that all of Piagetian theSo you have to think that every
ory is in a way very limited
leave room for the
one of these moments is a sysbecause it is all on the relauncertainty, if a child
tem. I want you really to untionship between the child
doesn’t accept the flux
derstand this. If I go to Paola’s
and the object. But not beof insecure moments,
house, I am sure that you have a
tween the child, the object,
the climbing up stops.
kitchen that is different from the
and the individual. So I can
bedroom and the dining room.
think we can put two chil– Loris Malaguzzi
[Laughter] So I am creating a
dren not necessarily one in
system in which I have the most
front of the other. Such as all
possible relations that
the games they have around
I can have, when I put there everything that I
can be tried out, looking from the vantage point
need, the plates, forks and knives, I am creating
they are in, “You can see it this way,” the way you
a system of relations that is the most economical
use for watching changes, the act changes, the difor me and at the same time is the one which acrections change, if we have two very small chilcomplishes the most.
dren and we put in between them the treasure
chest, what kind of situation are we trying to set
When she [Laura] was speaking of the initial
up? A situation in which the children can take
scene and said that with the clay there could have
when they want from the same chest the things
been the knife and the clay knife, I want to say
they want, being able not to relate themselves with
that she is getting ready a scene in which there can
the other one but also with the things.
be a big possibility of relations, of different relations, and also of relations that can build. So we
So to arrive to connect things that otherwise
can say that also the atelier is a system where the
wouldn’t be connectible, so that they discover rerelations between things are of the atelier. And at
lations, so we have to make an important analysis
the function of who is inside it, of the children
of the objects that we shall put inside. They have
who are working in it. This creation of places
to be common objects and also objects that are
that can be talked about until you feel boredom,
very far away from the everyday. One child is here,
or you get breaking action inside, being careful
and the other one is there. I don’t know if you
of what you do inside them. Your mother would
are still doing it? Do you remember when I said,
Vea: I don’t want to speak about ideal things. I’m only
thinking we can use these concepts we have been
speaking about for finding meanings for our work.
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never cook if she hadn’t the instruments that get
her cooking in 35 minutes instead of an hour and
a half. So if the napkins were in the bedroom
and the pasta hidden in the basement, and so on.
[Much laughter]
Tiziana: Yes, because he tells you it is open and it is
closed, and so for opening it you have to close it—
and you open only when you want to— [Laughter] In this way I feel like in three hours a day—I
can give back—taking care of all this is too much.
Or I can’t stand it, or I don’t understand it. No, I
am not tired. She and I, probably someone else,
feel a little sorry because we have spoken, let’s say
we have lost some time to address some questions
that are not so close, not so related to what you
[Carolyn, John, and Lella] were looking for. But
that is the way it is and how we work.
Carolyn: No [I didn’t feel that it was unrelated], most
of it I found to be related.
Tiziana: Everything is related. I hope you find it is
worthwhile, you can use all this material. That is
just the way we are.
Vea: Did you understand anything, since you don’t
even have the translator near you?
Carolyn: Sometimes, yes.
Tiziana: And then she goes to the dictionary, and then
she has something more.
Voice: [in English] Well, I think it is very interesting
to see how we work together, because I think that
you forget that we are foreigners...
Tiziana: For today we can just close it here. And
then start it again tomorrow. Do you have any
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more questions to ask now, or can they wait until
tomorrow?
Carolyn: This is more of a provocation than a question. In Bologna, children also do many group
projects in art, when children enter the final year
of the scuola materna [preschool for children aged
3-6 years]; they do more individual projects to prepare the children for elementary school, what do
you all think about that? [Tiziana translates].
Marina C: Projects in art?
Carolyn: Yes, like making a work in clay together,
or a mural together, in Bologna [I am told] they
would do those things more when the children
are three or four years old than when they are five
years old. When they are five, they think the child
should work more individually [than together] to
get ready for the elementary school.
Tiziana: Oh I misunderstood! [She corrects the translation, adding that she is a bit tired and that is
why she translated it wrong]
Loris: I don’t know, perhaps this happens in Bologna
or it happens in some schools. But there is an ancient tradition that would like to see a relation between the last year in the scuola materna and the
first year of elementary.
Tiziana: But we don’t agree [with that]. And I can tell
you in my observation for my daughter that was
not true. She was not ready to work by herself [in
the final year of preschool] …
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B. Charts for Animals in Clay
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Part III. “Drawing a Castle with a Logo Turtle”
A learning encounter led by teacher Marina Castagnetti
with 5 year old children.

A. Transcript (English) of the episode, involving two boys and a Logo Turtle,
transcribed and translated by Flavia Pelligrini and Carolyn Edwards.
B. Transcript (English) of the large group reflection on 10/16/90 about the
teaching/learning episode. (Translated by Flavia Pellegrini, Silvia Betta
Cole, and Carolyn Edwards). Participating were Loris Malaguzzi, Lella
Gandini (translating), Marina Castagnetti, Vea Vecchi, Carolyn Edwards,
and John Nimmo.
C. Charts (Italian) prepared by Marina Castagnetti to summarize children’s
interaction, which she presented during the meeting on 10/16/90.
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A. Transcript (English) of the episode,
involving two boys and a Logo Turtle,
transcribed and translated by Flavia
Pelligrini and Carolyn Edwards.

Alessandro: We can even make a bridge.
Marina C.: Even a bridge! [Pointing to computer] Do
you want to start now? Come on! If you have anything to ask me, I am right here.
[She stands up, boys cluster around computer].

Transcript of two boys playing with Logo turtle at Diana
Preschool. Translated by Flavia Pellegrini and Carolyn Pope
Edwards on March 8, 1991. This episode was not part of the
original set provided to the UMass team and thus they had
not seen it before the videoreflection discussion.
Tape begins with Marina Castagnetti stooping down and
talking to two boys.

Tommasso: Let’s go straight [pointing] A A. [Avanti,
avanti; Straight, straight.]
Alessandro: No [as Tommaso punches key].
Tommaso: You can even make a meter. No, let’s do
10, no, 11. [spins around to see what happens
with LOGO turtle].
Tommaso: Now 10.
Alessandro: Now 20. [Alessandro takes over keys].

Marina Castagnetti: And we can make a castle just
like you wanted.

Tommaso: 2 0. No, wait, Ahead 2 space 0, and now
Enter. [Alessandro does].

Alessandro:[to friend, Tommaso] No! Let’s make a
house.

Both boys: Look, look! [They look at turtle]
Tommaso: Let’s make only the castle.
[Tomasso goes to computer].

Tommaso: No, let’s make a castle with a lake, and
here is the grass.

Alessandro: Now make it go 3 meters to the right.

Alessandro:[runs over to show on huge paper]. Let’s
do this. Let’s make here the castle, and here the
lake, and here the grass.

Tommaso: [To Marina] To turn? How does it go
this way [gesturing with right hand, so does
Alessandro].

Marina C.: Even the grass? Even the lake? [Looking
at Tommaso]. Bravissimo!

Marina C.: Which is the right hand? [Both boys stick
out right hands].

Editors’ note: This episode with the children and the videoreflection discussion that follows are notable because already in 1990
the Reggio Emilia educators were looking for more interactive and
innovative uses of new technology at a time when computers were
typically absent or a passive presence in early childhood programs.
Left: Developer Seymour Papert of MIT, with a Logo turtle robot,
which moved a pen across the floor and was controlled from a computer using a visual programming language (VPL).
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Tommaso: [Shrugs] How many? 40 meters.

Both boys: This one!
Marina Castagnetti: That one?
Alessandro: Yeah, Giovanni told me this is the one.
[Tommaso steps up to computer]

[Alessandro gives him dubious look]
Tommaso: So, 30 meters.
Alessandro: 30.

Alessandro: Press D [Destra; Right] space. How many
meters?

Tommaso: [Punching] Oops, two zeros.

Marina C.: Three.

Tommaso: 300, no way! 300 is too much. [Fixes it]
Okay, here we go, 30! [Turns to look as turtle goes
round and round].

Tommaso: Yes! [Looking at turtle]. Now make it go
ahead 10 meters.
[Alessandro presses keys. Turtle moves to the right.]

Alessandro: Well, try it.

Tommaso: Left and right are three? [to Marina]

Marina C.: 10 meters!

Marina C.: No, it’s not only 3, before you had written
numbers like 3 and 10, now you wrote 30.

Tommaso: What if I go across that way? [Speaking to
Marina, and pointing]

Alessandro: So? So now?

Alessandro: [Excited] No! Do you know what we
will do? We’ll go up, and then we will make a
roof.
Tommaso: [At computer] And now, we’ll come down.
Alessandro: Oh, no, now we have to turn 3 meters.
[Crouching on paper. Alessandro comes near and
holds arms straight out, maybe in answer to Marina’s question].

Tommaso: [To Marina] Make it turn that way [pointing to right].
Alessandro: 3 meters.
Marina C.: [At paper] It’s still turning. [She is holding the wire up so it doesn’t twist].
Tommaso: [to Alessandro] 200!
Alessandro: [At computer] No, what do you mean,
200? So, I have to press, Right, that way.

Tommaso: Look, this is the left!
Alessandro: [Crouching on paper]. No, Tommi.
Tommi. We’ll make it turn this way, and then this
way [pointing]. We’ll do this, make a roof, and
then come down.

[Skip in tape]
Tommaso: A. [at computer, pressing]
Alessandro: 12 meters.

Tommaso: No, see, look. Let’s make a house. This is
the door [pointing to paper].

Tommaso: Let’s make it 30.

Alessandro: No, no.

Alessandro: No, come on, 12.

Tommaso: Well, come on, let’s make a house.

Tommaso: No, 19.
Alessandro: Let’s make it, then, 11.

[Skip in tape]

Tommaso: Aaah! [Pressing wrong key]
Alessandro: 11

Both boys: [Standing close together, arms straight
out]. Let’s make it turn this way.
Alessandro: Straight! Two or three meters! At a certain point it will curve this way [pointing], then it
goes down, and then it goes...

Tommaso: [Making gesture of shaking hand] There!
Enter. [looking at turtle] He received it! [Both hop
over to look, Tommaso holding wire up].
Alessandro: OH! How much? [As turtle goes off
paper].

Tommaso: [runs to computer] Which one?

Tommaso: It’s going to come down now.

Alessandro: Left.

Alessandro: [Runs to computer] Now A 3.
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Tommaso: [Runs to paper, holding arms straight out]

Alessandro: Now press 5.

Both boys: Down.
Alessandro: No, it’s the other way. [Tommaso turns
around]. The head is that way. Now, let’s turn it 3
down. Is there a G [Giro; Turn]?
Tommaso: [Running to computer] Yes. There is a G.
No, you can’t G. [Pointing to paper]. It’s going off,
the pen.
Marina C.: G is a different command, Alessandro.
Let Tommaso explain it to you.
Tommaso: Let’s try I. Backwards! [To Alessandro]
You want to go backwards, down?

[Skip in tape]
Tommaso: Press the I!
Alessandro: No, it has to go down. [They struggle]
Tommaso: Try making it go Backwards. Then the
house will be prettier. [Goes over to point at turtle] Then there will be a chimney here. You can
make it go backwards, and here there will be the
chimney. Come on, let’s make the chimney, too.

Alessandro: Let’s turn it 3 meters [Punches keys].

Alessandro: [At computer] I’m going this way. And
then, I’ll go that way.

Tommaso: [Pushes Alessandro aside] No, you made
a mistake! Okay... You do...You want to go down?
How much? Three?

Tommaso: Come here! Come here! [Runs to computer] But look, you can press this and make it go
backwards!

Alessandro: No, two.

Alessandro: [At computer] Ahead, yes. Bo! I’ll press
it. I didn’t do anything! [Laughing] I pressed first
the 0, then the 3. I didn’t do anything! Okay, one
second and I’ll try again.

Tommaso: No, more. You can even do 30 or 40 to go
down.
Alessandro: 8.
[Skip in tape]
Tommaso: No, you do it. Because I just did 18.

Tommaso: [Runs over] You have to do a space, then
1, then 0.
Alessandro: I didn’t press the space bar!
Tommaso: Good! [Runs to paper] And next I’ll go
back 20.

Alessandro: Okay, I have to turn.
Tommaso: How much?

[Skip in tape]

Alessandro: Three.
Tommaso: No, go forward.
Alessandro: Yes, but first I have to turn [gesturing]
so when it comes down, it will make a type of
house. [Turning to computer] First I have to press
Ahead.
Tommaso: [Comes to show, pushing Alessandro
aside] No. It has to go Backwards [gesturing behind head. Alessandro presses keys].
Alessandro: Yes. Now I’ll press Behind [turns to
look]. How much? 8 meters.
Tommaso: It’s too much. You have to do up to seven.
[Alessandro does something. They look]
Tommaso: Now, it’s going!
Alessandro: Now, press 4
[Tommaso at computer]

Alessandro: [To Tommaso, next to him, at computer]
1000 meters.
Tommaso: [Presses] 20 meters! Weee! [Jumping up
and down] I cheated! I tricked you! Now it’ll get
ahead and it can do the chimney!
Alessandro: [At computer] Now, I’ll do it, okay?
Tommaso: Ahead, 3 meters.
Alessandro: Well...
Tommaso: Please, please, please [Makes a praying
gesture].
Alessandro: [Hands to face] Mmm, no. [touches Tommaso’s shoulder].
Tommaso: Well, no, then I’ll go ahead 3 meters. [Both
run to paper]
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Alessandro: But I want to turn it this way.
Tommaso: We can make it go backwards, so there’s a
chimney. [Stands] And then later we’ll go ahead.
Alessandro: But we have to make the tower. If you
want to go ahead, then we’ll go diagonal. But now
we have to go back down.

Alessandro: The machine is coming! It’s squishing!
[Turtle runs onto white tile.] Ahhh, there, it’s on
the paper.
Alessandro: [Jumping up and down with glee] To the
right! 200 meters! [Tommaso at computer]
Tommaso:[Jumping also] Yes, 200!

Tommaso: [Running over] But now, down 2 meters.
Then we’ll go up, then we’ll go down.
[Skip in tape]
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[Skip in tape]
Tommaso: Now, 0. [looks at Marina] How many
zeros?

Tommaso: I want to make the chimney.

Alessandro: You forgot the space bar!

Alessandro: But if we go that way, then we’ll make a
door, and then we’ll make a chimney.

Tommaso: 200 meters. [Presses keys] And Marina . . .
[Tape cut off]

Tommaso: [At computer] Uffa! [Oh!]
Alessandro:[Runs over to computer] Tommi, I’m not
going to do this with you any more. You tricked
me.
Tommaso:[Pesses keys] Now, we’ll make a tower.
Then we’ll come down [pointing], and then we’ll
make the chimney. Let’s do it that way. [Goes to
keys]

[Skip in tape]
Alessandro: [Turtle is off paper again] It did 200!
[Laughter]
Tommaso: Let’s make it go ahead. We made a mess.
We have to do it over.

Alessandro: A A A.
[Skip in tape]

Tommaso: 100 meters.
Alessandro: No, wait.
Tommaso: No, 10 meters is too much. Let’s try 100.
[Turtle goes off paper]
[Skip in tape]
[Boys are seen trying to wipe ink off floor, after turtle has
gone off paper]
Alessandro: [Laughing] Good heavens!

Marina C.: Up to now you’ve made many tries.
Tommaso: But we made 1,300 chimneys. One, two,
three, four, five, six [pointing] eight.
Marina C.: Well, you could have made just one.
If you want, now that you have made these attempts, and you have gone off the paper, and you
have tried all of these numbers, but you still have
to make the castle. We could always change [the
paper]. As you want.

Tommaso: Let’s erase it [tries] Now, it has to go backwards! Go backwards!

Alessandro: No, a house! A house is easier.

Alessandro: [Gets up to go to computer. Tommaso
lifts turtle, but it continues to move]

Alessandro: [Shakes head, no]

Tommaso: It’s going ahead! Now I’ll show you how
much 100 is.
Alessandro: Do 100 meters again. No, do 1000!
Tommaso: [Runs over to turtle, stuck against wall] I’ll
move it a little, like this.

Tommaso: A bridge?

[Skip in tape]
Marina C.: Earlier you gave us a series of numbers
that were always different, and for that reason perhaps the forms that came out on the paper were
always different. So if you like you can try and
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make a drawing yourself, then using this drawing,
give the turtle commands.

Tommaso: Shall we make the roof first?
Alessandro: No, the chimney.
[Skip in tape]

Alessandro: [At computer] Down. Now it has to turn.
[Goes over to turtle, Tommaso joins him] We have
to turn it.
Tommaso: We have to turn it like this. [He turns it
manually]
Marina C.: Tommaso, maybe there is a command that
will make it turn by itself.
Tommaso: No, it doesn’t exist.

Marina C.: This [holding paper] is the thing that can
help you very much. If you want to draw the
chimney, you can try to draw it on this paper as
you like it. And then do it with the turtle. Following the commands here on the paper.
Tommaso:[Holding turtle] But we get to write the
numbers in. We don’t even have to write the numbers on the paper, or else we’ll make a mess.

[They crouch over their diagram]
Tommaso: No, not on the roof, over here.
Alessandro:[Draws] Not the roof too. Let’s say this is
the back of the house. [Draws 3 sides of a square].
Let’s do the back.
Tommaso: Okay...No, we have to do the front. [To
teacher] Is it true?

Marina C.: As you like.

Marina C.: You can do either one.

Alessandro: [To Tommaso, about turtle] Put it in the
position for the chimney.

Tommaso: No, no, the back. [He draws, turns the paper over and starts again, draws house with door].
Marina C.: What is this, the back or the front?

[Skip in tape]
Tommaso: No, after we finish the chimney, then we
can continue the drawing. [Plan of chimney is
seen]

Tommaso: The back. [To computer] How much do
we want to go ahead?
Alessandro: [Gets up] No, 23.
Tommaso: No, more, 30. [He does it]

Alessandro: Okay, you do it. Be careful. Ahead.
Tommaso: [Smiling] And the chimney. How do we
do the chimney? It’s really difficult, can we do it
without the chimney?
Marina C.: First, why don’t you find the right position for the turtle. [She bends down at paper]. To
begin.

[Skip in tape]
Tommaso: [Adjusts turtle] Shall we make a cube?
Alessandro: No, we’ll close it down here. [Tommaso.
adjusts turtle]. Ahead 10!
Marina C.: [Comes to computer] This one is Du D.

Tommaso: Oh, it’s like that [Stepping over paper].

Tommaso: Destra [Right]

Marina C.: Which way does the roof go?

Marina C.: Up to now, what commands have you
used? Let’s look at the printout.

Tommaso: Like this, diagonally [di traverso].It’s
straight but not really straight [Gesturing].
Marina C.: This part right here, how long will you
make this piece?
Tommaso: Four meters.
[They watch turtle go]
Tommaso: A little more.
Alessandro: Hit 10.
Tommaso: What if we make a mistake? [Turtle goes]

Tommaso: A.
Marina C.: See how many times you wrote A. A. A.
A. A. Before, when you wanted to make the turtle turn, there were these other commands as well.
Try and use them. You can try them if you want.
Alessandro: Ahead.
Marina C.: You remember, Alessandro?
Alessandro: A space four. [Turtle goes ahead. They
scream because it’s going the wrong way].
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[Skip in tape]
Marina C.: If you want it to go that way, which way
does it turn?
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Alessandro: Still one more. [They laugh, standing at
computer]
Tommaso: No, that’s enough.
Alessandro: No, one more still. [Issues command]

Tommaso: [Gestures] Su su [Sinistra, left].
Marina C.: If you don’t make it go left, it will go over
there. But where do you want it to go? [She turns
turtle] Before it was turned this way and it was
going ahead. Now if you want it to go this way,
which command should you give it? [Gestures to
her right]

[Skip in tape]
Tommaso: [Grabs turtle] The door! The door!
Alessandro: No, it’s on top of the cord [Removes
cord from under turtle].

Alessandro: Destra [right]
[Skip in tape]

Tommaso: S — left.
Marina C.: [Takes Tommaso by right arm he has outstretched] Which arm is this?

Tommaso: [To Alessandro] You are stupid[?].
Alessandro: Four.

[Skip in tape]

Tommaso: [Runs to paper, back to computer] No,
more, more. No, that’s enough.

Alessandro: We’re doing it, it’s working. [They are
both very excited]

Alessandro: [At computer] Now Vu.

Tommaso: It’s still too small.

Alessandro: We have to make it rotate to the right.
[Returns to computer]

Alessandro: Put in 9 again. [Tommaso is at computer]

Tommaso: It’s put like this [holds arms out straight].

Tommaso: No, less. [Turns around clapping. They
both laugh and run over to turtle].

Tommaso: How much? Three.

Both boys: It’s doing it!

Tommaso: It’s too low. [At paper, near turtle] Okay,
put the S.

Tommaso: And it’s also making the chimney!
Alessandro: We should have gone...
Tommaso: Yeah, we should have gone more up.
Alessandro: [Leaping in air] We should have gone 3
or 4.
Tommaso: Now it’s this way!
Alessandro: Left! Left! [They rush to computer. Tommaso steps on Alessandro’s foot. They issue the S
command]. No, no, right, right. [Runs to paper].
[Skip in tape]
Alessandro: What did you push?
[Skip in tape]

Alessandro: It’s done!

Alessandro: [At computer] No, I want to use A. [They
are fighting and pushing.] Tommi, I want A.
Tommaso: Stupid. [Playfully punches Alessandro].

[Skip in tape]
[They are rolling on paper. Alessandro points to diagram].
Alessandro: It has to go here.
Tommaso: [Moves turtle] And now we’re going to
make the door bigger. Here.
Alessandro: Ahead, four.
Tommaso: [Moves turtle] No, excuse me, over me.
Alessandro: I’m going to push A.
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Tommaso: [Both boys are at computer]. 5 or 6. This
looks like a real door.
Alessandro: 4.
Tommaso: 3. [Punches it in] In fact! It’s right! [Raises
arm in cheer].
Alessandro: A.
Tommaso: How much? Four? [They turn to look and
cheer]. Two more now. [Tommaso does it].
Alessandro: No, 1. [He is down on paper near turtle].

[Skip in tape]
.
Alessandro: [Returns turtle] Now we want to move it
down. [They go to computer]
Tommaso: 30. [Other boy gives the command]. No,
that’s too little. [He points to keys and hits one] D.
No, that’s too much. [They look at paper]
Alessandro: Right! Right! [they look] Left!
[All the children come in]

Tommaso: See, it’s one meter. [Gives command, Alessandro raises arm in cheer].

Tommaso: Squeeze my leg [all children squeeze it]

Both boys: We did it! [To another child who has just
come into room]. Look how good we are!

Tommaso: I just finished this hard job! We did two
papers! We covered two papers.

Alessandro: Why don’t we make a window now?

Alessandro: Look, first we went here [pointing] then
we went here [pointing].

[Tommaso returns with other children he has brought.
He jumps up and down.]
Tommaso: Now we have to do the window. It’s like
this [gestures] We have to go to the right. [To
other children] Look now.
Alessandro: We did it! We did it! [To Tommaso] How
far do we have to go down?
Tommaso: [To other child] You don’t know how to
make such a beautiful house. Now, S, let’s try it, 3.
[Jumping and leaping]
Alessandro: That’s right, now go ahead. [Tommaso
gives the commands]
[Skip in tape]
Child: It went out.
Tommaso: We just did the double window. [Picks up
turtle.]

Marina Castagnetti: Why are they touching your leg?

Laura Rubizzi: Show me everything you did.
Tommaso: Door, window, window, roof, chimney.
Laura Rubizzi: Did you draw it? [All stand and
admire]
[Skip in tape]
Alessandro: Look there’s a magic marker.
Laura Rubizzi: Where?
Alessandro:[picks up turtle] Here! [shows where
magic marker is under turtle.
Vea Vecchi: How do you do it? Does it go by itself or
do you move it?
Tommaso: No! With the keys! [pointing to computer]
[to children] You can put it wherever you want.
[Punches a command. Turtle moves.]

Child: Completed! Completed!
Alessandro: Let’s make a garden too.
Tommaso: [To teacher] Let’s change the color.

End of tape.
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B. Discussion: “Drawing a Castle”

Loris: [to Marina] They had done right and left?

English transcript of the large group reflection on
10/16/90 about the teaching/learning episode (Part
III, A).
Participating were Loris Malaguzzi, Lella Gandini
(translating), Marina Castagnetti, Laura Rubizzi, Vea
Vecchi, Carolyn Edwards, and John Nimmo.
(Translated by Flavia Pellegrini, Silvia Betta Cole, and
Carolyn Edwards.)

Marina C.: Yes, they had encountered it, but—
Loris: Had they encountered the right angle?
Marina C.: No, no, no, no, no, this is the first time
that they find themselves in front of a concrete
problem [an operativo], and they had the choice
whether to move it or not.
Lella: This seems to be a second level in comparison
to what happened the first time. They move the
turtle when they find it in front of themselves.
Loris: They do, with their hands.

Marina Castagnetti begins preliminary description.
Marina C.: Children had already learned commands on
the computer, and had ended
their first encounter with the
computer with the wish to
build a castle. Before, they
had not encountered problems of coordination, orientation (therefore right and
left), and also last time they
had had fewer chances to
try. They had just drawn and
given commands—very free
commands—
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You have to give
children problems
that they are able to
resolve themselves,
even when there are
difficulties, and here
I am afraid that the
children have been put
into a situation that
they can’t get out of
on their own.
– Loris Malaguzzi

Loris: I have some doubt. You
have to give children problems that they are able to resolve themselves, even
when there are difficulties, and here I am afraid
that the children have been put into a situation
that they can’t get out of on their own.
Lella: They did arrive at a solution.
Loris: The conclusions that they arrived at were pretty
uncertain, pretty insecure. They still have not arrived at the fundamental executive acts to be able to
foresee how to measure a certain intended distance.
And perhaps they remembered that RIGHT 3 creates a right angle.
Lella: As Marina was saying, the first encounter was
an experimentation in learning right and left, forwards and backwards. This second one—

Lella: But this time we are at the
second level. The next time they
try this experimentation, they will
have these other things to show
(or prove, mostrare).
Loris: I don’t know if they will
remember that to make a right angle, they have to press 3, and this
is only a part of the problem. Because if they can’t foresee the
measuring of the distance, of the
height of the house for example,
they keep making little attempts,
bit by bit, but they don’t know if
the last bit will be exactly what
they wanted.

Lella: So they could skip this step
that they did here?
Loris: I would have given the children more information beforehand. [I would have] given the velocity of the turtle, and the space that the turtle can
go across, I would also have given the possibility
of three different angles in order to let them have
a right angle, an oblique angle, and a third one absolutely improper.
Lella: So I can ask myself if, without having done
these imitations—it’s very interesting when they
find themselves seeing the turtle go around and
around—and that is when the problem poses itself. If they hadn’t arrived at that point, would
they have assimilated these pieces of information?
It’s a question.
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passage (step) for the children.

Loris: Well, I don’t know...
Marina C.: They found themselves in front of moments of need to clarify some things and that
probably giving them this piece of paper right
away—and it was … I would like to know what
does that mean, “We burned some moments”?

Vea: I have the feeling that at the base of this
discussion—
Loris: It’s okay as an experience—
Vea: We are always like the children—

Loris: Yes, yes, yes—
Loris: What I meant was that the distance for the
children, they have to get from A to B, I’d like to
Vea: We feel the need to—we tell the children, “We are
see if they have the potential means (methods)
here for you. You can call us.” It’s clear that if I’m
and levels of reasoning, leaving room for error,
closer, he will call me more, and if I’m farther, he
too. But to see if they have the force of reasonwill call me less. But we also have the need to see
ing to tackle all the problems that will lead them
how the self-initiated learning
to point B. We have found some
[auto-apprendimento] of the kids
very tenacious (stubborn) chilgoes, what rhythms it has, also
Now trial and error
dren, and also distracted ones,
to understand when we give
who continued but continued
is fine for a certain
them this type of information
through trials and errors. Now
period of time, but
[pointing to paper] if we anticitrial and error is fine for a cerpate the children too much [give
after a while the error
tain period of time, but after a
them the answer too soon], or
should be wiped out,
while the error should be wiped
if we give them the right inforbecause they should
out, because they should be asmation, I feel that it is a need of
be assimilating the
similating the knowledge.
ours—

knowledge.

Lella: According to me, on seeing
this video, this method of trial
– Loris
and error already from the beginning to the end [of the video]
is very different. They adjust
their aim tremendously. At first they are going everywhere on this sheet. They are also playing. Afterwards, when they effectively want to build this
house, their attempts are a lot more measured or
careful [misurati]. They start to have an idea of distances—that’s when you should give them—
Loris: [to Marina] You intervened when the turtle
started going around in circles.
Lella: Because they asked for help.
Loris: If she hadn’t intervened, they would have been
in a mess up to here. But the intervention that you
can do is very ambiguous. You have to tell them
RIGHT 3, so you give the children the solution.
Lella: She reminds the children what they had done
earlier.
Loris: How do they go from 30 to 3? It’s not a real

Malaguzzi

Loris: It’s not that we are
___?—

Vea: No, no. Well, you are
probably right. It is true that
we are not nato ieri [born yesterday]. When you
teach, you know it. But we always have to adjust
ourselves in respect to the children. We have to listen to them more. At least once or twice a year
(these are precious moments for us) maybe we are
wrong, but we feel the need to—

Lella: Carolyn wanted to make a little observation on
this. I had explained to her that we were talking
about intervening and giving information.
Carolyn: In regards to this issue, in watching the video,
I was paying particular attention to the emotional
highs and lows among the children. I thought it
was an episode where they began with what Loris said yesterday was, a main goal was to work together through to completion. [Lella translates
into Italian.] And as we watch the video, we see
that there are certain moments where they go from
their usual mode, which is discussion and collab-
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oration, into a high gear. And there are several
times when that happens. One of them is when
the turtle goes off the paper, for example. I think
that these represent “teachable moments,” and in
fact, they are moments when Marina does intervene with some help to them, and so as they occur, they lead to the children gradually iterating to
the final knowledge that was very appropriate. [Lella translates.]
Loris: Yes. Yes, only she [Marina] can’t offer it to them.
Lella: In what sense can she not offer it to them?
Loris: Because she can’t offer it to them. [To Marina]—When the turtle went off the paper, what
did you tell them?
Marina C.: No, no, I didn’t intervene—
Loris: So you didn’t intervene? So what did the children do?
Marina C.: They thought about what command to
press to get it back on the paper.
Vea: And from that moment on, they re-dimensioned all their numbers [so they would fit on the
paper]—
Loris: Yes, yes, yes, yes—I’m not saying our children
are stupid, they are intelligent, but there are some
“knots” [problems] that they can’t overcome.
All: [Talk at once.]
Lella: Carolyn is saying, isn’t it shortly after that that
Marina suggested making a plan or sketch on the
paper?
Vea: [Nods “yes.”]
Carolyn: I thought she waited, she let them get it back
on the paper—it was excellent—
Marina C.: But even when I intervened, there was a
tendency that before it could have been a game
[gioco, game or play], and there was the temptation to let this turtle go wild, and I asked them
which were the commands to move the turtle—
which commands they had succeeded in using—
because they always use the command A [avanti,
advance] to move the turtle, and it seemed they
had forgotten the existence of LEFT and RIGHT.
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Laura: And also the mother [of one boy] was telling
me that they have been in the middle of moving
house. And so he had arrived with a drawing, a
plan of how his new room was arranged. And he
says that since at home the only thing discussed
was the plan of their new house, they started measuring their furniture, and he’s always measuring, and I have tried, even here in my classroom,
some problems of measurement. And in effect,
she knows what he is doing. Obviously he is using
the method that the workmen use, and he can orient himself pretty well.
Loris: He’s discovered the red numbers and the black
numbers [on the ruler].
Laura: He knows that 100 is the end of the meter, and
200 is the second meter, and so for Tommaso the
ruler has become an instrument he knows.
Loris: I want to say that for a kid, the ruler can be used
as a glass. The little kid knows what to do with a
glass. And he knows that a ruler is for measuring.
But it is a very rough or simplistic association, unless you tell me that he has learned that by adding
the red numbers and the black numbers you get a
meter 45.
Laura: A meter is a hundred centimeters. He can find
the end of one meter at the 100 mark, so he can
count one centimeter, two centimeters, three centimeters, four centimeters...
Loris: So he can measure one meter 53?
Laura: Yes.
Loris: And what does he write?
Laura: 153.
Loris: So what does this mean?
Laura: It means that, according to me, when they first
operate with centimeters, so he understands the
hundreds, and even though nevertheless he makes
wrong measurements, they have arrived at operating within the tens—not 300 but 30. And according to me, even though he hasn’t completely mastered it, still it doesn’t seem completely casual this
passage that they undertake.
Loris: This is still an operation that has nothing to do
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with what is going on here [in the video]. That a
child can understand there are measurements inferior to the meter, it’s a discovery; but if he doesn’t
know that to make 50—he knows that 50 is half of
the meter, it’s less than the meter—he doesn’t know
how to hit the button that will make the turtle go
half of the meter. In other words, here is an extra
machine- -which isn’t there in your case—which if
you don’t know how to use, you can’t go ahead.

wards. The child can do nothing but straight highways. They are in no condition to do anything else.
A house is in the distance—when we asked them to
do a house with a castle and a chimney, they give
you exactly the distance in light-years. Between the
objective possibility of the action, that the child
or children can presume together, in respect to
the house as a dream, there is too much distance.
There are light years in between.

All: talk at once.

Carolyn: Did the children ask for a ruler?

Loris: [Pats Marina]

Loris: No, no, they don’t talk about a ruler.

Lella: [to Carolyn] Laura said, He is like a German to
the kids. [To the group of adults]—These are different problems, because the meter doesn’t correspond to the measurement on the computer. So
how do you make this extra—

Carolyn: In other cases do they ask for rulers? [Lella
translates.]

Marina C.: One step of the turtle is 10 centimeters.
Loris: If they had had next to them a 10-centimeter ruler that looks like a normal ruler, then they
would have put this object next to the line they
were drawing on thre computer. [He demonstrates
on the paper.]
Marina C.: [Mumbles something.]
Lella: It should be the next thing to try.
Marina C.: It is right that this is the first time you use
the ruler, yes?
Lella: Carolyn says that is a very interesting question.
Loris: It’s not that I give them the ruler, saying it’s a
ruler. I just place it there.
Laura: Well, the children will understand that it’s a
ruler if you put it there, because they are intelligent. You just tell the child, “You can use this.”
Loris: That is what I want [to happen]. I want them to
see this relationship, because this game on the computer is nothing other than a game of relations. It’s
a dry, straightforward relation between the paper,
the turtle with the magic marker, and the button
on the computer, which is an indication of moving
ahead. It indicates whether to go ahead or back-

Vea: When they have more information about its use.
Carolyn: If they know how to ask, then the fact they
didn’t ask is significant.
Loris: The ruler is a didactic tool that is absolutely necessary. Until we find that there is something wrong
with the ruler didactically, we will always find children who know that it is a ruler, because the ruler
is a word or image, but it is nothing more.1 Until the child is four years old, he must not see the
ruler. The best thing would be to have one carpenter’s rule, a tape measure, and a 10-centimeter
ruler, or a normal ruler that has the divided lines,
because the relationships will be found by the children later. Objectively there are tools to make this
relationship and to redo this journey, and thus, the
perception of the ruler [coming to understand it].
Marina C.: We began with some evidence, and there
were certain situations created in respect to the
children, the trial, the ruler, orientation. We
should have been able to foresee this situation.
Loris: We have to know how that works. If you told
me how to work that thing [pointing to the computer] if nobody tells me I can’t find it [figure it
out].
Marina C.: This is a method in respect to these children, by using the word “to try,” it’s a key word in
respect to the computer, for fear of surpassing the
machine—

1. Editors’ note: We think he means the child does not understand how to use this tool until he is about four years old.
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interjects.] It is interesting as it is. In fact, everyLoris: I can’t give the children the conjugation [conithing that we do that is different and is not attainugazione, logical map] of trying. The child tries
able, we do not for the child but for ourselves, to
and explores, there is no doubt that the child tries,
understand more. We need this, not only to make
fixes it, tries again, and fixes it, and tries again.
some subtractions, but to make transformations of
This is a capability of learning that the child has
proposals, and this proposal can be added on a hyalready after four days of life. The problem is to
pothetical basis, in a way that comes spontaneously
try, in view of that we have to take a hypothetfrom the child himself, without the adult having
ical approach that lets us, on the basis of intuto intervene. Because if there is an adult, one must
ition, and with the experience of a child—for exunderstand what is the role that the adult plays, and
ample, I give the children this assignment, where
see whether he is an observer who interacts at key
they don’t have the means right now, but there are
moments, or is a detached observer who supports
means that the child could grasp by himself, the
but does not interfere. If he doesn’t
children can take them, and
interfere, it is clear that I would
in that way they can arrive or
have to lower [abbassare] the projunderstand the assignment.
The child tries and
ect. In a correct didactic situation,
It’s a very tiring game. There
explores,
there
is
no
we should always have the ruler
is a fun side to it, because of
doubt that the child
at hand. And if you discover with
the turtle, but if there were
tries, fixes it, tries
marvel that the child is measuring
no turtle but only the comall the furniture in the house with
puter, the game [playful interagain, and fixes it, and
a ruler, you can’t understand why.
actiomn] would stop.
tries again. This is a
Lella: That is obvious.
Loris: The great vitality of the
game is given by the turtle,
which leaves a tangible sign
for the children. It is the energetic support.

capability of learning
that the child has
already after four
days of life.

— Loris Malaguzzi

Marina C.: For example, in comparison with the games that the children do with
the turtle on the floor, and that of confronting a
labyrinth (maze), because with the labyrinth, you
know the exact distance that you want to cover, in
that way you measure and you give the computer
a command, for example, 50 centimeters.
Loris: With the labyrinth the child is forced to study a
dimension. While here with the turtle, the limit is
infinite.
Vea: I don’t know about you, but he has convinced
me! I agree, because like I was saying before, if
the teacher wants to see, he must foresee as well.
In that way the teacher should use some instruments that are relative to this process. In that way
you give the child extra routes [percorsi, pathways].
Loris: The experiment per se is interesting. [Everyone

Marina C.: Because he didn’t ask
me.
Loris: By measuring all the furniture in the house, and having
fun, why can’t he have fun inside
[himself] as well?

Lella: There is another point of
view. The idea of motion is different. Carolyn said
that one of the things that is hardest for children
is to turn around and get a sense of direction. But
that’s another discussion.
Loris: The two difficulties are, first, that the child
makes this movement ahead, but at the same time
he can’t govern or control this movement ahead.
And the second thing is that I find that there is no
solution to this. It’s unsolvable because of the mistakes they make. For example, if they go 10 instead
of 2, and then if they go 3 more, and then 5 more,
and then 4. There are two ways of moving ahead.
There is a real progression, the children make adjustments with this attempt to re-establish the right
to control this—the important thing is not to take
away the right of controlling that the children
have—and the right of being put in front of a knot
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dactic. Look at these things [papers on table]; this
is a game that you do all the time, you do it like a
Marina C.: I think it is also a more prolific situarobot because you do it so many times, isn’t that
tion in respect to the numbers. Because we are in
what a computer does? This isn’t the game of the
this situation that there is this ping-pong using
90-degree angle. These are the things we do that
the numbers, and there are many other situations
the computer spit out at us. The only thing that
where the child is put in this situation of having to
came out of the computer are those things [pachoose and make decisions concerning a quantity.
pers], which are very ingenious, but that is the
So which situations are these?
only thing that the computer produced. That is
Loris: In terms of quantity, I don’t know.
like the “basket of miracles.” It regenerates all the
miracles that you put into it, and it reproduces
Laura: There are many complicated solutions.
other ones. I know that I am in front of a problem
Loris: For example, there are Legos, and wooden
that the children cannot resolve,
blocks—they find adequacy
this problem of the right angle or
in these situations, and the
the determination of the angle.
In fact, everything that
rule [of quantities] becomes
And then I intervene, and I teach
we do that is different
contained in the objects. All
them while they are doing it. This
the child has to do is perceive
and is not attainable,
is a method that could be considthat one piece is the same
we do not for the child
ered good. Because when the chilsize as another one. So then
dren
find themselves in front of
but for ourselves, to
putting one here and putting
a problem that they can’t get out
understand more.
one there, he sees that he has
of, the adult intervenes and helps
two of the same height.
— Loris Malaguzzi
them get out of it. When the turtle started turning on itself, this
Laura: But he also encounters a
created a problem. At the point
problem with the length [of
when
the
turtle
was
turning around and around,
the object]. The objects can be many times of difher intervention was necessary, so it is justifiable
ferent lengths. Sometimes there is something on
because it was necessary.
it to indicate its length, but the little child doesn’t
is more the right of the child than that of the adult.

notice it.
Loris: You have this instrument that I gave you, that
I’ve never seen anywhere else, where there are all
these indicators for the comprehension of numbers. Where all these objects are inside the box.
It has nothing to do with the ruler. It’s an experiment from the School Piace Diana [?], that I
brought back from Switzerland.
Laura: We want to try it first.
Loris: The maximum that can be done with the computer, the computer will help us spit out all the didactic inventions that we can make with poor materials that have nothing to do with the computer.
I can assimilate the computer by playing. We have
to take the computer and shoot at it and make
it disappear. So now you play without the computer as if you were the computer—this is the di-

Lella: Carolyn is asking, how much it is necessary for
the children to know beforehand? Because this is
the key—
Loris: As much as is necessary. If I put you there
and we start playing robot, you do exactly what I
want you to, and I’m telling you that you have to
go straight. And you obey and go straight. These
are the conditions which the children started off
with. And then it seems that they have no further
capacities. But instead, children can say, “Now
turn to the right. Now this way,” and you turn
this way. “Go the other way! Go the other way”
and you go that way. If instead of a small angle,
I want you to make an angle with 30 and 60 degrees, in other words, playing with your whole
body, this is what should have preceded that first
part. But someone says there is a big leap between this game and that one, and I know this,
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but that’s where I want afterwards the more complicated relationship [referring to the first game].
I am teaching them the computer. But I am
teaching them the underlying rules of the computer, and these are the rules the kids will find
out for themselves later on, so the determination
of the right angle, or greater than 90 degrees,
with that game there [pointing to papers] they
can make one very well. That game there in reality gives you the variations of the angle and also
the dimensions of the angle. Now I don’t remember whether they were two or three, and what
was the command.
Marina C.: It doesn’t make a difference. But in regards to the
video, you are just talking
about right angles and such.
For instance, what if Tommaso says, “Let’s put this diagonally [di traverso]” because he wants to make the
roof of the house. There’s a
diagonal, and maybe a right
angle—
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know that Indianapolis equals 30—
Marina C.: It’s a possibility you can have, of course.
Vea: [Mumbles.]

Loris: The relationship was, trying to discover if they
could go from the pinks and the greens [pointing to papers], if they could come to an understanding of the computer. And I would have told
them, “Watch out, because the computer contains
those elements [pointing to coding on the documentation papers]” The turtle is made so that it
will obey all the commands that are in it. At one
point they ask you, “What is the
rule? Will you find it for me?”
Marina at that point would have
At this point, as a
taught them to press right 3, left
teacher, what am I
3—that’s the correct point for her
supposed to do that I
to intervene. This is the great discovery of Vygotsky [Lella nods
didn’t do?
“yes”], when you see that the
— Marina Castagnetti
child is taking the first steps on
this road then it is logical and
right to give him the keys that will
allow him to walk further.

Loris: But there is, according to ..[points to video]
Marina C.: Yes, there is, but for instance, here he
moved it with his hands, because he still wasn’t
fully in control of how to operate the computer,
and he puts it diagonally [di traverso]. At this
point, as a teacher, what am I supposed to do that
I didn’t do?
Loris: According to me, I think you did fine. You just
should have pointed out to the child that lifting up
the turtle was outside the rules of the game.
Marina C.: And in fact, later I did, reminding him
what the commands were.
Loris: I have to say, this is a solution that exists, but
they don’t know how to find it even though they
know it is there. The solution exists—so now they
know the solution exists and they have to find it,
but they don’t know how—they can’t. Because it’s
the machine that has conventional keys. If you
know what these keys mean and one says, “Indianapolis,” and you push it and get 30. But until you

Lella: Yes, but this is the delicate part we were talking
about. When you hand him this [key]...
Loris: Yes, but Lella, try and imagine the difference. If
she had told the children right away, that to make
a right angle you need Right-3, it would have been
all within a cold moment. At a certain point the
situation becomes “hot,” because the children put
all their work into it. They use both their lungs
and then even find a third lung—we don’t have
them but children have a third lung—
Vea: We have one too! [laughs]
Loris: Well, you are teachers. [smiles] But the children had undoubtedly used all their capabilities.
They had offered up their heart and their spleen
onto the alter of the country [Altero della Pace, in
Rome].
Laura: In that moment, you have the choice of telling
them how to do with the computer what they had
done with their hands...
Loris: Because they need a right angle at this point, I
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would have taught them how to make a right angle. I won’t teach them yet what is beyond the 90
degrees. I won’t tell them yet, the 95 or the 85.
When they pick up the turtle and put it on the diagonal [in traverso], that’s the right point to teach
them about the 95.

Lella: But Loris, it seems to me that what you were saying now is a little bit different from what you are
saying before. Because here we have a hot moment.
Right? which suggests itself as a moment in which
to teach. But before when you talked about information to give them, you were talking about “cold”
information, you were saying,
“Let’s close the ruler.”
Loris: No, I always leave the
ruler—if they had used the
ruler beforehand—the problem is, would the children
have remembered that in a
case like this the ruler is necessary and important?
Lella: So you were saying, in another preceding hot moment,
the children arrived at the
ruler.

provide the objects, because they are products of
human culture and they don’t just happen to be
there, and this falling back on the objects allows
the child to find hidden relationships and to come
into possession of an extra mental structure. Here
there is a jump in the mental structure, in other
words, what you add is an improvement to what
you had before, but the learning, in order for it
to take place, needs these structural passageways.
The procedures in themselves do not guarantee
that they will come to understand the structure.
Lella: No, no.

This is the great
discovery of Vygotsky,
when you see that the
child is taking the first
steps on this road then
it is logical and right
to give him the keys
that will allow him to
walk further.
—Loris

Loris: If they had used the ruler
beforehand and had been
here alone, they might at some point have remembered that they have a ruler at their disposal, and that to understand how to finish their
path, maybe they could have used a ruler. They
would have discovered many things which here
they didn’t discover. In other words that the turtle precedes at a certain velocity and this velocity
equals, I’m not sure, three centimeters [someone
interjects, 10 centimeters] okay, ten centimeters,
if they had had a ruler nearby, they would have
discovered that if the turtle goes 10 centimeters,
they look at it—they discover something! So I
take the ruler and I put it here, so I discover that
I have to do this command twice. In other words,
the problem for the children is finding the relationships. If they find the relationship, and here
the most important relationship is concrete, and
there are some moments in which you have to

Loris: You need some sort of
spark [scintilla], the one that will
make you come into possession
of the knowledge that you didn’t
have before.

Lella: So the delicate moments
are, when using objects like the
ruler that have become familiar
and can provoke a spark, and also
the intervention of the teacher,
who can provide a support [stampella] which helps them to arMalaguzzi
rive at the new level. So we are at
a completely different level, because the problem of the angle is
much more complex, also because it involves the
computer.

Vea: Even though in a simpler way, it would have
been enough, even if they had not intervened.
In other words, if you foresee all the objects that
could possibly set off a spark and provide them,
almost certainly the children would have understood and used them. So I think the children
would have used them.
Loris: You could have done it even without using the
ruler, maybe. If pressing the key makes the turtle
go 10 centimeters, they still haven’t been able to
master this measurement. If they had mastered
it, they would have used it to go on. But if I see
that the children cannot discover on their own
that the turtle is going to go 10 centimeters, we
take a piece of paper and we cut it and make it as
long as this...[gets up and walks off].
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Lella: [To the others] Carolyn had a question. The
first time you noticed the children picking up the
turtle with their hands, the children seemed to ignore your intervention for a couple of incidences,
as if they enjoyed this act of...it was easier for
them.
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their own. But you are always afraid that you are
going to lose the hot moment. It’s really a balancing act. And I believe in intervention, but personally I tend to wait because I realize I have the
tendency to hurry to intervene. I have noticed
that the child often resolves the problem on their
own and not always in the way that I would have
told him to. They often find solutions that surprise you and, among other things, they teach
you something. But sometimes waiting means
losing the moment. So it’s always a decision that
is in part conflictual.

Marina C.: But this is a situation of challenge in a
way, as well as of transgression. On the one hand,
it is also easier, so we have the economy side of
it, and it is also a challenge to the teacher. It’s also
the numbers, they are having such a good time
and no one was stopping them, they made their
Loris: They continue to pick up
turtle go all the way to the
the turtle. If she [Marina] is abwindow. And afterwards they
sent, they are authorized to think
waited for it to come back—
But you are always
of themselves as in a desert, and
even there they could have
afraid that you are
they don’t even have a water botpicked it up with their hands.
going to lose the hot
tle—[Vea and Marina seem to
It had gone off the paper, so
moment. It’s really a
shake their heads, no]—no, no,
it would have been more time
balancing
act.
because they legitimize this up unsaving to pick it up with their
til the point that they are disturbed
hands, but they waited for it
— Vea Vecchi
by the intervention of the teacher,
to take all its little steps on
who says, “Look, there is also this
the rubber [linoleum], which
written rule.” The children, who
also takes longer, while the
were looking for the solution, would have gone
solutions of the computer were more convenient.
over to the computer and realized that Right-3 was
I can’t say to what degree we can establish this.
the solution they were looking for. The more you
[Lella translates into English.]
indicate or persevere with a mistake, the more the
Carolyn: I was surprised when they shifted from liftchild legitimizes it. He puts his roots into it. And
ing it by hands to using the computer. It seemed
they are pretty desperate roots in this case because
satisfying to their need to do it quickly. Then they
there are no saints that can be invoked to help
could go back to moving it by the computer. [Lella
them. But if you say, “No, look, there is a possibiltranslates into Italian.]
ity here, if we are in the desert, and I have a radio,
Lella: Even because they seemed to have forgotten
we can transmit with it.” If someone tells the child
their right and left for a while, but then they rethat they have this object they can use, they can
member it again. And they are very happy about
call home with, at this point the object becomes Jeremembering it. And they are very satisfied.
sus Christ with all his Apostles. [Everyone laughs.]
Carolyn: I think it was wise, in fact, that you let them
satisfy that need to act and then that was followed
by a need to think about, like they almost had to
recover themselves. [Loris returns.]
Vea: I just want to say one thing in regards to what
Carolyn is saying. Whenever a child does something—and maybe we do this wrong, there is always a doubt—we wait a moment, because we
notice that the next time they can resolve it on

Lella: Let’s see some of the video, because all of these
interesting points have come up. Do you have any
particular observations?
Marina C.: Well, in regard to the analysis of the
language of this possibility to group, in situations that are collaborative or conflictual, for instance, in reading the language, the word “Let’s
do”[facciamo] appears 17 times, and not only this
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but also if we can do it, let’s try, let’s see, we must,
let’s do, let’s turn around [riusciuamo, proviamo, vediamo, dobbiamo, andiamo, rivolgiamo, torniamo, retorniamo] they are all action verbs in the plural
that always refer to [moves hand back and forth
to signify teamwork] especially Tommaso, who
13 times in a quarter of an hour [Loris interrupts,
Vea touches his shoulder to try to restrain him] it’s
to help the other boy—

Loris: The plural form is a compensatory plural of
help …
Vea: That is just one opinion—[refers to Marina as
holding another]—
Marina C.: No, it means that we are here together—
Lella: No, it’s not true [smiling]
Marina C.: What he is saying?
Vea: [Shakes head.]
Loris: Verbs.

Loris: [leans over to study chart] They say facciamo
[let’s do it] 17 times, it’s because they are two of
them—
Marina C.: Yes, in fact there are two of them. But
the tenacity of which she [Carolyn] spoke before,
in regards to the choices before them, yes they
have to take into account their number [the two
of them] but there is also the capacity to be able
to follow a project that they want to do, with all
these problems—one wants a castle and the other
wants a house—and there are moments in which
one gives into the other, and sometimes they come
together, and sometimes they don’t, whether to
make a castle or whether to make a house. They
need to give themselves a goal, something they
can do together—
Loris: Whether they make a house or a castle,
the distance varies, and so they need different
instruments—

Lella: No I think it’s the fact that there are two of
them. They are used to working more than one.

Vea: But what if it were as Marina is saying, they understood that collaboration and mediation were
the two forms of communication that they had
achieved—and I had added in my notes, it seems
as if the children were using it a lot. But there is
the presence of other forms of communication,
from the non-mediation to mediation; the conflicts; the conflictual argumentation. These move
away from moments of need and survival, and
this underlines a need to build—

Loris: Yes, that’s a possible interpretation, but—

Loris: Yes, but what does this mean, to build?—

Lella: But it’s the two of them discussing together—

Vea: But it is not only a negative form, as in trying
simply to survive. Otherwise there would be only
these two forms of communication. The others
accentuate thought that is progressing.

Marina C.: They are all knots in which there is faccio
[I do].
Loris: They are all verbs that any individual when in
the Amazon jungle would say—“Andiamo, tentiamo, proviamo, [let’s go, let’s try, let’s test] maybe
we’re making a mistake.” [All speak at once.]

Loris: Yes, but I think it’s a very reasonable response,
very logical, very intelligent. They realize that
they have two, to get more effort than just one of
them can put in. So they get together, and in that
moment they strengthen each other. And they tell
each other that they are tied together to the same
destiny.
Lella: But the question is, facciamo, meaning “let’s
agree on this course of action.”
Marina C.: Yes, and always in the language, in the
knots of the choices, the fact that they start off
with a proposition that is not yet mutually agreed
upon—

Loris: [Mumbles, deep in thought.]
Vea: [pointing to graph] In that case we would have a
very flat graph. Not a graph like the one we have.
Loris: In a situation of this kind, if you evaluate everything, you realize that the moments of conflict
are few—
Vea: No, no, that is only in the first 10 minutes, afterwards there are more conflicts.
Marina C.: For instance, in a moment of conflict,
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when Alessandro says, “Tommi, I’m not going to
do it with you anymore, because you trick me...”
Lella: Could you explain that again, because that is
very interesting?
Marina C.: They are moving in 2 different roads
[strade]. Tommaso wants to include ... he wants to
add a chimney to the house at all costs; even before he had expressed this desire. So Tommaso
says, “Let’s go up and let’s come down, I want to
make a chimney,” and Alessandro says, “Come
on, let’s send it ahead, look if we put it here, we
can make a little door. And then from the door
we’ll turn and go up,” and Tommaso says, “Uffa!
I’ve already put it here.” And they were arguing about the commands. Tommaso wanted it
to go backwards and Alessandro wanted it to go
forwards, and this was a moment in which neither one gave in, because one was always sending
it forwards and one was always sending it backwards. Alessandro feels tricked, and then he turns
his shoulders and says, “I’m not going to play
with you anymore”—
Lella: Because the other one is pressing the other
key—
Marina C.: Yes, and the other one had already done
this once before, this was the second time. There
was already one time when Tommaso had said,
“I’ve fooled you, I’ve fooled you,” because he
had given one command unbeknownst to the
other.
Loris: Yes, there is a traumatic moment, but it was not
a generative conflict—the movement ahead. It’s
simply a moment of different choices. It doesn’t
touch any problem, because it is only a dispute between one who wants to make a chimney and one
who doesn’t.1
Vea: Because when they were here [pointing to the
graph] one of them thought it would be a lot less
time consuming to make the chimney and then
continue on instead of how the other one wanted
to do it—draw the door, then draw this [pointing to her drawing], then draw the chimney. So
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one thought one choice would be a lot less time
consuming.
Marina C.: But it’s also a choice, because later the
conflict is resolved by Tommaso who says, “Okay,
let’s make the door, too,” because he is not only
going back, not only to the less time consuming
idea, but also to the original idea of Alessandro.
Vea: But going back to the conflict, which you [Loris]
were saying had to be qualified as a hard or a soft
conflict, so we can’t look only at the conflict, we
also have to look at the voices, for instance, nonmediated argument [a teacher doesn’t intervene],
a choice that’s not agreed upon, and so there seem
to be different phases of the conflict. If we look at
the quality of the argumentation of this conflict,
we should analyze the entire process. I continue
to believe that it is important to mark the time,
because in the first 10 minutes, there is an initial
stage of communication, and in the last 10 minutes, for instance, they modify the stages a lot. I
also have to look to see if there hasn’t been a productive progression in the communication.
Loris: There is a difference between assimilation and
accommodation, an equilibria maggiormente [a balance leading to growth]. You can understand what
could happen in the moment that the child gets
a new stimulus. When the child assimilates, he is
simply assimilating a food; he just puts it inside
himself. But in the case he doesn’t only assimilate
it, but he breaks it down and rebuilds it in new
terms, so he has understood something. So the
equilibrium that causes increase is when this passage from here to there enlarges his capabilities.
So we have to ask ourselves whether in this case if
it was a line of reasoning that led him to a higher
plane of reasoning, which would have occurred if
the child had said, “It’s better to go from here to
here” [pointing to the drawing] but if this has not
happened, it is simply a choice of your mood ...
Vea: Certainly, certainly, that’s right, that’s right, I
agree. I think that this happened maybe not with
the quality that it would have had we—in this I
agree with you [Loris]—

1. Editors’ note: See earlier discussions about “trauma.” We think he is saying here that the minor conflict does not concern a
meaningful problem and therefore is not serious enough to be engaging and productive.
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potheses, and so in that case, there is a conflict.
Loris: I want to explain this to you, because there are
If there are only two of us, there can be collabono conflicts of this type here. Because there is
ration, if there is no third party, then maybe the
an invitation for both of them to be significantly
passage is a lot more sincere, open, and pleasant,
ahead in his thought, so both of them are toand if there is an adult, we have to see what kind
gether in these oscillations that are contained, beof relationship the children have with the adult.
cause neither one of them has the possibility to
Because the adult can sometimes bring out the
discover what they can’t discover [Vea nods, she
conflictuality.
agrees]. So the conflictuality of this type cannot
exist. There is a conflict of options [choices] only.
Vea: [to Loris] I would like to stop on this a moment.
The quality of the proposal has within it the posThis is the type of analysis that is tied in general
sibility of generative conflicts, or of conflictualterms. But we used the computer and the shadow,
ity that is in some way lasting. The reflection that
so that the computer has certain rules so that it can
you have to make right away,
make its movements right away.
and if we had done it earlier,
But the shadow always has rules
we might have resolved simiin the action of space that are
… in those moments
lar problems. What you need
very different. This type of letting
is to understand right away
where we let children
go makes the idea of the shadow
that if you give them an ungo for a really long
stronger. Even though I gave
resolvable problem, you can’t
period of time, united
them a series of instruments, like
have conflictuality, because
the flashlight in their hand, the
together, the fact that
no one can arrive at ideas
streetlamp, and in fact, we gave
accepting the theories
that are more elevated than
them a lot of instruments. For exof the children is like
the others. So this is a situaample, in those moments where
that of accepting a
tion where, lacking conflicwe let children go for a really long
tuality, inevitably I have to
proof—a proof that
period of time, united together,
come across some large quowas inside and also
the fact that accepting the theories
tas of collaboration, which is
outside.
of the children is like that of acan anxious collaboration—
cepting a proof—a proof that was
— Vea Vecchi
sometimes fun [divertita] and
inside and also outside. The ruler
sometimes not. And there
in respect to the children is also
is schizophrenia, highs and
like a recipe [set of directions]. It
lows and mood swings in
is also in part a game in respect to the modificahere that transpires through the words. The words
tions and making the activity flexible.
are the words even in the dark. But even in the
Loris: I think they are kinetic things, and the kinetic
desert the words are the same. So there is a repetiaspect should not exist. Confronted with the
tion of terms used, which is hard for the children
shadow, the multiplicity (casistica) of the reasonto escape from. So it plays with itself. It bites its
ing for the children has its limits, but these limits
own tail. So what I want to say is that every hycan be surpassed. If I am going from A to Z, and I
pothesis can be preventative with a lot of caution,
arrive at M, I have already done everything that I
calm, and patience. After a work of this kind
have wanted to do, and this is a lot.
has been done, we have to explain to ourselves,
maybe the titles of collaboration and the cooperative thought of learning can exist only when
the situation of the children has at its availability the possibility of some advancements in respect to, therefore, of more advanced intuitions in
respect to the other, and of more courageous hy-

Vea: —the [educational] objectives in-between—
Loris: The situation is pretty analogous, because the
children don’t have the key of the physics—the
shadow in their hands. There is no solution in
both cases. When George Forman came here, he
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optimal learning occurred, that included the soshowed us some machines. The objective conlution of the problem. This could be considered
tained in these machines was that of redoing and
a fundamental and important [pivotal] moment.
comprehension, that was contained in the rules of
But are there other pivotal moments that you can
the machines themselves. The point is, to see the
underline?
objective.
If I want to go up Mont Blanc, I know that it
Loris: This is the maximum ambition. And we don’t
is over 4,000 meters, I know there is ice, I know
ever know if such a moment will happen, but we
there is danger, I know there are needed pitons to
must predict that they might happen. In the declimb it—one thing is ascending the mountain itsign of the whole project, the situation to explore,
self, and the other thing is just knowing that the
I can increase or decrease the probability that such
mountain is there.
events may or may not happen, but I do not have
In this situation [with the Logo turtle] it is not
any certainty.
like that. It is all dependLella: [translating for Carolyn] In
ing on Divine Providence.
planning, I should take into acThis is like the insertion
count and make it probable or
of a siepe [hedge], and be… one of the questions
possible for this to happen—as
yond the hedge, who knows?
that
should
be
asked
likely as possible—to do the best
[He gestures.] It could even
in
regards
to
an
for it to happen. It’s like an oplook nice. In reality, the bartimum condition for teachers. I
activity with children,
rier the child confronts is like
cannot guarantee it, but I should
“the Infinite” [L’infinito] of
is whether during this
make it the goal.
[Giacomo] Leopardi [19thactivity a moment
century Italian poet]. This
Carolyn: And there are no other
of optimal learning
doesn’t take anything away
equally fundamental goals than
occurred, that included
from the worth of the activthat?
the solution of the
ity. But these values are tied
Lella: What do you see as the
problem.
in contingently to the intent.
most important goal? And do
This could not allow more
— Lella Gandini
you see other ones that are just as
than what did happen. We
important?
could have had some limited actions on the part of the
Loris: There is the possibility of
children, the loss of reticence
prediction. I see this topic as an exploration. If I
and of concentration and exploration, I continue
am here and I am planning, I can predict an ento insist that the turtle was essentially or substancompassing [reticulare, linear] situation that can
tially the motor of their Formula One Racing, in
be different, because this is the optimal form. But
effect there is in this design a sort of unbalance.
there are some intermediate stopping-points [obBecause one of the elements acts more strongly in
jectives] that can start moving the children ahead.
respect to the other. If I gave the turtle to a oneShould I expect everyone to reach the maximum
year-old child, and this turtle starts making lines,
point? No. That solution is not there. You canit would be magic for the children.
not bring all the children to the maximum. I can

Lella: It’s too fascinating [for the one- year-old]. I just
wanted to ask you about something that Carolyn
wrote. If you wanted to pinpoint the purpose of
the situation—because one of the questions that
should be asked in regards to an activity with children, is whether during this activity a moment of

only bring them to this point by using a type of
symmetry like this one [I’m drawing here, with
uneven outcomes, all have moved some ahead].
These partial routes [journeys] are extremely important because they induce the children to move
forward. When children are in this situation, they
create a situation where they step on each other’s
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ops a division or partition in the group. Or B can
feet and fall one on top of each other. [He breaks
ally himself with C and D against A. This creates
into song from Verdi’s opera Il Trovatore, “Ana dynamic possibility that is superior to groups of
diem’, andiem’, andiem’.” Vea bursts into laughter.]
two or three.
The children stop, and make a mess [pastiche] and
stay there … always. If they discover that they can
Lella: Do you think this grouping is connected to the
move even a small amount that will allow them
age of the children and with how well they know
to proceed even more. It’s very important, one
each other?
child sees another moving ahead even more, and
Loris: Yes, there are the factors physiological and of
then that one gets going. They all see the maxisocial-cultural providence [family background],
mum possibility. We come back to the invention
of language capability, and also the capability
of fire [rubbing two stones together]. If I put one
of having control of your body
stone here and another here,
in respect to the others. If we
we have to see if we can get
must choose the organization of
them close enough together
The important thing
groups, I would insist on two or
to make a “spark.” There is
from the standpoint
three, or four. With more chilsometimes a cognitive conof research is that
dren, I do not know what would
flict. We must help these ones
we see that there
happen. I could even get six chil[pointing to picture] to enter
must
not
be
excessive
dren together, but then the game
into the area of the conflict.
distances between
would have to be adapted. We
It might happen that this concan even play Bingo with 12—
the children. So the
flict is resolved independently

by the children, but it is proboptimal situation is to
Lella: Everyone has their own
able that they need the help
have differences, but
card—
of the adult. The important
not excessively large
Loris: But the maximum producthing from the standpoint of
ones. These differences
tivity comes out of three or four
research is that we see that
lie in the different
children, from the point of view
there must not be excessive
of research. But whatever the relevels of the maturity
distances between the chilsults that are obtained, there are
of thought. Also
dren. So the optimal situation
always results with great positivis to have differences, but not
differences of social
ity. As if the results were not only
excessively large ones. These
competence.
dependent on the behavior of the
differences lie in the differchildren but also the behavior of
— Loris Malaguzzi
ent levels of the maturity of
the adult.
thought. Also differences of
social competence [padroLella: The important thing is
nanza sociale]. Because there can be some very inthat the adults have certain behavior among themtelligent children that are scared and ashamed to
selves and there is a different way in which they
show their intelligence. That’s why we start when
treat children.
they are very little, we put them in a pair, it’s still a
Loris: That is one of the fundamental questions. If
private competition. With three children, it is still
operations of this type can be done, where the
a private competition, but with the possibility of
children can recall models or examples that are
an inferiority of one of the three. With four chilambiguous, [in terms] of dialogue, of problematic,
dren, it’s another type of thing altogether. In thecompared to where children live [at home?] withory, it offers the possibility of many different dyout models of problems of socialization, of disnamics. There can be one leader, or two can get
cussion, in the level of the adult world...
together as leaders, or if A protects B, then C and
Lella: In one of the interviews, someone talked about
D need to make an alliance. So that there devel-
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the civil attitude of children, and I thought that
this was their [adult] attitude. This is reflected in
the parents. It all becomes like a reflection, where
through their behavior with the children, and also
with their attitudes toward the teachers, the children and at school...

Lella: These are the kind of things that take a lot of
energy out of the teachers. Nobody wants a child
who is going to get in the way.
Vea: No, no.
Loris: The child who gets in the way [ingombrante],
nobody wants him. It is not only the child who
is difficult for his behavior, it’s also a question of
sensitivity, or the level of “why.” He is the child of
no one. Nobody wants to be the mother or father
of Mozart. At this point we can consider theories
of social representation.

Loris: What do you think would happen if the parents
saw all of this stuff ? They would find themselves
in front of a new world. Christopher Columbus
is not here yet. The children are still in an America that has not been discovered. If you showed
them that the children are doing this, and you introduced them to this, and
you let them in, they would
encounter a new child. The
What do you think
usual reaction for a parent
would happen if the
is to run away! Because they
parents saw all of this
feel incapable of governing
stuff? They would find
this machine. Because they
can’t govern this with respect
themselves in front of
to the times they are in, their
a new world.
culture, and its unfamiliarity.
Lella: We are returning to the
point of where the child returns home after school ...

— Loris

Loris: The poor person is like the rich person. In a
moment of opulence or comfort. A child who is
poor ... The more the time of the parents’ relationship to the children is shortened, the more
they need to qualify it to the maximum, the quality of their intervention. The child needs confirmation in the morning, in the afternoon, at night,
all the time.
Lella: The doubts the parents have, they are even
bigger.
Vea: The question is the relationship. But also for the
teachers. Sometimes when I go around, the way
to work it’s labile [unsteady] because you see the
teachers become pale. Because this represents certain models of communication.
Loris: We see that these are extraordinary things. But
paradoxically, they should be kept almost secret.
[to Lella] Do you understand? Even if another instructor or teacher sees it.
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Vea: Yes, yes.

Loris: Those social representations are not prejudices [stereotypes]. They are theories that
are divulged and sometimes manipulated. Sometimes because
they inevitably play their game,
but that they are inside our dialogues, our words, when we
talk in the bars, like the woman
Malaguzzi
who screams from the fifth floor
down, and chatter in the cafe,
and discourses in the academy.
Social representations are like a type of rules,
brain clots, they are intrinsic to our way of thinking, working, acting, even our imagination is not
completely free. So we have inside ourselves a
certain amount of social representations which
are cultural representations, which in a certain
sense are a parody of the real culture. They are
everyday things that take on [are possessed by]
bigger problems. Other times they are theories
that are made to seem irreversible, precise, and
many times these theories are dumber than common sense. So many times these social representations that are even in our behavior .... The big
theme here is that many times these “isms” such
as behaviorism or realism [take over]. Moscovici
[social psychologist] says very clearly, we are today in a civilization that is behavioristic, and so
we see ourselves as in a behavioral way. This is
the way things are. If this is the reality, we have
to start looking for more things within ourselves.
We have to pull more things out.
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Lella: Speaking of social expectations, and behavior
that comes from theories that are half-absorbed,
because in the United States they have different
social expectations. We are not speaking about
very big differences, because our cultures have
been shaped by similar influences. And because
they are subtle differences, if you look at it in
comparison to the education that they receive in
Africa or the East, it is a lot easier to see the differences. And it is these subtle differences that make
it interesting, coming to see what they do here,
or going to Amherst, because you have to dig out
what the expectations are.

comparing the child to his mental capacities. And
so it is a capacity of decentration. The second
thing is that Piaget values only the logic of the
child.

Carolyn: But the child’s real difficulty is not egocentrism. We know now that the child’s difficulty
is information processing—how many dimensions of information the child can coordinate at
one time—how many facts or dimensions can the
child deal with cognitively at one time? We know
that the brain is somewhat limited, and that is
why we have to simplify problems. The problem
is not egocentrism as Piaget said.
Egocentrism arises when the child
Loris: Now I understand why
is in too difficult a situation and
the Piagetian discovery in the
… the child of Piaget is
there are too many dimensions to
United States was so strong.
coordinate at one time, so they foBecause one Piaget—not the
a child without reality.
cus on only one. [Lella translates.]
Piaget—but one Piaget coinHe is a formal and
And already the infant—the first
cides perfectly with—
fictitious child.
words they are learning are a
Lella: But Piaget, who always
— Loris Malaguzzi
whole dialogue. They are incorspoke of the “American quesporating a whole social situation
tion,” the questions Ameriat the same time they are learning
cans always asked Piaget was
a phrase. A good example of that
why can’t we accelerate these
is my baby Rebecca. When she was only one-andstages, and he couldn’t stand this.
a- half, she wanted to tell me that she had spilled
Vea: [Laughs heartily.]
something, and she didn’t know how to say that,
so she looked at me and said, “Oh, Becca,” which
Loris: It is the auto-construction of the child that they
is what I might say when I saw the spill. She had
accept. The things that Carolyn is saying are much
learned that “Oh, Becca” was an envelope that
more advanced. She voids the vision of—
she could put around the situation of having
Lella: She [pointing] has a more anthropological
spilled something. [Lella translates.]
viewpoint.
Loris: Yes, yes, they are extraordinary things [these
Loris: It’s fuller, it’s more correct. I don’t want to say
phrases].
more progressive, but more correct.
Carolyn: It is true that dialogue precedes monologue.
Lella: It’s a different viewpoint.
Loris: Without dialogue there would be immediate
Loris: I think that in the more advanced places [pointdeath. You can pretend to use psychology on the
ing at Carolyn], they are recuperating critically
child, but in reality you are using psychology on
Piaget. They are coming to understand that the
a dead person. Like that character [the Headless
child of Piaget is a child without reality. He is a
Horseman] who was riding a horse and he knew
formal and fictitious child. And there is also anhe was dead...
other very important criticism in respect to egoLella: Carolyn, did you think this session was
centrism. When Piaget tells a child, “You are egofantastic?
centric,” it’s because the real egocentric one is
Piaget himself. Because in the first place, he is
Carolyn: Yes! I am still interested to know what you
thinking as an adult and looking at the child and
see are the important features of a situation, and
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how you go about thinking about the questions.
Again I see this very detailed way that you take
on a problem and then talk about it until it seems
evident what might be a solution. It’s also very
sharply critical, and at the same time, maybe
not so critical that people can’t stand it. [Lella
translates.]
Loris: [reaches over and hugs Marina]. We always
have to have two pockets: one pocket for satisfaction; one pocket for dissatisfaction.
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Vea: This visualization [pointing to Marina’s chart]
is very interesting. I was just saying to Michele
who called me on the phone for something else,
I just gave him one example, for instance, mediation and collaboration. You can see them in a very
positive way, but if you change your point of view,
they can be seen as just group survival where the
lack of conflict ….
Loris: If I want to be very graphic and give some typical examples ….

Marina: [Smiles with pleasure.]
Carolyn: Aha! That takes care of that.

Tape ends.

We always have to
have two pockets: one
pocket for satisfaction;
one pocket for
dissatisfaction.
— Loris Malaguzzi
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C. Charts for “Drawing a Castle”
Charts (in Italian) prepared by Marina Castagnetti to summarize children’s interaction, which she presented
during the meeting on 10/16/90.
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Part IV. “Children Explore Wire”
A learning encounter led by teacher Paola Strozzi
to introduce 3 year old children
to the material of wire.

A. Transcript (English) of the large group reflection on 10/18/90 about the
teaching/learning episode. Participating were Loris Malaguzzi, Paola
Strozzi, Giulia Notari, Tiziana Filippini, Vea Vecchi, Laura Rubizzi, Marina Castagnetti, Magda Bondavalli, Marina Mori, Lella Gandini (translator), Carolyn Edwards, John Nimmo, and Diana Preschool auxiliary staff.
Translated by Flavia Pellegrini and Carolyn Edwards.
B. Transcript (Italian) of children’s words during the episode, prepared by Paola
Strozzi for the meeting on 10/18/90.
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A. English transcript of the large group
reflection on 10/18/90 about the
teaching/learning episode.
Children 3-Years Old Explore Wire
Setting: October 18, 1990, morning.
Present at the discussion are Loris Malaguzzi, pedagogista
Tiziana Filippini, atelierista Vea Vecchi, co-teachers Paola
Strozzi and Giulia Notari, co-teachers Laura Rubizzi and
Marina Castagnetti, co-teachers Magda Bondavalli and
Marina Mori, and Diana auxilliary staff, along with
Carolyn Edwards, Lella Gandini,(acting as translator) and
John Nimmo.
Video initially translated by Lella Gandini (impromptu) and
Carolyn 1/30/91, then by Flavia Pellegrini and Carolyn
Edwards 2/15/91.

Carolyn: We have had two excellent meetings so far
and are looking forward to this one. We would
like to have contribution from anyone in the group
about our topic [today].
Paola: The excerpt we are going to see refers to the beginning of the year. There are four children between 3: 6 and 3: 7. One of our objectives was to
discover was to discover the different identities of
material. Clay, wire, and cardboard. For example, one of the identities of wire is the possibility
to be transformed. For instance, a small gesture is
enough to change the shape of wire. And very little is needed to go back to the initial shape. It is
a material very transformable. This is the second
time that these children, 3-year-olds, have experience with the wire. Already in the first encounter
the children had communicated to us the characteristics of the material. For example, a child, while
working with wire, said to me, “This wire is like
a Transformer, because the head can become another head. Therefore, prior to the second meeting we [the teachers] have thought more about
these characteristics of the material in order to
present it, in order for the teacher to have a more
pointed and specific intervention. We thought carefully about how to present the material to the children. We said, “This is a piece of wire” [to Lella:
I’m telling you this because I think it is important]

“You can move the wire as you like and you will
find many different shapes. Here is a list of things
I said. “What has it become [changed into]?” Also
you can see [some of my] non-questions, [in] a sort
of notation, “It is transformed into .... How is it
changed? Before it was... Now it is.. It has returned
to be.... What did you discover? How did you transform it from ... to ...?” With intention to give back
to the child the sense of process. What we will see
is the teacher who will ask questions, the teacher
who listens, and the teacher also who experiments
herself with wire in a sort of ostentatious way. She
is ready to respond to the child’s remarks about
what she the teacher is doing. You will see the children often turn to the teacher. They say, “Look,
I’ve done this,” etc. As they are children at the beginning of the year, they tend to turn to the teacher
instead of to the other children, so it is my role as a
teacher to return these remarks to the whole group,
by saying “Look everybody...” Okay, we can look
now. Something more could be noted, analyzing
the exchanges between and among children.
The group begins to look at the video. The teacher is
seen, saying, “Do you remember this?” Children reply,
“Yes, it’s a wire.”
Lella: I’ve noticed with interest that on a particular moment, one of the children made an octopus, and the girl next to him said, “It hurts” [it’s
dangerous] and the two children talked about this
without looking at each other but always turning
toward the teacher and using Paola as a communication transmitter; and this happened again when
they were talking about a whale.
Paola: These children at that point had been in school
only one week or ten days. They really don’t know
one another yet. So they turn to the teacher, who
is an intermediary. She is the [searches for word]
First Referent.
Someone: Interlocatory?
Lella: Carolyn noticed that Paola is very careful in the
way that she presents things to children, and also
the words she says, and their economy, as if she
had thought a great deal about that. Would you
comment on that?
Paola: As I said, many of these remarks had been prepared already, based on the previous encounter
with the children. About the economy of words,
we always talk about trying to do that, because the
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ful with the material, so they acquire skills with
wire. They acquire skills in communicating with
the teacher and the other children. The same type
of evocative game could be done with other objects and media. A dangerous thing one has to
watch out for is that the child might think that the
teacher always expects for him to evoke something, while it should be clear to the child that the
process of exploring is valued itself by the teacher.
Vea: One thing I wanted to add is that this experience
Here, for example, I don’t know how much the
is part of a wider project which is the comparison
child had thought about something, nor was acof three different materials [wire, clay, cardboard].
tually responding to Paola’s prompting, by saying
Paola said that. One thing that Paola didn’t mensomething. It’s a game that children play spontation yet is “evocation.” When you start exploring
neously—to create images—even
a material, the teacher should
at the infant-toddler center—and
experience it first. What we
we know how important it is, also,
As they are children
wanted to see in comparing
in terms of creating metaphors.
the three materials with reat the beginning of
Therefore it is a game that has to
gard to “evocation” was how
the year, they tend
be supported but with the care of
each medium was producto turn to the teacher
leaving the child the possibility to
ing changes in language and
deviate from figurative represeninstead of to the other
evocation [what images were
tation [i.e. not producing verbal
children, so it is my
coming up]. Now we have
images].
done several groups—I did
role as a teacher to
Carolyn: Are you very interested
some, Giulia did some—and
return these remarks
in this?
we will be able to see what
to the whole group,
kinds of images will come up
Vea: We are working, comparing
by saying “Look
for the three different matevarious situations.
everybody...”
rials. We will examine that.
John: Do you think that rather
One thing that I noticed in the
—
Paola
Strozzi
than responding to the prompting
video is the action of the chilof the teacher, there is a need on
dren with the wire, and my
the part of these 3-year-olds to be
impression is that with wire
more
interested
in
representation? Because there is
more than clay, the lack of action is substituted by
a transition at that age from movement as such to
evocation by words. [The words supplement their
the interest in producing something.
actions, but are not based strictly on them]. Sometimes when the shape that the children are trying
Vea: I don’t know. Children are so keen and sharply
to make is not easy, not understandable (definite),
attentive to the requests of the teachers that one
they complete the evocation they are labeling with
has to be very careful about how one poses things
words with gesture. For example, a child took a
to them.
piece of wire and said, “This is a cape,” and made
Carolyn: Even at the beginning of the video we see
the gesture of swirling it around himself. Making
children approach the activity with a great ata more complex image that way. Sometimes they
tentiveness and sense of expectation toward this
work on various small details labeling them as they
small piece of wire. How does Paola create that
work on a shape that is not recognizable. We like
or set that up? Like children sitting on the edge of
to extend this playing with evocation, and we have
their chair, as if for an opera.
made some plans with Giulia about that. For exrisk that the teacher runs is to use too many words.
Speaking still of the economy, I think that it could
allow the teacher to pay more attention to the children. Even watching this before, we noticed that
Marina [one child] was very seldom focused on
with the video camera because she spoke very little.
Therefore, we think that four children, at this age,
at the beginning of the year, are too many.

ample, we would work behind the shadow screen,
or we would work with the game of “telephone.”
[Pointing to the video] There, the capacity of the
children is increased as they become more skill-

Paola: Regarding how we present things to children—
whether a piece of wire or a sheet of paper—there
is a great attention on our part. Even the way we
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position our body is all deliberate. Just the same
way as we take care about the environment, so
that it creates expectation. It is a matter of civility
of relationships among people and with materials and the environment. So children feel that, and
they respond to it with the same attention.

John: These children feel also the attention that this
teacher has put in setting up this kind of choreography for just the four of them. And they respond
to it.

intently occupied. The children’s capacity to stay
with an activity comes from their previous experience at the infant-toddler center. Their experience
there is in tune with our whole project, [ages] zero
to six. They work in small groups and they are accustomed to projects and experience. I hope this
is heard without taking anything away from the
teacher here, and the way she has organized this
activity.
Vea: Look at Loris, he is here, we must let him speak!

All: Of course! Of course!
Loris: The enthusiasm that is in the adult about trying
out something with the children gets communiLoris: The first image I have is negative.
cated to them. I am not conSomeone: Oh, boy!
sidering only this particular
situation, but it as if we are
Loris: Maybe I should not
It is a matter of
starting off together on a trip
speak...
civility of relationships
(voyage). It could be short; it
All: Speak! Speak!
could be long. But it is an ea-

among people and

gerness of doing it together.
Loris: In my opinion, it is okay.
with materials and the
So in this case, we see someThere is some kind of subtle obenvironment.
thing very small, almost baservation to make. [words or
nal [the wire], but the eameaning not clear to Lella]. I
— Paola Strozzi
gerness of the children is
think you have to decide more
authentic, and the same eaclearly what you think that you
gerness is in the adults. So
could obtain. Here, what do you
where could this lead us? Here I also see that even
think that you could obtain? Perception of the mathough the children do not look at each other,
terial? Then you have to think about it. Percepthey are listening very carefully to what is said by
tion of the flexibility and softness or hardness of
everyone, and they respond very appropriately to
the material? Then you have to think very carethese remarks.
fully about that. Do you want to extract from the
Carolyn: What were the specific things that Paola
did to help the children enter to one another’s
thoughts?
Paola: When a child had done something, I would say,
“Show it to the others.” Except that one of them
placed something he was doing right on the nose
of the child next to him.
Tiziana: Without taking anything away from Paola, I
wanted to note that some of these children might
come from the infant-toddler center...
Paola: Yes, all of them.
Tiziana: Therefore, it would be interesting to see when
this capacity of the children to communicate first
starts. Even with regard to the concentration and
attention with which they work, I am referring
here when you were looking at the clay activity
were noticing how many details kept the children

use of the material a word that corresponds to an
image evoked? Then you have to think well about
it. I am always of the opinion that a game of this
kind offers very little, according to me, because it
is probable that none of the perceptions that you
have forecast are there. There could be a perception which is so volatile [fleeting] that it would
escape the child or us who are watching. To see
what kind of meaning it has for the child to produce that particular image. I see (feel, sense) that
it is difficult to be able to distinguish if we are
perceiving the word, the wire, or the movements
that the child is making casually, or not, with his
hands. I don’t know where the image emerges.
And I don’t know if the image is the result of all
this (movement, word, wire). The wire is so thin,
the possibility to manipulate it seems so meager that I don’t know with this thinness if a hair
would not be the same thing.
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All: [giggles.]
This is the first question. The second question is, if
we stay there, and each of us in turn asks a quesLoris: After saying all that, this is a negative image
tion, we will receive an answer, a verbal answer,
[nefanda]. And yet, this game is, for me, okay. But
where the child goes from the physicality of manipyou need to think more about it. I’m convinced
ulation to the sound. Instead, if we start by giving
that the children cannot even feel that wire. And it
the children a piece of wire, and asking the child
seems to me that here that why it produces here so
to produce an image, they will give you another remuch evocation.
sult. So you have to keep in mind that every result
Lella: Because there is so little to manipulate.
excludes other results. You are blocking one way
for the child. The other important point, which is a
Loris: In fact, the children here produce so much evofundamental requisite, is that we should never, abcation because Paola’s expectation was toward
solutely never, expect that the child will return to
evocation, in any case. Without leaving the child
us meanings. At least for what concerns the first mathe time to discover by himself many shapes and
nipulation (for young chilto discover by himself the imdren experiencing a new maage and the word without our reterial for the first time), the
questing it. That’s true also when
… the child has to
child has to manipulate mathe child draws. The child has
manipulate material to
terial to his satisfaction. He
to feel that he has guardian anhis satisfaction. He has
has no debt to us. There is no
gels who are not constantly sitproposal that the child has to
no debt to us. There
ting on his shoulder. It has to be
make us. He has to savor, to
is no proposal that
an angel that flies above, indepenplay, to experience the sense
dently. The angel goes to the movthe child has to make
and the materiality of the obies, eats, walks around, and does
us. He has to savor,
ject. Perhaps the more sinot hover. I think if we had seen
to play, to experience
lent he is, the more he is lisa video where we had placed a
tening to the materiality of
the sense and the
pile of different wires, just availthe object. And perception is
materiality of the
able, not distributed—because the
founded in that. You should
moment you distribute them, it
object.
give [the children’ this wire
means that you expect some exact
with other types of wire, never
— Loris Malaguzzi
thing that you have in mind. That
one element at a time, never.
shows that you don’t know how
[Scolding] That way, children
to wait, because what you should
discover simultaneously what
expect is a surprise. Maybe a ring will come up,
is different, what is the same. While these wires
or a duck, who knows. The children try out, expass through his hands, the child will feel the differplore, mess about, then they try out different kinds
ences and with the differences, the child will know
of wire, and then maybe they make a ring, who
[learn] about the identity of the material. Without
knows. The evocation of what the children do, if
differences, identity does not emerge. So you can
they want to say it, and if they say it aloud, and
distribute wire which is like a wire, but at the same
there should not be a precise expectation about it.
time you should also give a wire which is thicker
Unless we do another type of game where from a
and one which is so resistant that it requires a tool
clue that I give to the child about a shape, I want
to bend it. [NOTE: Lella, translating afterwards,
the child to arrive to that shape itself. But then it’s
comments that she thinks this would be a mistake].
a different activity. Some children go from clues
And I’m not distributing this material as if it were
about shape that are more accidental than intenthe “host” [the holy bread at Communion] during
tional, and discover the image from something
the morning Mass. This is a very negative image
that has practically “exploded” in their hands.
[pretends to give out the host to the congregation].
And I think that it is a mistake to try to have the
Well, you take Communion, then you go to Parachild to reconstruct a process that he has never
dise, okay.
gone through. How could a child do that? It’s ab-
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solutely forbidden and impossible. Also because
the time to propose or suggest something, assess it
and evaluate it, is not given to the children when
you call on them to produce an image.

Lella: Would children 3-years-old be able to do that,
that is, reflect and then produce an image? Because Paola told us that the children had just
arrived.

stracted meanings from this activity that I didn’t
have before. So maybe I am always optimistic.
[NOTE: Lella: Vea feels responsible for the mistakes of her teachers]. I think you are right about
letting the child decide when and how he wants to
mention an image.

Loris: I think one has to remember that we learn by
comparing differences. Therefore, this idea that
some educators have about presenting things
Loris: It’s not that this approach [of Paola] doesn’t
piecemeal and sequentially—for example, from
leave tracks. Anything we do leaves tracks. I think
the thinnest wire to the thickest, or from the simthat the right way to proceed is always to let the
plest to the most difficult—is absurd. Children
children define by themselves the meaning of
need many things in order to understand any one
things.
thing. And to understand possible
Vea: I think you are right. But
relationships among things.
something has to be clarified.
If you have a smaller [shorter]
The children [probably as a
The child has to feel
wire and a bigger [longer] wire,
whole group] have been althe possible relations are very
that he has guardian
lowed the situation—exactly
few. But to have a thicker wire
angels who are not
what you are describing—
along with a thin one, as the
constantly sitting on
before. With wires of differchild works on it, he will have
his shoulder. It has to
ent thickness and color, to exmore sense of shape and also as
plore by themselves. And as
be an angel that flies
he works to make an object, the
a result, the children came up
child will have a chance to ababove, independently.
with all the meanings that we
sorb at the same time the sense
The angel goes to the
have then placed there [prob[identity] of the material and a
movies, eats, walks
ably referring to a poster with
sense of shape. This wire [Paola
around, and does
many pieces of wire shaped
used] is so thin, if you just move
in all sorts of ways, and lanot hover.
your arm, it bends. The problem,
beled with the children’s own
again, is always to play on dif— Loris Malaguzzi
words]. So we had decided,
ferences. For example, don’t give
probably mistakenly, to try
the child only one glass [to exto extract that meaning, and
plore]. Give him a bottle also,
to try to offer it to the four children that we have
an empty one and a full one, a spoon—the comseen in the video. Probably making a mistake, in
plexity helps the child to find relationships and
terms of all the things you are pointing out now.
meanings, as the game [challenge] is exactly that.
Now I’m thinking, taking into account all that
Things that are not in relationship are not of inyou have said, that probably more time we should
terest to us. When the children grow up, they will
have given to that. But sometimes we see a meanbe able to find relationships also using abstract
ing that we find interesting and we want to reimages. Now they need to find, to discover, varipropose that specific meaning [significato] [NOTE:
ations and changes, using the strength and moLella, translating, suggests: possiblity, example] to
tion of their hands, the resistance and meaning of
the children, as we did here. We like sometimes,
objects. If you had given the child a silvery wire,
following one intuition that we have, to propose
probably the child will construct a piece of jewsomething to the children to see what happens
elry, instead if you give the child a piece of iron
[NOTE: Lella: Vea here highlights a researcher
wire, the child will come up with something else,
attitude on the part of the teacher]. Although I
and a wire with a red coating, yet something else
am keeping in mind all your observations about
again. And even a combination of two or three
the mistakes, and I think you are right, I have abkinds of wire could evoke something else again.
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I think you should try it, because it would be a
wonderful performance to see children manipulating different wires—how they work with it, how
they hold it, what they say—because here [in the
video] the children say words to one another, but it
would be much more interesting what they would
say if they were not responding to a request from
the teacher. Evocation emerges spontaneously but
it emerges with a sort of double source—it could
be coming from the physical manipulation of the
wire, or just from an idea in the child’s mind. The
question is that you never know whether the evocation precedes the working with the wire, or
whether it comes out of it. In my opinion, didactic
genesis of the use of the material should be the use
of material sufficiently homogeneous of the same
category, differentiated within the main category
as a subset of the system. If the system is the wire,
the subsystem consists of the set of qualities of
wire. They are a subset but they have the potential
of relationship to each other. Children need differences. Children need to know with their hands and
their mouth [words], and in this case [the video]
they are mostly knowing with their mouth. I don’t
mean that you should put together clay and wire.
The child has to understand that when we say a
word such as “wire” it is one word, but it has ten
meanings that correspond to ten different materials [copper, silver, etc.] with different properties.
The family of wires is like a family of animals. If
we say “cat,” we intend to cover all of the kinds of
cats in the world. Also the word “man” includes
all kinds of peoples. This is a very important point
to keep in mind, and I think it is important to work
that way with children 3-year-olds in spreschool
and the infant-toddler center—later you can mix
different kinds of material. But I think … .
Vea: In fact, we can only give to the children three
kinds of wire, otherwise a fourth kind would end
up being too difficult for them to bend. But I want
to point out something that is coming to my mind.
That is that the “100 languages of children” refer
not only to the possible variations that the three
kinds of wire suggest, but they are also coming
from the various possibilities that the child discovers while working within one category. For example, if I give to the child a board with nails in
a grid, plus a piece of wire, then he can make all
sorts of shapes. Or if I give to the child, in the
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way we often do, the same kind of wire in relation
to chicken wire, aluminum foil, and other objects,
what the child will do again involves many possibilities. I think that to limit the possibilities of the
“100 languages of wire” to its thickness only is
too constraining. I discovered the many possibilities through a series of different actions. It is true
that the video is wrong [pedagogically], but I can
extract from the wire, images by making shapes,
tying it to other material; therefore, for me, it’s
not only a question of the one dimension [thickness or color] but a sort of dialogue. [In the same
way] she [pointing to Carolyn] changes communication with me according to her gestures, and according to my reaction, and then her reaction to
my reaction.
Loris: I think we should respect some kind of genesis of growth, because I don’t think at this point
it would be correct to give the child too much.
Of course you could, but I don’t think it would
be too good. If you want to complicate things,
I’m always the one who complicates things. You
could give different wires, okay? Maybe you
could add different scissors, sticks, or straws,
things the child can relate to the wire, but I think
that if you exaggerate with different things, I’m
afraid you want end up by impoverishing the material [the wire].
Vea: I agree but... and this is not just for the sake of
argument... it is for me a didactic genesis. The
identity of material, for example of wire, which
has a big or important graphic possibility, and
the possibility to be sculpted (in fact, contemporary artists use wire in a cubist fashion, because
the sculpture looks two- dimensional and three-dimensional at the same time), so it is fair that the
teacher asks the child to explore the material by itself as such for the many possibilities there.
Loris: It depends on what is your objective.
Vea: We had other encounters with different
objectives.
Loris: Oh, it’s hard to believe that you could have an
encounter with the material prior to this one. Because more primitive than this you could not be!
Vea: Yes, there is the possibility for them to experiment freely with the material.
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material. Accidentally is more powerful than intentionality. The more a material needs to be manipulated, played with, made mistakes with, and
Vea: One of the aspects of the substance of wire!
corrected, the more the material becomes familLoris: What do you want to explore?
iar to the child. But these are just a few remarks.
The methodology could be pushed to infinity.
Vea: The identity of the material.
If I want to teach music, I don’t teach only one
Loris: Well, if you want to do so, it is clear that the
note. I teach the child to hit many keys. It doesn’t
identity of the material is perceived only through
make any sense to teach only “la.” Unfortua very strong tactile explonately, there is this idea that chilration with an extremely
dren should be taught only one
varied range of sensations:
I would always start
thing at a time.
strong, smooth, pliable,
from complexity rather
Vea: I absolutely agree. But the
feathery, light, and so on.
than
simplicity,
betime is short!
Then I acquire the sensation
cause complexity has
of the wire. When I say “a
Loris: To teach only “la” does
the gift of offering the
rose,” how many roses are
not make any sense. You also
there? There are pink ones,
have to teach “fa, so, mi, do.”
child an understanding
perfumed ones, short ones,
of variations, which is
Vea: No, just a minute. If I give
long- stemmed ones.... You
the child a blue mark across the
a
powerful
concept
have to assume the didacpage, it’s not only like one note,
for a child.
tic and ethical responsibility,
“la.” It’s more complex than that.
because we have not only to
— Loris Malaguzzi
But there is not time to discuss
clarify our objectives but also
any more of this.
our intent. It is a kind of
Loris: Okay, okay, if you think
declaration that we have to
that any complication is dramatic, then go ahead
make every time that we prepare to start someand just simplify things. [He appears to give up,
thing. Keeping in mind that I would always start
with a gesture of resignation].
from complexity rather than simplicity, because
complexity has the gift of offering the child an
understanding of variations, which is a powerful
NOTE: The next day, Vea brought together the same group
concept for a child. And that the different qualof children and let them explore wire again, with a variities of materials make the child aware of the
ation of thicknesses, as Loris had suggested.
shapes that he is making in manipulating the
Loris: If the objective is to have the children learn
about the substance of wire [materiality]...
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B. Transcript (Italian) of children’s words during the episode, prepared by Paola Strozzi for
the meeting on 10/18/90.
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Part V. “Children Find a Bug”
A learning encounter led by teachers Magda

Bondavalli and Marina Mori with 3 year old
children. (It was not discussed at the
October meeting, due to time).

A. Annotated account of the encounter by Carolyn Edwards, prepared for The
Hundred Languages of Children, Third Edition: The Reggio Emilia Experience
in Transformation, edited by Carolyn Edwards, Lella Gandini, and George
Forman, Praeger Publishers, 2012.
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A. Annotated Account of the Episode
“Children Find a Bug”

Following is an excerpt from the chapter, “Teacher
and Learner, Partner and Guide: The Role of the
Teacher,” by Carolyn Edwards, in the book, The Hundred Languages of Children, Third Edition: The Reggio
Emilia Experience in Transformation (pp. 147-172), edited by Carolyn Edwards, Lella Gandini, and George
Forman, Praeger Publishers, Santa Barbara, California, 2012.

The episode, “Children Find a Bug,” was not discussed during the meetings with Loris Malaguzzi and
the Diana School teachers. However, the episode is of
great interest, in the opinion of the Editors, and deserves to be included in this volume. The teachers
were Magda Bondavalli and Marina Mori.

On the day of this incident, the block area of the
3-year-old in the Diana Preschool has been set up so
the two classroom teachers could videotape a “cooperation episode.” The teachers have prepared an
inviting selection of blocks, tubes, and other lovely
construction materials. Then, something unexpected happens, the children discover a bug crawling
through the blocks. Instead of interrupting, the teachers follow the children’s interest, shaping it rather
than canceling it, letting it grow into a problem-solving collaboration involving quite a group of the children. Many questions are posed, implicitly, by the
children through their words and actions—questions
that could possibly be followed up on another day—
about what kind of bug have they found, is it dead
or alive, is it dangerous or harmless, how best to pick
it up, is it afraid of them, does it have a name, is it
weak or strong, is it bad or good, is it disgusting or
beautiful, is it a he or she? Even when new children
join the group trying to save the bug, they immediately pick up on the original themes and elaborate
them, in a circle of cooperation.
At the beginning of the observation, two girls are
seen, whom we shall call Bianca and Rosa. To their
surprise, they encounter a bug among their blocks.

Their teachers, Magda Bondavalli and Marina Mori,
are nearby (one videotaping the scene), watching
quietly.
Bianca says, “Yucky! How disgusting. It’s a real
fly [a horsefly],” and Rosa responds, “It isn’t a big fly,
because flies fly.”
Bianca observes, “Look, it’s dead,” but Rosa disagrees, “No, it is moving its tail.”
Rosa declares, “He has a stinger! Stay far away!”
Bianca, also, is worried, as she says, “No, no, let’s kill
it!” Rosa repeats, “Look, he can sting you,” and Bianca embellishes her earlier idea, “Yes, but I said that
we kill it. I have a real gun at my house. Let’s kill it!
He moved! He isn’t dead. Help! Help!” Rosa now
murmurs, “Yes, he is dead. Try to… Hello, hello.”
Bianca commands Rosa, “You kill it! You have
pants on.” Rosa says, “No, it will sting me,” but Bianca counters, “No, not with your clothes he can’t.”
Rosa isn’t having it; she says, “It can sting me even
through my pants,” but Bianca says, “No, he can’t
sting you through the pants.” Rosa insists, “He can
sting me through the clothing.”
Their nearest teacher intervenes. “In my opinion, he would prefer to be back on his feet. You children try to flip him because he can’t flip himself, in my
opinion. Why don’t you try to take him outside on the
lawn? So maybe you could try to save him.”
The children accept this reframing. Rosa says,
“Don’t be afraid. He doesn’t sting. Help me bring
him outside. Grab the piece of paper [together] so
we can carry him outside. We don’t have to use our
hands.”
The commotion has attracted the other children.
One child says, “We can carry him with the paper.
Can you help me, Agnes?” Agnes says, “Yes, I can.”
Rosa now has new thoughts about the bug. She
comments loudly, “Oh, how beautiful he is.” To the
bug, she says comfortingly, “Don’t be afraid. We are
helping you.” The children try to help lift the bug
with a piece of paper. They utter various comments,
“Not that way. Oh, poor thing. Grab this end of the
paper. He even knows how to walk! You ought not
to let him die! All right, what the heck, I will help
you. Look, it walks! He is able to walk also. Did you
see—Was I good? Where did he go? He is inside there
[pointing], inside the paper. Here or here? Let’s look.
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Let’s open it [a roll of paper] . Where is it? Oh, it is
there.” Rosa looks and says, “Where? It is tiny. Oh,
there it is!”
The children carry it, but then drop it. The
teacher tells one child, “You aren’t helping [with
the carrying],” but that child protests, “I am helping.” Another child cries out, “Help me, fence him in.
Come on, help me. Yes, he is fenced in.”
The second teacher now speaks up, “For sure, he
is getting away. What would you like to do? Try to
carry him outside.”
The children try to carry the bug outside. Various children call out, “Oh, it fell. It hurt itself. It [the
bug] is good. The bug is afraid. No, it is not afraid.
Yes, it is afraid. It has fallen. No. He is afraid.”
Someone declares, “You killed him.” This arouses
many more comments from the group, “You have to
believe, so you can save him. Look, look. You ought
not to let him die. Yes, he is beautiful. He is very
beautiful and good. I don’t want to let him die. Let
us put him in here. Put him in here. We must not let
him die. Don’t step on him.”
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One girl tries calling the bug, giving it a name,
“Come here, beautiful. Beautiful, come here, Topolone
(“Big Mousie”). Another child responds to her, “He
doesn’t want to come. Be careful or he will wind up
squashed.”
The children check on the bug’s status. One boy
declares, “He is still alive.” The second teacher confirms, “He is still alive.” She encourages the children,
“Well, then, let’s get him.” A boy says, “He went under the table,” and the second teacher guides, “Okay,
grab him and take him outside.”
The children are triumphant, “We captured him!
We captured him. He doesn’t want to get down [off
the paper]. We got him! We are great!” Once outside,
they let the bug go, saying,
“He won’t get down. Let’s leave him, there, poor
thing. Don’t squash him. She’s beautiful. Where is
she?”

(Videotape from the cooperation study of Edwards,
Gandini, & Nimmo, 1994).

Part VI. “Children Set the Table for Lunch”
A learning encounter led by teacher Giulia Notari
with 4 year old children. It includes two parts,

first where a small group of boys set the table, and
second where a small group of girls set the table.

A. Transcript of the large group reflection on October 18, 1990 about the children and daily routines. Participating were Loris Malaguzzi, pedagogista
Tiziana Filippini, atelierista Vea Vecchi, co-teachers Paola Strozzi and Giulia Notari, co-teachers Laura Rubizzi and Marina Castagnetti, co-teachers
Magda Bondavalli and Marina Mori, and Diana auxilliary staff, along with
Carolyn Edwards, Lella Gandini (acting as translator) and John Nimmo,
The video was taken the previous spring, when the 5-year-olds were taught
by Paola Strozzi and Giulia Notari.
The transcript includes an annotated account of the portion, Boys Setting
the Table, prepared by Carolyn Edwards, for a chapter on the role of the
teacher in The Hundred Languages of Children: The Reggio Emilia Approach to
Early Childhood Education, edited by Carolyn Edwards, Lella Gandini, and
George Forman, Ablex Publishers, 1993, and reprinted in the Second Edition, 1998. This annotated account is included because it offers a more
readable and descriptive version of the episode of the boys setting the table.
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A. Children 4-Years Old Set the Table for
Lunch

Setting: October 18, 1990, afternoon. Present at
the discussion are Loris Malaguzzi, pedagogista
Tiziana Filippini, atelierista Vea Vecchi, co-teachers
Paola Strozzi and Giulia Notari, co-teachers Laura
Rubizzi and Marina Castagnetti, co-teachers
Magda Bondavalli and Marina Mori, and Diana
auxilliary staff, along with Carolyn Edwards, Lella
Gandini,(acting as translator) and John Nimmo, Video
initially translated by Lella Gandini (impromptu)
and Carolyn 1/30/91, then by Flavia Pellegrini and
Carolyn Edwards 2/15/91. The video was taken
in spring 1990, when the 5-year-olds were taught by
Paola Strozzi and Giulia Notari. The transcript of this
episode is provided in Part 1-C.
Here is a summary of it:
It is just before lunchtime, and two 5-year-old
boys, Daniele and Christian, are setting the tables
for their class. In this school, children of each succeeding age are given more responsibility in preparing the table for lunch. The 5-year-olds take
turns at deciding who is to sit where. The Diana
School teachers believe that their system of letting
a few children each day set the table and decide
upon the seating arrangement, works better and is
more in line with their philosophy than either having a fixed seating order (controlled by the teachers) or allowing free choice for everyone at the
moment of seating themselves.
Daniele and Christian lay out the tablecloths,
plates, and silverware, and decide where everyone
is to sit by placing their individual napkins (each
in a little envelope with the name sewn on). As
they work, another boy comes in and asks to be
seated near a certain boy. The table setters agree,
and he leaves. Then a girl, Elisa, comes in and
asks, “With whom did you put me?” Daniele answers, “Look for yourself.” She says, “Well, Daniele, don’t you want to tell me where you put me?”
In the meanwhile other children have come in.
It is difficult to follow exactly what they say, as
they are struggling with the caps on the mineral
water bottles. This distracts Daniele and Chris-

tian from Elisa’s request. Eventually Daniele says,
showing her one of the napkin envelopes, “Is this
yours?” She replies yes. Christian comments,
“Near Michele.” This obviously displeases Elisa,
who protests, “And I don’t like it.”
The teacher, Giulia, enters, and observes the
dispute. Daniele asks Elisa, “You don’t want to
stay near Michele?” She says, “NO! Finally, you
do understand!”
Giulia glances toward the second teacher,
Paola, who is silently videotaping the scene, and
makes a decision not to intervene. “Find an agreement among yourselves,” she tells the children,
“Elisa, find an agreement with them.” She returns to the next room. Christian seeks to find
out with whom Elisa wants to sit, then explains
to her that she must sit where they placed her. She
cries out, “All right!” and leaves, mad, stamping
her feet and slamming the door. Christian runs after her, calling her name, and bringing her back
into the classroom. He asks twice, “Do you want
to sit near Maria Giulia?” She remains angry. “Do
what you like!” she shouts. (Later, in discussing
this situation, teacher Giulia Notari stated that
she thought it appropriate to minimize this situation and let the children take care of it themselves.
Elisa often has such reactions, she noted, and it
was not really a very painful situation for her.)
—Excerpt from a chapter on the role of the
teacher in Reggio Emilia, Italy, published
in The Hundred Languages of Children, Second
Edition: The Reggio Emilia Approach, Advanced
Reflections, edited by Carolyn Edwards, Lella
Gandini, and George Forman. Greenwich,
Conn.: Ablex, 1998, pp. 191–197.
The discussion begins with Paola’s opening statement
about the segments.
Paola: In any case, all the pieces that we have given
you are part of a video that we have planned
working with the children with the intention to
give it to their parents at the end of the year. Because we want to show and give the parents a
memory of the way that these children have
learned to live together through three years.
Carolyn suggests looking at all three pieces and discussing them together.
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Paola: We are going to see a situation in which the
children take care of one of the routines of the
day. The idea here is that it would serve you as a
context of what you have seen in the other videos.
The children working together have this characteristic of exchanges and inventions that we wanted
to show to you, because both the adults and the
environment appreciate it [their way].
[The group watches the video segments.]
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creating this special atmosphere because the whole
school is committed to this image of the child. That
is the result, then, of the meaning we give to be together, to offer throughout the whole day a wide
range of possibilities to work in a small group, to
have relationships individually, to work in a large
group, etc.
Carolyn: The children seem to have a keen interest on
who sits where at the table, or who sleeps where
at the nap, could you comment on that.

Paola: It is a situation where after three years of living
Paola: We thought it was meaningful for you [Letogether, there are relationships and friendships
lla, Carolyn, John] because you can see the chilwhich are very strong for the children doing many, many difdren. As everyone knows about
ferent things. They exchange,
these friendships and relationthey interact, and they invent
I think that the
ships, who prepares the table or
ways of doing things. And
organization
of
the beds, takes them into account.
one can see that this happens
routines of the day has
because there is an adult that
Giulia: One interesting aspect is
appreciates these things and
become shaped by our
that the children in charge have a
an environment that apprecipower, and the others recognize it
image of the child.
ates them. And so the adults
and try to bargain with them, re— Tiziana Filippini
and the environment are all
specting however the authority of
in favor of the children doing
the organizers. This group which
these things. [NOTE: Lella’s
has power succeeds also in cretranslation: the environment
ating new relationships. For exis favorable for these things happening]
ample, I remember that once they tried to play a
trick on a child, placing near him somebody he
Tiziana: What I was saying also to them [the teachers]
didn’t like, and this kind of “directing” (as a theis that after having worked with the children on acatre or movie director) is a very powerful possibiltivities in which we apply our idea of the child—
ity for the children. Children take turns in taking
I don’t want to go too far into it, but I mean, the
this power.
child with high potential for interaction and exchanges, I refer to all that we say about the image
of the child and the role of the adult connected
with this view, that image has made very interesting and significant working with children on activities—but at the same time, we have seen how that
carries on for what concerns the whole day from
morning to evening, all the time the child is here. In
fact, I think that the organization of routines of the
day has become shaped by our image of the child.
[NOTE added by Lella: In fact, in other cities the
routines are very chaotic or very structured, but in
Reggio the children take initiative and make the
routines very interactive but also very flexible and
enjoyable]. This way, you give to the child a range
of possibilities all along the continuum that our
schools offer. Even in setting the table or preparing
beds and blankets for sleeping, children succeed in

Carolyn: What is the effect of these little alliances or
cliques, within the larger group?
Paola: These little cliques produce all sorts of negotiations and dealings among the children.
Marina C.: What about in the case that somebody is
excluded? For example, Elisa in the first segment
was very upset, and she tried to negotiate but she
didn’t succeed very well. What happened if she
ended up next to somebody she didn’t like?
Paola: I think she would continue to negotiate with
those children, and even with us, and also with
the children next to her.
Lella: This increases their skill of negotiating. It favors
their increasing their skill.
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Giulia: One thing we did was to change the strategy
of forming the organizing group. So we used random groups, using alphabetical order, from the
top, from the end, or elections. But the children
are often aware early in the morning of who is the
organizing group. As a consequence, the negotiations are very intense and often start in the middle
of the morning.

Vea: In Finland we went to see a new school and I
was impressed by the way the lunch of the children was set up. There were large tables on
which a label with the name of the child was
pasted in a specific place. The children would
find their place, sit politely, wait for everyone to
be seated, and then wait for the teacher to distribute the food. This was some kind of social equilibrium, only apparent, in my view. The way we
proceed might create exchanges which can be
also charged with conflict and pain for the children, but all this intense interaction, is I believe
extremely constructive and positive. Of course, I
am convinced that the teacher has to be very attentive about exclusions and that the power of
the children organizing should be always mediated by the possibility of negotiation, with the intervention of the
adult if necessary.
we proceed

Tiziana: I don’t know exactly what Carolyn’s question was addressing. But if she meant that the
forming of couples and little groups could prevent the workings of the large group, from our
experience and our daily working, I don’t think
so. For example, after three years, my daughter Elisa could get along with all 23 or 24 children. Still she had favorites.
She particularly loved certain children. That’s why
The way
she would cry and do all
Someone: It is not that the power
the negotiations that you
might create
of these children in absolute. The
have seen. But she could reexchanges which can
teachers are always aware of what
ally stay with any child and
be also charged with
is going on.
have exchanges with him;
conflict
and
pain
and in turn, all the others
Carolyn: Another thing that infor the children,
could do so with her. And I
terested us was when Eliaa came
want to stress that— since
but all this intense
in and showed very strong emoI meet these children also
interaction, is I
tion. Two questions. First, Why
outside the school—they
did Giulia decide to intervene, if
believe extremely
have knowledge of one anonly briefly? And second, what is
constructive and
other, not only of their fayour idea about whether children
positive.
vorite friends, which is truly
need to subdue strong emotion in
remarkable. Of course they
order to solve problems?
—
Vea
Vecchi
have special friends, and
Giulia: I don’t remember why
there are variations so that
I took that initiative in that moyou want to invite one friend
ment. Maybe it was the only time
to do one thing and another friend to do another
that day. However, sometimes we are called in by
thing. That gives a range of many possibilities.
the children to be referees or arbitrators of a conCarolyn: With older children, five or six, you worry
flict, and in that case we listen to the different parabout children forming cliques against other chilties and we inquire about who started what and
dren and excluding them.
how. We reconstruct the history of the event and
in that case I intervene actively in the contest. As
Vea: I had opportunity to observe these children workElisa tends to have these problems often—
ing intensely and busily exchanging and interacting, while we were working on a project on comTiziana: We call her [at home], Elinore Duze (famous
munication. Something that had struck me at the
beautiful prima donna of the theatre). [NOTE:
time was the busy exchange of objects—loans or
Tiziana is Elisa’s mother].
renting. An incredible set of maneuvering...
Giulia: Therefore I thought it appropriate to miniMarina C.: or … .
mize the situation and let the children take care
of it themselves. As she has often these problems,
Laura: That continues this year...
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it was not really a very painful situation for her.
Therefore she could easily overcome the problem
or pain by herself.
Paola: I remember specifically that incident. Because
I was videotaping. Because Giulia and I looked at
each other and exchanged some gesture that implied it was better just to let it go and not intervene, with the expectation that this controversy
would be solved by the children themselves.
Carolyn: What about the second question? (Lella
translates).
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Saturdays and Sundays. These children know also
what pleases or displeases the ones that are not in
their immediate group. For example, I heard two
girls talking about a third girl, and one of them
said, “Don’t tell this to XXX, it would displease
her.” It is in fact with regard to everybody that
they have a cognitive map that is very rich and
elaborate, and as a consequence a strategy of behavior that I could say it is individualized. Also
toward the boys, it is incredible.
Carolyn: Regarding the second segment [Girls Setting
the Table, Part 1-C], Elisa was the leader. How
much do the other girls contribute to the outcome,
and do they take pleasure in following a leader?

Giulia: There are emotions and emotions. There are
the ones that are so on the surface and superficial,
even if with dramatic effect. [NOTE: Lella, transPaola: The dominant situation is a play situation.
lating afterwards, notes how
Elisa gives instructions about
relaxed the teachers are about
where the other girls should posidescribing Elisa in the prestion themselves, and the way they
It is in fact with
ence of the mother]. And
respond and handle the objects
there are emotions which are
regard to everybody
shows a very strong agreement.
very deep and maybe not so
that they have a
Giulia: We should also say that
easy to read. I certainly don’t
cognitive map that
the children who play with Elisa
think a child should be left
is very rich and
are not children... completely noralone with suffering which
elaborate,
and
as
mal [average]. They themselves
is really painful for him, esare big protagonists. One of the
pecially not with very strong
a consequence a
girls is a person who tries to take
emotions.
strategy of behavior
the center of situations. Giulia
Vea: Children learn also because
that I could say it is
fought for three years to have a
of this incredible social trainindividualized.
relevant place in the group. Those
ing that they are obliged to
are children who accept freely, in
— Tiziana Filippini
receive. They learn often to
that moment, the choreography
communicate with each other,
that Elisa has devised. They like it
learning to take the point of
because they all gain from it, but
view of the other. For examthey are not necessarily children who give in. In
ple, Beatrice and her friend [Elisa] know one anfact, they are never that type of child.
other so well that Bea lets the other speak and
Vea: There is a certain kind of balance between Elisa
speak and speak and then she sort of sums up the
and the other girls.
friend’s intention, in a very skillful way. In my view,
the children here are very capable of modifying
Tiziana: Elisa and XXX when they were very small
their way of communicating according to the need
in their first year at the preschool, would call each
or the type of the interlocator. Also that is one of
other on the phone and sing each other the songs
the skills that they learn to use very skillfully.
they had learned at school.
Tiziana: I’m always surprised to realize how much in
Carolyn: Looking at all these pieces together, we anthree years these children have learned to know
ticipate that other North Americans will notice
one another. I don’t know if it was because there
the drawing apart of the boys and girls. What
was a particular group of families that made posshould we say to them?
sible to continue also the relationship at home,
All: It is a long speech.
so that the children could meet after school or on
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Paola: We have been observing how children choose to
be together, either boys and boys, or girls and girls,
or the combination of the two, for many years. We
are trying to discover why children do so. And so
we have tried different combinations of children.
There is a need for children of each sex to find
themselves, and to find themselves as a group, and
to imitate each other, and this seems to be a need
that increases as the children grow older. They
need to define themselves through others, and one
gets to know oneself more as he or she looks more
at the others.
Giulia: I’m going to make a very practical example.
Boys play and they choose each other as a group
of boys, as they play. The boys keep an eye on the
girls, even to organize games with them. And even
some games of incursion and some games of entrapment, trying to catch the girls. Boys play together with an eye on that [including the girls].
And girls are a lot more explicit in seeking to attract the attention of boys. They plot in a lot more
visible way. They speak about being in love and
having crushes, while the boys are a lot more secretive about that. There was one boy who declared himself “in love,” but the other boys are
much more reticent. The girls are a lot more explicit in these games, and they plot more to have
the attention of a boy— to have Daniele, to play
a trick on him, or to have him as a friend. In contrast, the boys go on their sorties to the group of
girls, but initially they choose their group of boys.
But they keep an eye on the girls, to have a feminine element in their games.
Vea: Something that we’ve never seen in the boys’
group. One day we saw all the little girls arrive
with their tights on. And Giulia understood that
there had been a communiqué (plan) among all
the girls that we didn’t know about. The little girls
often exchange headbands or buttons and pins,
all things tied to clothing and dressing—I am, of
course, making generalizations. And in the boys,
instead, it’s more the types of objects that are
part of their games. From three-years-of-age, in
the boys, we notice it more because it’s more visible, we notice a whole series of team games, often coming from the characters that are playing
in those days on television. When they are three,
sometimes also the little girls participate. Then,
at least to us, it seems there is a type of separation that occurs. Given also a series of codes of

the squads of communication that follow different
strategies. The girls, on the other hand, have always seemed to us more interested in the relationship with the boys, going and trying to get them to
come with them. Here, for instance, in this section
[of the video] here, there has been a sort of minidrama that has been going on for months of an
amorous type, because two girls were in love with
the same boy.
Giulia: You see, there was this little love story between
two children; the little boy was very sweet. He was
even able to play with the girls, and play house with
them, and he was very available to everyone. And
so he was very sought after since he was three years
old. And he had manifested immediately a preference for one girl classmate. And this had aroused
all sorts of jealousies in general, but especially in
one little girl. And this affair lasted until the final
year, and he was trying to get around it and make
everyone happy, because he was a sweet little boy
(bimbo buono). On the whole he didn’t want to hurt
the other little girl since he felt courted by her too,
so he tried to gain time and say, “Well, I haven’t really thought about it yet.” And also now the other
little boys became involved, who sometimes played
the roles of accomplices. We have four tables at
which we sit for lunch. The little boys also calculated the seating arrangement. If there were 26 of
us, we used four tables of five [six] with some left
over. So they did this whole series of mathematical operations. We had an extra table this little table
that had been defined as the “lovers’ table,” (tavolo
di innamorati) as a trick. And sometimes they would
set it with a bouquet of flowers. It’s a table for two,
while the others are tables for six. And sometimes
the little girls who act as accomplices, putting at
this table the other little girl who wanted this boy
and placing the first one far away. Sometimes they
would put all three of them there together. Sometimes these are controlling devices for very big
emotions.
Lella: We are interested in aspects of community that
supports...
Giulia: It sometimes intervenes in favor, or sometimes takes away from what is happening [with
the couple].
Carolyn: We didn’t have any more specific questions.
We would like to know about any additional ideas
you might have about these episodes.
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Marina C.: [returns to issue of exclusion raised earlier in the discussion.] There is a question that I
wanted to ask before about a little girl named Elisa
[Note: not the same Elisa as before], who didn’t
want to have another little boy. If it’s a mechanism
that included also the avoidance of exclusion from
the group, because, for example, in our class last
year a little girl from Egypt started attending the
school.1 So in the beginning there were some curiosity and support from the group on the level of
communication and teaching her. Afterwards, progressively they detached themselves from her in
the sense that this year when she returned, and she
came back with a bigger vocabulary than she had
last year and a greater communicative capability,
but what she is missing is the support of a relationship with others. So while the others have a network of relationships with each other, a support
system, and even mechanisms of listening to each
other and understanding each other, she often gets
angry. So her attitude is that she gets mad and then
she comes to us for help and she wants to know
what she can do, because they don’t want her near.
She feels excluded; she is not a part of this network
of relationships.
Laura: It’s easily apparent that she is not a little girl
of Reggio Emilia, from her clothing and the colors she wears. For example, it’s possible that she
wears the same sweat suit for two or three days
in a row, which is something unheard of for a little girl from these parts. I’m not saying that she
is dirty or that she smells. This year she returned
with an amazing desire to come back to school,
yet it was very late with respect to the other kids
[late in time]. So as she came back, she attempted
some interactions with the other children. Because she arrives very early in the morning, she
tried with whoever was at school. And then she
found out that she is able to have relationships
with other little girls, but these are relationships
that, at a certain point, end. As the other partners
arrive at school, they start to form their own little
groups, and she starts to wander around in search
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of a group to join. I saw that she was not very satisfied, and so I spoke with her. So I asked her,
“Listen, it doesn’t seem to me that you are very
happy. Who would you like to have as a friend?
Would you like me to help you to do or say some
things...?” She told me a series of things that I
wrote down, and later when she wasn’t there, I
told them to some of the children. She said, for
example, “Maria Imelda is my friend, poco cosi, as
little as this.” She excludes the boys, because they
are not like her, so she wants little girls as friends.
And she says, “Only Laura my friend. She knows
what to do.” But she would like a friend who is
more than just a friend such a little bit. Well, this
is an extremely complicated, extremely delicate issue. I think it is important that we support her in
this search that we help her find some paths, even
in regards to the other children, so they realize
what the problem is. You can’t impose friendship.
You can help her, for instance, now she’s becoming a little more aggressive. For example, as soon
as a little boy bumps against her, she reacts in an
aggressive manner. And she is always the victim.
The big tension is between following this little girl
and these relationships of hers, giving her also
a sense of what is going to probably further distance her from the other children, instead of coming closer to them. And to study also what are her
aspirations. And attempting these approaches,
maybe even with the families, or in any case, to
try to create a situation which is a little bit bigger than the one she has first thing in the morning.
For instance, she doesn’t even nap with us, and I
feel that it is going to continue to be a very complex issue.
Loris: She doesn’t nap with you?
Laura: No, because she has a very little baby brother,
and her mother can’t come back later and pick her
up every day. And so the father comes to pick her
up during his lunch hour. So she goes home then.
Giulia: Well, we had a case that lasted for three
years. And unfortunately I have to admit that

1. Editors’ note: In 1990, Reggio Emilia was just beginning to experience and respond to the increasing arrival of immigrants from North
Africa, the Middle East and Eastern Europe. Loris Malaguzzi expressed the desire to learn more about the experience of multiculturalism
in the United States. Since that time, Reggio leaders and educators have undertaken systematic and substantive efforts to make the
community and schools be culturally inclusive and welcoming, with a focus on active citizenship. See The Hundred Languages of Children
(3rd edition, 2012), especially chapters 4, 5, and 8; and the DVD Participation is an Invitation (Reggio Children, 2014).
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ity only in school. For example, the father only
when they were three [years old], certain isohad Arab friends. We worked a lot on building
lations from the group seemed less apparent.
interrelationships, not only among the children
Though when they were five or six it was very
but among the families as well. They lend each
evident that there were some detached children.
other toys and they exchange the children. But
I had a little girl who was Egyptian; she looked
with this family, that was never possible. The litdifferent because she had different facial structle girl even went once to the house of a schoolture. And I had a little Iranian boy. So we teachmate, and when she came back she told me she
ers made some authentic reflections [thought
wasn’t going to go again because her mother
about it], even if they were not very deep. Now
didn’t want her to. I don’t know what more we
I’ll tell you about the little girl. She came from
could have done. We tried in many careful ways.
a very poor family, while the little boy, even
We even tried to help her appearance a little, to
though it was apparent that he had facial strucget her to wash and to smell a little better. We
ture different from the others, he came from a
even tried giving her a little gift
very elevated family. The litin a way that wouldn’t seem a
tle girl also had a more subspecial gift—some little rings or
dued style of dress; she
little headband. But even though
wasn’t very well- groomed,
We always tried to
it wasn’t very blatant and everyeven in hygiene. So she
keep her in mind
one was very nice to her, still
didn’t have the same odor
when we were
Sharim wasn’t completely inteas the other children. She
creating different
grated with the rest of the chilhad a very limited vocabugroups,
or
we
dren. She was accepted in a civil
lary, and she was a calm and
manner (civile) but not as much
shy (mite) child. She didn’t
sometimes let her
as the rest of the children. The
have any domineering or decreate the groups.
others sought her out, but I don’t
cisive attitudes. She always
We tried to make
know how much social influtried to get into the group in
her a protagonist.
ence she had with the group. Pea sweet way; she just tried to
dran, the boy—I’m not sure, we
come closer to them. I be— Giulia Notari
always have such restricted imlieve that we did a lot. We
migration, usually just one in a
always tried to keep her in
class—if there were two children
mind when we were creatof color, or maybe three, then
ing different groups, or we
probably different things would happen. We had
sometimes let her create the groups. We tried to
two children of color, but one was a girl, one was
make her a protagonist. We also tried to work
a boy, and Pedram didn’t suffer as much isolation
with her family. But these families have very limas Sharim. About ninety percent [of the time] he
ited communicative abilities. For instance, in our
used the same codes [ways of speaking and actcase the mother didn’t know how to read in Italing] as the other children. And actually he was
ian, and so our communication was limited. We
even proud of the fact that he was different, that
also had some social events, not just parties for
he had this Iranian heritage that he could bring
just one class but general school-wide parties, in
to the classroom. I don’t know. I don’t think that
which it is easier for people to connect. And then
Sharim suffered a great deal, but I do think that
there was another differentiating issue, involvshe suffered.
ing family religious beliefs about eating salami
and ham. According to me, all these things reinLella: In the United States these kinds of problems
forced certain negative tendencies. While on the
are very common. I brought some material on this
other hand, the other little boy’s marginality was
problem last year, written by a colleague of Carless evident. I believe that social marginality has
olyn’s who did some studies in this field [Editors’
specific features—I’m not referring to marginalnote: Dr. Patricia Ramsey, author of Teaching and
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Learning in a Diverse World, 1st ed., 1987]. More
specifically about the problem of food, in the
United States, many times they don’t prepare food
at school because in a group of children there may
be many different styles of eating [e.g. vegetarian] and I find it very amusing that little preschool
children are always seen going off with their little
lunch bags because their mothers want them to eat
vegetarian food, for instance.
Paola: Even though people might like different styles
of food, we are not going to give up our traditional cooking in the name of diversity!
Lella: But in any case, pasta is
something that is fine for
anybody.

ferent experiences—the experience of being a
teacher, mother, or daughter, and different social
experiences. We don’t always have the time, before
the eyes of strangers, to appreciate this wide range
of interests and differences. I think this is also for
us a big occasion to respond, also on diversity, because the diversity is really notable. I would like
everyone to keep in mind the deep differences between American culture and European culture,
for example, the experience in Amherst and an experience like ours, which is not completely representative of Italy. It is a very particular experience
which has been formed through various adventures or events.

We worked a
lot on building
interrelationships,
not only among the
children but among
the families as well

Carolyn: I have listened very carefully to everything to all that
you have told me the last couple of days, trying to compare
what I have heard with what I
am familiar with from home.
And I think that the goals
—
you have as teachers, and the
goals that the teachers in Amherst have, are very similar,
but there are some interesting ways in which the means are different, the approaches are different. So I am eager to hear your
reactions tomorrow toward what you will be seeing then. Of course, I could try to give my generalizations about how I see these differences, but that
would be wrong, that would be to anticipate or to
guide your thinking, and I don’t want to do that. So
I will reserve any final summary remarks until we
are all finished tomorrow. But following the methods of Reggio Emilia, I have my hypotheses and
my predictions.
All: [Laughter]
Tiziana: She has also picked up our ways!
Loris: We should all thank Carolina [Carolyn] for
this great eagerness to develop or to further study
problems and we must all take into account the
partiality which we all have, the differences between the various camps. There is a difference in
fields and interests and studies and different curiosities which push people. For instance, the dif-
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Lella: And it’s not just chance
that people like Carolyn come
here.
Loris: This is a reconfirmation of
our experience. I think we have
had a long journey to get here today. We’ve been a little bit on
Mars, a little bit on Earth...
Someone: A little bit in church...

Loris: America has some extraordinary cultures, and they
have profoundly educated even our different ages
[throughout the past] For instance, it is extraordinary how much America has brought to us
through its movies. But I should say that it is especially the prototype of a certain American that
belongs to a big fashion that is like that of the oil
drillers [Dallas]. Carolyn is also trying to get oil. I
know the situation well because I have a nephew
who tried to invest in oil, but it seems to me that
this culture of always trying to go deeper and find
something belongs to them—but also to us, we are
also drillers. We never find any.
Someone: We find some methane.
Loris: Yes, a little, it also costs less to look for it. And
I just think that these memories of today will
also be something that we will remember tomorrow also. Keep in mind that we also live in a situation with a lot of privileges, in our dimension of
city and our social level. Carolyn lives in a much
more complex area than ours. So we speak about
one Egyptian at a time, one South American at a
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time, one East European at a time, while there a
lot of different peoples living together. Different
religions and ideas that represent a big question,
both for them and for us. America is not only a
big cultural force, it is also very strong, and they
have many of the social phenomena that they
have gone through, we will probably go through,

and many forms of violence that we thought
were strictly American—for example, gangsters—are forms of violence that we also know
today. Do you remember Al Capone? We [Italians] really have some privileges that they [Americans] don’t have.

Part VII. Reggio Educators Respond to Video
from a Massachusetts Preschool

Large group discussion, led by Loris Malaguzzi, open
to the whole system of Reggio early educators.

A. Description of the background and context for the meeting on the evening
of 10/17/1990.

B. English translation of the discussion, made by Lella Gandini in Florence on
October 27, 1990, from the audiotape.
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A. Description of the background and context for the meeting on the evening of
10/17/1990
On the evening of October 17, educators from all
parts of the Reggio Emilia early childhood education
system were invited to an open discussion where Carolyn Edwards and John Nimmo would show some excerpts of video taken in the preschool classrooms of
the Common School in Amherst, Massachusetts. Preliminary discussion about showing this video took
place on the morning of October 15 and is found in
Part I, B, Stage 3. The preliminary discussion provides
insight into the Italian educators’ approach to viewing and understanding viewing, including the Amherst video. Present at the October 17 evening discussion were Loris Malaguzzi, Carlina Rinaldi, Giovanni
Piazza (atelierista at La Villetta Preschool), Laura Rubizzi, Vea Vecchi, Tiziana Filippini (translating), various teachers and staff from the Diana School (including Giulia Notari, Paola Strozzi, Marina Castagmetti,
and Magda Bondavalli), educators from other Reggio
Emilia schools, Lella Gandini (translating), Carolyn
Edwards and John Nimmo.
The idea for this meeting was modeled on the
video-reflection methodology of Tobin, Davidson, and
Wu’s (1989) Preschool in Three Cultures: Japan, China,
and the United States (as described in Part IA). The goal
was for the Reggio educators to get a glimpse of the
American preschool and reveal more about their cultural assumptions through their reactions. In fact, this
did occur, though the Reggio educators seemed to
find it hard to make as much of the Amherst video as
they would have liked. They seemed to want to do the
same kind of microanalysis of the pedagogy as the
group had been doing all week long with their videos.
Even so, we get some glimpses of their perspectives in
their responses, and also hear interesting comments
on the limitations of video as documentation, and the
encouraging, affectionate and hopeful concluding remarks by Loris Malaguzzi. During the discussion, first
Lella Gandini, then Tiziana Filippini, served as translator. Lella Gandini translated the audiotape in Florence on October 27, 1990.
The edited video used in the discussion included short scenes previously selected by Carolyn Edwards and John Nimmo from video John had
taken at the Common School in Amherst, Massachu-

setts between November, 1989 to March, 1990. The
Common School is a private progressive early childhood and elementary school with a strong focus on
community-building.

B. English translation of the discussion,
made by Lella Gandini in Florence on
October 27, 1990, from the audiotape

Setting: October 17, 1990, 7:00 p.m. After a brief introduction by Carolyn, the audience of about 50 people viewed the first Amherst video segment which included two scenes from a preschool classroom of 3-4
year-olds. The first scene was of pretend play in the
block area featuring four girls and one boy. One girl
seems to be particularly directing the play which includes using wood boards as table settings. The second scene involves a carpentry activity facilitated by
a teacher, Marcy Sala, in which children are making
wooden cars with wheels. Two boys are working at the
activity while a third waits. The teacher focuses primarily on the youngest child, Joel, while the third boy,
Ben, tries to do the activity for that same child. While
we had provided an English transcript and some background at the earlier small group meeting, there was
no Italian transcript and very little context provided at
this large group gathering. It was thought that viewers
would be able to follow the action and the children’s
expressions without much trouble and the focus was
on the educators’ reactions to and interpretations of
what they saw.

Carlina Rinaldi: It is difficult to enter this conversation for people who have not been participating
with you for the past three days.
Watching the tape, I wonder if the situation
was favorable for social learning (learning through
cooperation). What conversations had John had
way before and just before with the teacher? How
much did he know of the particulars of this situation and its context? It seems as if in the first situation, the activity was unplanned; the group was
spontaneous and the number of children was not
preset. While in the second situation, the teacher
had chosen two children to participate. Was this
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number, two, something that they had thought a
great deal about, or had it happened just close to
the activity?
My second question was: I think the problems
concerning the helping in the second activity with
the woodworking are connected to the materials
themselves. The material is not easy to manage
(the wheels) and this makes it hard for Joel to succeed. It seems that this situation was very much
structured, so in a sense it seems easier to discuss.
Concerning the first situation, it seems to me
that with a few minor differences it could happen
spontaneously in our schools too. I could make an
observation about the girl who takes leadership.
I have been struck by it. Did the teacher give this
kind of authorization or direction to one of the
children to do so? And was there any indication
on the part of the teacher that they should stay in
this assigned space? I am struck by the fact that
the children choose for their symbolic play such
unstructured materials as the pieces of wood [that
they use for dishes]...
Laura Rubizzi: These are impressions about the second situation. I am struck by the delicacy of the
relationship between this one adult and the two
children. It seems a very close relation. I also noticed how the third child, who was more capable
in a sense, could and did substitute for the teacher,
and in fact, he succeeded more than did the
teacher to help the little child (Joel) return with interest and enthusiasm to doing what they were doing. The enthusiasm seems to carry on; they could
have gone beyond these particular actions. In my
experience it is not too common, this [exclusive
kind of] relation between one adult and one child.
I would encourage these [Amherst] teachers to
trust more the children as cooperators, helping the
other children.
[Lella Gandini, note: Interpretation/alternative
translation]. It seems the close relation between
the adult and the child (Joel) who has difficulty;
this relationship seems to become somewhat detached just as the child shows difficulty. And the
child (Ben) who helps Joel uses a different modality of intervening than does the teacher. Ben does
certain things and that produces a very good effect. It produced participation beyond this particular interaction [pleasantness, etc.]. This relation
one-to-one of teacher to child is something I don’t
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see too much, and I would feel like saying to her,
“Have more confidence in the resources of the
children to help each other.”
But I wonder what we should do now? Should
we really talk about cooperation, or about the
video itself ? It seems that the two issues are
slightly different. I know the difficulty of videotaping, and that is why I am asking. A videotape
is a construction--the person with the videocamera
in his hands has tremendous power of selection.
Voice (unknown speaker): I saw something that disturbed me, the arm of the teacher (Marcy) always between the two children—something that
was too much of an intervention. Concerning Lella’s question about the teacher having Ben ask
permission, yes, I do favor cooperation, but I also
thought the teacher was [appropriately] protecting
the privacy of this child who was trying to carry
through his project and build his car. I see a right
of the child to do his own car. I assume there will
be one car for each child in the group.
I was also wondering about the fact that the
teacher in a sense abandons the child [Joel] with
whom she was having such a close relationship,
and I wonder why she did that? Maybe the child
did not need her any longer? But why, when she
started off by being so close, did she then go off ?
Carolyn Edwards: Did anyone notice or have anything to say about the fact that there were so many
girls playing with just one boy, in the symbolic
play segment?
Vea Vecchi: To look at these videos without having a
sort of common ground of theoretical analysis and
reflection, such as we have had in the last few days,
seems to cause people to make remarks that are
not completely correct towards the video itself. The
video is just a fragment that is not long enough to
give people an opportunity to communicate in an
appropriate way. So it is not appropriate really to
proceed in this way, especially in such a large group
that does not share a common experience.
Giovanni Piazza: I have spent much of the last few
years working with video, so I would like to make
some general remarks about video as a medium.
Video has a quality of movement. There is something connected with what was there then at the
time that it was taken, another something connected to what you see now, and yet another
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Perhaps instead of speaking so much about the
something connected to what it will mean in some
videos, we should spend more time talking about
future time. The difficulty, then, for us here is,
the different views held by each culture.
first of all, that we did not participate in what was
there before, and second, that we cannot underLoris Malaguzzi: This work is the beginning of an
stand what is being said. So it is very difficult for
experiment, and it is going in a direction that inme to understand what is going on in the video
terests us as well. The preliminary consideration
segment. I myself worked for 94 hours, shootthat I would like to make is that this work is very
ing video footage, that over six months was then
difficult. And we also are in the process of learnboiled down to a short edit that had lost coming and making many mistakes. The video itpletely the meaning it had before. So I am very
self has immediately to decide to cooperate with
uneasy about the video as a medium.
us! That cooperativity has to come through the
In the case of my work, what happened was
choice of images. This is very important also in
that, even after working on this material that all
terms of feelings. Unfortunately, we have at our
of us were familiar with, still
disposal machines that are very
people could not agree on its
primitive--for example, the cammeaning, and these were peoera is a fixed point. The videople from the same culture. So
Video has a quality of
camera tends to tell its story from
I cannot really make commovement. There is
a fixed point of view, so it is a
ments about this Amherst
something connected
strange kind of narrator—not a
video.
really good kind. A story should
with what was there
However, one thing I
have movement and evolution,
then at the time that
could say is that in all of this
but instead with the videocamera
[Amherst] material that has
it was taken, another
it comes from a fixed point. The
passed under my eye, I see
something connected
fixed point of view of the camera
situations similar to our own.
presents a contradiction to what
to what you see now,
For example, I have seen situwe are trying to capture.
and yet another
ations similar to yours where
An important thing to rememsomething connected
the child spontaneously takes
ber is that the video does not repon the role of leader. If the
to what it will mean in
resent, but instead it “reads.” It
leader then moves off, ansome future time.
reads, but it does not even read
other will come up, using difwhat is there, instead it reads in a
— Giovanni Piazza
ferent “modalities” according
situation where the receiver will
to the situation [i.e. be anbe somebody other than who was
other kind of leader].
photographing. [Lella’s note: He
Also, speaking about
means there is always a discrepthat intrusive arm of the teacher, perhaps it was
ancy between the reality of what happened and
not really being instrusive, but rather the camera
what comes up in the mind of the viewer.] We
was placed to make it appear so. A related mathave yet to learn lots of things about this medium,
ter is that the process of videotaping can influence
and we must keep all of these things in mind in
teachers’ behavior. When videotaping in the asilo
order to read videotape as accurately as possible
nido, I myself noticed that the camera influenced
in terms of what was really happening.
the teacher’s actions: the arm that was moving in
Another question I want to bring up is that
would stop and go no further. Regarding the carwhen viewing a video such as this, we need inpentry scene, I do not think the teacher should
formation and analysis of the scenario [a script].
make them ask permission but should just let
We need to know, connected with what we see,
them cooperate. Also, the teacher should not ask
information about the space—whether it is a
permission but should likewise just cooperate.
space that allows for action or that stifles action,
[He also tells about his own experiences with
and whether the space makes things possible or
carpentry where the children made extensive
constrains.
plans before beginning their work.]
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alization or direction to the potential of the situFor example, referring to the symbolic play
ation]. But as nothing happens, when the curtain
scene, I would say that the same child who has
finally goes up, all that happens is that they rebeen seen as a leader of the others could also be
ceive wooden plates [Lella: which seems to be unseen as their small slave. Since the space was exrelated to the birth of the baby sister] and that is
tremely limited and constrained and created a difvery limited. If the potential story which is there
ficulty for free expression, the children were very
has no time and possibility to grow, then cooperarestricted, sitting there in Indian fashion. [Lella:
tive learning does not take place. But since I have
this represents a misinterpretation of the boundarseen this scene only once, it is difficult to really inies of the space]. So the girl that you call a leader
terpret what is going on.
is actually the only one who was in a strategic
position to go get other materials; rather than a
Carolyn tells about the teacher role at the Common School.
leader she is at the service of the others. [Carolyn:
In fact, this is an interesting observation because
John Nimmo: Common School teachers are reluctant
I think the other children apto intervene for fear of impospear to see the girl not as a
ing their line of thought on the
boss but as someone makchildren.
ing interesting things hapThe videocamera tends
Loris: Well, I can see that this
pen while they sit comfortis the kind of dualism that the
to tell its story from a
ably and enjoy them]. This
teachers at the Common School
girl puts herself in their serfixed point of view, so
have expressed in their statement
vice in a situation which is
it is a strange kind of
[in the letter, about individualism
absolutely compelling and
narrator—not a really
and cooperation] that you read
structured[by how the envigood
kind.
A
story
earlier. In the letter there is that
ronment is set up]. In this litstatement. There is a contradicshould have movement
tle drama, there is one figtion in the way that they express
ure who has just gained
and evolution, but
their ideas.
a little sister--and this is a

instead with the

very important event, perLella Gandini: I think that the
videocamera it comes
haps the prime event. But in
big difference between Reggio and
from a fixed point.
what we see there is no foAmherst is exactly there [concerncus on that main character
ing the individual and group].
— Loris Malaguzzi
who had evoked or aroused
Loris: Yes, it’s really a very imsuch an important event for
portant point because this discusthe others. So there should
sion on the individual is the Conhave been more focus by the
tinental
Divide
of
psychological literature.
camera on this girl.[Lella: He probably means the
camera should have been placed so as to focus
Lella: One of the goals of this research is to bring to
more on her, and the editing shouldhave concenthe U.S.A. experiences from here [Pistoia and
trated more on the aspects of interaction that had
Reggio] with the question, Could there be a differto do with this event].
ent kind of cooperation between children? ThereThe second point is that we assist to a sort of
fore, we have this strong desire to bring some kind
“idle talk”(little background talk you hear when
of help to the States. Do you understand?
you are in the theater and you hear the talk of
Loris: Yes, yes, yes, I understand that. It is clear from
people around you as you wait for the perforthe way that you approach this research. It is evmance to start).And of cooperation there is only
ident that for us it is an extraordinary pleasure to
this kind of physical intensity, as well as the intentry to read different levels of possibility [i.e. with
sity of looks, maybe, but it as if there are the chilthis exchange].
dren still waiting for the curtain to go up. [Lella
notes: In Reggio, perhaps if the teachers had interLella: Keeping in mind also that the multicultural revened in a significant way, it would have given reality in the States is extremely strong, and par-
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timal thing. To exchange ideas with the children,
to prepare them for the following day, to see how
many children will be involved, what they will
be doing—it seems to me I see the children here
much more self-assured than I saw them before—
much more happy, serene, and vital.
To sum up, the days that we have passed together have been truly cooperative days, very imLoris: Well, I think this multicultural situation is very
portant days in which we have thought very
interesting for us, too, both in terms of what there
much, and we thought about many things that we
is similar and what there is different[between U.S.
still have to go on thinking about. We reflected
and Italy].
and worked on material that we found very inLella: Yes, there are many differences.
teresting; therefore, we thank you very much. We
are very happy about this connection (“piece of
Loris: Because the differences do not concern only our
yarn”) that there is between us and those at the
experience of cooperation....
University of Amherst, because they are vehicles
extraordinarily stimulating: extraordinary cataNow the meeting continued with
lyzers of reflection and thought
the second segment of the video
that allow us to work better. It
from the same classroom in Amis very important for us to have
herst, which included four scenes:
This encounter has also
these contacts because sometimes
(1) The same children from the
we forget about the things we
helped us to prepare
earlier pretend play scene are condo; thus, it is a stimulus to look
ourselves better and to
versing at snack time; (2) Chilat ourselves. These days perhaps
learn also some things
dren are “reading” books indepenhave been heavy because we have
concerning the use of
dently and in small groups during
worked very intensively, but they
a transition to group meeting time;
video. Above all, WHY
have certainly been very impor(3) A group meeting of the entire
tant days. The promise that you
does one take a video,
class led by a teacher to brainstorm
made that you will return is very
how does one do it,
suggestions for what could be fixed
important to us. It’s very agreewho has to do it, and
on the playground during a chilable to us. We will even find a
to whom?
dren’s work day; and (4) A large
way to welcome your [Carolyn’s]
group drama-meeting session facil— Loris Malaguzzi
children!
itated by a teacher in which a boy
And in the meantime, say hello
dictates a story and the children
to all our friends in Massachuact it out.
setts, because in November Vea
and Tiziana will be coming. We will try to accommodate these things that we say and we will send
Carolyn: Would anyone like to comment on what this
you other things thought out better, much better.
second segment adds to your understanding?
This encounter has also helped us to prepare ourLoris: This second part [the group meeting time] adds
selves better and to learn also some things consomething. I find it very interesting and positive
cerning the use of video. Above all, WHY does
from the pedagogical point of view--this attempt
one take a video, how does one do it, who has to
to sum up the day in the group discussion between
do it, and to whom? These questions are a major
the adult and children, which I think is a very
aspect of what we have talked about in these last
beautiful thing. The day is finished and she sums
few days.
up what the day has been and also she prepares
And since I cannot embrace you now, I will
the children for the happening of the following
embrace you later, and now do it symbolically.
day—a sort of preparation. I think this is an op[Applause].
ticularly with the growing presence of Latinos, I
would consider that some cultural contributions
from Italy would be very relevant there because
of the cultural similarities [of Latinos] with Italians [e.g. stress on family connections, physical
closeness, attitude of dependency they foster in
children].
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I

taly, with its emerging stature as a European leader
in quality public child care, has recently become the
site of much research by North Americans. Because
many American and Italian psychologists share a goal
of advancing new ways of understanding socialization
and education in context, it is timely to begin to examine and compare methods and findings. When culturally comparative studies are considered, it is of course
necessary to remember that national cultures are not
unitary: there is no homogeneous “Italian” or “American” culture. Rather, attention to multiplicity, change,
and inter- and intra-locale differences are an essential
part of the challenge in analyzing the cultural contexts
of learning and development at home and school.
Our study should also be considered part of the
endeavor in contemporary social science to transform the individualistic assumptions about science,
self, and society that have become deeply ingrained
in the thinking of North Americans in particular, and
of most peoples of the advanced democracies as well.
These assumptions have been found to have severe
limits for understanding learning and thinking as inherently social processes, for describing socialization
as the collective appropriation, rather than internalization, of culture (Bruner, 1986; Rogoff, 1990; Wertsch,
1991), and even, at the most pragmatic level for working with young children in ways that best promote
children’s prosocial behavior, empathy, and sense of
identification with surrounding reference groups. But
just how do we go beyond the individual as the basic
unit of analysis in psychology? Theory is slowly being
built with key assistance from Vygotskian psychology,
cultural anthropology, and interpretive sociolinguistics. At the same time, improved methods of collecting
and analyzing data are urgently needed to determine
which recommendations will lead in the most fruitful directions. As evidenced by the articles in the journal Rassegna di Psicologia (1992, volume IX, number 3),
psychologists are on the threshold of finding new ways
of seeing and then describing learning and socialization as processes of children’s participation in communicative events structured by adults.

Statement of the Problem
This particular study was conducted by an intercultural team at three sites: Reggio Emilia (Emilia Romagna, northern Italy), Pistoia (Tuscany, central Italy), and Amherst (Massachusetts, U.S.A.). All three
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cities share the features of being small, cohesive cities
with progressive political traditions and extensive early
childhood services. Of the three, however, only Reggio Emilia and Pistoia have built up city-financed, citymanaged systems of preprimary and infant-toddler education. Recognized throughout Italy (indeed, Europe)
for their quality and innovative substance, these municipal systems are well known as places where professionals and citizens have joined together and put years
of effort into creating distinctive public systems that
have many noteworthy features, including (1) the ways
in which children, teachers, and parents are connected
into operative communities focused on the surrounding city and region; and (2) the ways in which children
are stimulated toward cognitive, social, and emotional
development through collaborative play and group
projects. Such features tend to be quite startling and
thought-provoking to the many recent visitors from the
United States who arrive with contrasting perspectives
based on North American individualist values and
Piagetian assumptions about the egocentrism of young
children. Far from causing the American visitors to retreat, however, the process of intercultural confrontation and exchange has proved a strong stimulus for research and discussion.
Our study, in particular, focuses on how teachers
in three communities seek to promote collaboration
and community in their classrooms. We seek to closely
analyze the educators’ working philosophies in Reggio Emilia, Pistoia, and Amherst and compare them
with their preferred methods of structuring children’s
schedules, organizing small and large learning groups,
managing conflicts, dealing with sex role issues, and
connecting children to wider communities outside the
classroom. It is an extensive study, and in this paper
we report preliminary and partial results only. Even
from our preliminary analysis, however, it is evident
that each of the three research sites has, as expected,
a shared language: what anthropologists (D’Andrade,
1984; Holland & Quinn, 1987; Spradely, 1979) call a
“distinctive discourse” or “cultural meaning system,”
and what psychologist Jerome Bruner (1986) calls a
“language of education,” for framing issues of collaboration and community regarding young children.
This shared language, in turn, can be related to objective practices, that is, methods of school organization and grouping of children, as well as to shared beliefs about the roles of the teacher, the nature of the
child as learner, rationales for teacher intervention and
guidance, and preferred styles of facilitating the learn-
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ing process. In this paper we do not address the larger
theoretical problem of how psychologists can best describe learning and thinking as a social process and socialization as the collective appropriation of culture.
Instead, we begin with a question that is empirical—
indeed, ethnographic: namely, how the different communities of educators in our study talk about teaching
and learning as co-action and co-creation of meaning,
We will demonstrate that the cultural-community differences are not trivial but rather precisely related to
those issues in a way that can be informative to psychologists. It is well known that the thinking of most
developmental theorists, especially those influenced by
the philosophical foundations of Western Europe and
North America, is packaged in individualistic categories (Sampson, 1988; Schwartz, 1990; Triandis, 1989:
Triandis et al., 1990). In contrast, our Italian informants, especially those from Reggio Emilia, have developed different philosophical categories not only in
their minds as sets of beliefs and values, but also in
practice, embodied in coherent institutions and functioning routines. These categories, we will demonstrate, posit learning as co-creation of knowledge and
posit the child as inherently social. The Reggio Emilia
educators have, over the past thirty years, collectively
developed a language of education that assumes a coconstructionist view of the child and of teaching and
learning that is very close to that proposed by Jerome
Bruner (1986) in Actual Minds, Possible Worlds, as illustrated in this quotation:
I have come increasingly to recognize that
most learning in most settings is a communal activity, a sharing of the culture. It is not
just that the child must make his knowledge
his own, but that he must make it his own in
a community of those who share his sense
of belonging to a culture. It is this that leads
me to emphasize not only discovery and invention but the importance of negotiating
and sharing—in a word, of joint culture creating as an object of schooling and as an appropriate step en route to becoming a member of the adult society in which one lives
out one’s life. (p. 127)
Rather than focusing on the developing child as an
autonomous learner, Reggio Emilia and Pistoia educators see education as a communal activity and sharing
of culture through collaboration among children and
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also between children and teachers, who open topics to
speculation and negotiation (see Bruner, 1986, chapter 9). The Amherst, Massachusetts, educators, in contrast, see education first and foremost as a means for
promoting the development of each individual. At the
same time, however, as will be shown, although their
discourse is guided by Western individualistic categories, it is not exhaustively constrained by those terms.
Rather, as they grapple on the theoretical level with issues of collaboration and community, and as they engage on the practical level with an actual classroom
of children with its own identity and ongoing history,
they too respond to the dialectic between the needs of
the individual and those of the group. For all of the
teachers in our study, then, we believe that their words,
framed within images of everyday practice and decision making, reveal a complex picture of the meaning
of collaborative learning. The interviews and discussions in the study communities provide us with alternative models of thinking about how collaboration
corresponds to an image of the child, an image of the
role of the teacher, and a preferred approach to structuring children’s experiences. This paper will illustrate
the data and point to the emerging findings by comparing some of the views on collaborative learning of the
Reggio Emilia and Amherst educators.

Method
Description of Amherst and Reggio Emilia
Reggio Emilia, a city of about 130,000 people,
is located in the Emilia Romagna region. In Reggio
Emilia, the municipal early childhood program originated in cooperative schools started by parents at
the end of World War II. The city currently supports
twenty-two preprimary schools for children three to
six years of age, as well as thirteen infant-toddler centers for children under three (Edwards et al., 1993).
Children of all socioeconomic and educational backgrounds attend the programs, including special needs
children; fifty percent of the city’s three- to six-yearolds and thirty-seven percent of the city’s children who
are under three years of age are served in the municipal schools and centers.
Amherst is a town of about 35,000 people in rural
western Massachusetts. Founded in 1755, it is known
throughout the United States for its many fine universities and colleges located nearby, as well as for its his-

toric town-meeting form of democratic governance
and citizen participation and its long tradition of political progressivism, manifested in abolitionist efforts
during the slavery era and antiwar activities during
the Vietnam conflict. In terms of early childhood education, nevertheless, Amherst, while very liberal by
American standards, has no unified municipal public child care system. Rather, the town is the site of
multiple but piecemeal services: a town-financed central office of information and referral; one town-subsidized infant-toddler center that serves town employees’ children; numerous high-quality preschools in the
private domain; a network of licensed day care homes
supervised by the state of Massachusetts; programs or
slots for handicapped, disadvantaged, or abused preschool-aged children, financed by the city or the state;
and free universal kindergarten education classrooms
to serve all five- and six-year-olds as the first year of
public primary education (Edwards & Gandini, 1989;
Nimmo, 1992).

Interview Methods
Our methodology in all three sites involved a combination of teacher interviews with an adaptation of
the “multi-vocal video-ethnography” developed by Tobin, Wu, and Davidson (1989) and described in their
book, Preschool in Three Cultures. In this method, videotapes of classroom activity are obtained not to document and represent the classrooms, but rather as a
stimulus and starting point for a critical and reflective
dialogue with the ultimate goal of constructing a multivocal video-ethnography (Tobin, 1988; Tobin et al., 1989).
Researchers systematically elicit (and record) the reactions to videotaped classroom segments of a series of
cultural insiders and outsiders: the focal teachers, colleagues at their school, parents, educators and parents
from other cities in their own country, and finally educators and parents from other countries. These reactions are assembled, analyzed, and interpreted by the
ethnographer, who thereby takes responsibility for the
final product in a report that seeks to preserve the multiplicity of the perspectives or voices of all the people
involved.
First, we selected a small group of teachers in each
city to be our central informants. We wanted these
teachers to be members of an educational community,
that is, a coherent group of educators who possessed
a shared professional language and set of core values
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concerning teaching. At the same time, we desired to
work with informants who were considered, by their
own peers and administrators, to be strong exemplars
of their craft and articulate spokespersons for their values and practices. In each city, therefore, we consulted
extensively with school administrators, who thereby became deeply involved in the study and indeed made
good use of it for their own purposes (incorporating
our research in their ongoing inservice staff development endeavors). In Reggio Emilia, where the entire
municipal early childhood education system constitutes
an educational community, we were directed by the
central administration to work with the teachers of one
preprimary school, the Scuola Diana, where the atelierista was the most experienced in the system and which
was favored by a stable teaching staff and outstanding
physical environment. In this school, which contained
the standard three classrooms for three-, four-, and fiveyear-olds, we had done extensive slide photography
and videotaping in 1988 and therefore had already established good rapport. In Amherst, in contrast, where
there was no unified public early childhood system, in
order to obtain a group of teachers who belonged to a
self-conscious educational community, we interviewed
teachers at the Common School, a highly regarded,
progressive, independent school serving children ages
three to twelve, with three mixed-age classrooms for
preprimary children (two classrooms for three- and
four-year-olds and one classroom for five- and six-yearolds) and four mixed-age primary classes.
The first stage of data gathering was initial interviewing to learn about the teachers’ concepts of collaboration and community building. Teachers were given
the questions earlier so that they could think about
or talk over their answers if they wished. We asked a
standard set of open-ended questions, as follows:
•

Do you see learning in the age group you work
with as a collaborative process? Why or why not?
Can you give some examples from your classroom
experience?

•

How do you as a teacher foster children learning from other children in your classroom? What
problems or blocks have you encountered’?

•

Do you see children in your age group adopting
shared goals in free or structured play? Can you
give some examples?

•

Do you see children commenting on or responding to each other’s work? How do you respond to
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this kind of interaction? Is it something you want
to encourage or influence in any way?
•

Do you see your classroom as a community? If so,
in what way?

•

How do you connect your children to wider communities? Can you give some examples?

•

What are the limitations to the kind of community you can create with your age group of
children?

•

How about cross-sex relations? What are the limitations to the community and collaboration that
can occur between the sexes?

The second, and most extensive, stage of data
gathering involved videotaping in the teachers’ classrooms during morning activity time on two occasions
and then using the videotapes in a playback session
called the video-reflective interview; this discussion with
the teachers was also videotaped. The initial classroom
videotapes were collected in Reggio by the teacher participants working with their art director (atelierista),
but in the other two cities by the research team. The
research team then worked together to select a series
of segments for video playback, trying to include episodes representative of different kinds of social activity (teacher-child, child-child, conflictual, and cooperative). (In doing this selection, we used information
gathered in the prior interviews to be sure to include
the kinds of events considered important for collaboration and community building by the relevant teachers, as well as episodes we thought interesting or significant, from our own perspectives.) We also worked
together to generate one or more questions to ask regarding each segment, always beginning with an openended request, “Tell us about this segment, in terms
of the social issues involved,” and followed by a specific probe, such as, “Can you comment on this episode in terms of cross-sex relations?” The subsequent
video-reflective interviews lasted two to three hours
each and took place in a small group that consisted of
the teacher (or co-teachers) of the pertinent classroom,
sometimes other teachers from their school, sometimes
one or more administrators from their system, and two
or more members of the research team. They were videotaped for later analysis and later transcribed in full.
In the third and final stage of data gathering, we
engaged the educators in cross-cultural video-reflective
discussions. Gathering together all of the study partici-
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pants from the city, plus many of their colleagues from
other preschools interested in the research, we showed
segments from the other research site and asked people
to comment on what they saw that was congruent with
and discrepant from their professional values, as well
as what they saw that was similar and dissimilar to
their own classrooms. These discussions, conducted in
Reggio and Pistoia concerning Amherst, and in Amherst concerning both Italian sites, were extremely useful in revealing the most deeply held beliefs and values
of the different participants, as well as some value-oriented reactions to the other system’s practices.
Thus the videotape segments were never intended
to capture the objective reality of the classroom: obviously, the segments were not representative in any sampling sense; and furthermore, videotape, with its complex juxtaposition of images and words, has to be
interpreted to gain meaning. The meaning necessarily shifts, depending on who is looking and what they
are thinking about as they look. Instead, we used video
playback in a way similar to, but extending beyond, the
format known as stimulated recall (a qualitative technique used in research on teaching to investigate individual teachers’ interactive thoughts and decision
making (Calderhead, 1981; Tuckwell, 1980). That is,
by having the videoreflective interview take place in a
group setting, we stimulated people to talk and listen to
one another, to agree and disagree, and to modify their
ideas as the discussion proceeded, and thus to co-construct their descriptions, interpretations, and analyses.

Preliminary Findings
The richness of our data exceeded our expectations and testifies to the strength of the video-reflection methodology as well as the articulateness and
thoughtfulness of our informants. We are performing a
formal textual analysis of the interview and discussion
materials, looking at expressed concepts surrounding issues of collaboration and community understood in their broadest senses. This analysis is guided
by the foundational assumption that qualitative analysis should begin as soon as data are collected and continue to emerge throughout the entire project in order to construct “grounded theory” (Glaser & Strauss,
1967; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Nimmo, 1992). In contrast to a priori theory, grounded theory is more responsive to, and able to encompass, the contextual elements
and multiple realities encountered in this type of qual-

itative research. Accordingly, therefore, the research
team has developed a set of coding categories that refer to all the key words and central themes appearing
in the corpus of interviews and discussions and relate
to ideas concerning collaboration, cooperation, community, co-action, social exchange and connection,
communication, and other related concepts (as well
as their contrasts: conflicts, miscommunications, individualistic acts and values, disunities, social segregation, and so forth). The resulting set of approximately
one hundred categories has been used to code all interviews and discussions, using a qualitative text analysis
program, The Ethnograph (Seidel et al., 1988), which
allows segments of text to be assigned multiple codings for later selective retrieval and interpretation. The
findings of the study will emerge from the processes of
interpretation and comparison.
In this paper, we will provide a preliminary “reading” of the data by demonstrating how distinct the
contrast is between ways of approaching young children’s classroom collaboration in Reggio Emilia and
Amherst. In a future monograph, we will analyze all
of the major concepts and themes for the three study
communities: Amherst, Pistoia, and Reggio Emilia.
Here, we will simply illustrate the directions that analysis will take by showing how different were two of the
communities of educators, as revealed in one component of the data: their answers on the initial collaboration interview, in particular, their responses to question
one (“Do you see learning in the age group you work
with as a collaborative process? Why or why not? Can
you give some examples from your classroom experience?”). Almost any segments of the material would
have served for these present purposes; however, we
have selected for comparison answers to the first question in the interview because they arose from the initial moments of the data-gathering encounter between
the teachers and ourselves, and, as such, carry a particularly potent charge in terms of communication of
meaning. We consider that these answers offer useful
entry points to the systems of meaning that the teachers were seeking to convey to us. Furthermore, by selecting for close analysis the answers to a single question, we are able to reveal the precise differences in the
discourse used by the two communities of teachers and
begin to understand the similarities and differences in
outlook and issues of concern for the two groups of
educators. We found that the statements made about
collaboration and community in the initial interviews
were then clarified, indeed, “acted out” through the so-
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cial processes of the group discussions in the video-reflective interviews. The cross-cultural video-reflective
discussions, finally, brought some closure to the data
gathering and revealed core issues of concern to each
group within itself as well as a sense of what aspects of
the other community’s approach were most similar and
dissimilar to its own preferred ways.

The Collaboration Interview: Opening Statements
of the Reggio Emilia Educators
One of the more senior teachers in the Diana
School, PS, made a concise opening statement that put
forward several premises we were to hear over and over
in Reggio Emilia: the importance of collaboration (she
calls it “co-action”) to intellectual development; the
need for moments of conflict as well as moments of
cooperation; the unity of cognitive and affective development; the importance of the physical environment
for making collaboration among children possible; and
the collaborative model provided by the teachers’ collective. When she used the phrase, “Here in Reggio we
are convinced ... ,” she made clear her sense of identification with the ongoing educational experience in
Reggio Emilia. She reemphasized this same idea at
the end of her opening statement, describing her own
professional formation and sense of affinity with the
methods of work in her system.
PS: I do think that the children—each child—
gets an advantage by staying with other children. Here in Reggio we are convinced that
the cognitive learning and the affective development are tied to co-action of children and
also to conflict. We are part of a project that is
based on co-action of children and on the sureness that this is a good way of learning. Therefore. I find this question justified, and I see that
there is learning as a collaborative process.
I can give examples. One concerns the
Oil Project that we did with children. And we
should also look at the physical environment
[of the school] where children can stay in small
groups, and where the teachers, who already
cooperate among themselves, form what we
call a collective. The teachers cooperate.
Actually, I am a special case [as a teacher]
because I studied to be an elementary teacher.
… I must say, I did not have much experience
with young children—in fact, none; but I im-
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mediately became completely fascinated by
the different way the schools are run here. …
From then on, I have been completely taken,
and I have decided that this way of working is
very congenial to me.
A second senior teacher, LR, opened her reply
with a parallel declaration of belief in the validity and
correctness of the Reggio Emilia method of working
with small groups of children on long-term projects.
She then went on to say many significant things about
the use of small groups. She noted that small groups
allow the teacher to readily enter the children’s world
and embark with them on an intellectual journey. She
defined what this journey is about: asking questions
and seeking knowledge. She referred to the working
partnership of the fundamental Reggio triangle, teachers–children–parents, in noting how children draw
their parents into their inquiries, and then the parents
go to the teachers with questions. She then briefly reflected upon the fact that young children actively form
their own peer relationships; through observation she
has learned how important are these spontaneous
groups to the process of children’s becoming able to
understand (communicate with) one another. Finally,
she provided a long example of her project work with
small groups of children and explained much about
the teacher’s role in Reggio, facilitating children’s communication by listening for fruitful ideas, acting as the
group “memory,” and helping children represent their
ideas in symbolic form. Here is what LR said to the
opening question about fostering collaboration among
young children.
LR: It is a way of working not only valid but
also right. I, as a teacher, succeed in reading
much more and in understanding, in staying
within the group as an adult. There is much
interest even from me. It is a relationship between me and the children: my staying with
them becomes a way to help them to face a
problem. I grow up with the children. I work
in a state of uncertainty because I do not
know where the children can arrive to, but it is
a fabulous experience. …
In the last two years we have assisted the
kids who set problems within the group; they
ask other children or adults about complex
problems. The whys they ask are very important and lead to the discovery of being able
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to solve problems. Kids are always in contact with the work they do; they always ask,
“Why?” They inform themselves; they find
that what they say and what they do are considered by the adult; they find adults who collaborate with them, for example, their family.
Parents are interested in the work children do
and come to us with questions.
Last year we had very young children;
they had just entered the preschool. We have
always observed them, and we noticed that
they were inclined to form groups. The children picked out those kids with whom they
have lasting relationships. Our work as adults
is based also on the observation of these
groups, because their staying together in
groups permits them to discover one another.
Perhaps if they didn’t form groups, it would
take them longer to understand the others.
[Can you give an example of fostering
collaboration?]
Last year, each of the two teachers had to
carry on a project which would be brought to
an end. We had to be present and absent. We
had to catch the right moments to intervene.
Kids greatly appreciated the fact of hearing,
saying, intervening; and this makes their interest grow within the group, especially in young
kids. I had to gather together all the points
touched on and remember them. “Where
shall we arrive?” I used to ask myself. Children discovered the adult and used her. They
used her and her means. “Tell us what we
said!” They give, but they want you to give as
well. They want to receive.
I then refused to be their memory and proposed a visible form of memory, so we (or better, they) had to translate their ideas into a
language comprehensible to them all. The possibilities were many: graphics, simulations, etc.
Since that time, we have always been asking them to do that at once, to give them the
opportunity to explain themselves in a better
way. And this requires making oneself understood by the others, which is a strong motivation. Other kids often intervene. This is useful
as they help the other child to explain himself and to make clear his ideas. For exam-

ple, when studying colored shadows, kids had
transparent, colored books. These books made
a colored shadow—not a black shadow, as people and animals do. They had to explain this:
“Why don’t the books make a black shadow?”
The experience was really very good.
The younger member of LR’s co-teaching team,
MC, was interviewed later. Rather than make abstract
statements about the place of collaborative learning in
the Reggio Emilia pedagogy, she simply sought to describe what the process of collaborative learning looks
like, using the example of a videotaped session involving herself and two boys. She described how the children confronted their shared problem, formed a bond,
generated a “fan” of ideas, sought each other’s opinions and suggestions, and persevered until (rather surprisingly) they achieved the solution of a very difficult problem. She added that this kind of collaborative
problem solving is less likely to appear when children
are in their entire class of twenty-five.
MC: Certainly the possibilities that a child encounters inside a school are varied and diversified; cooperation understood as a ‘system of
relations’—not only on the personal level, but
in learning to be together with others, facing
things together—is an important part because
it can increase the qualitative level of one’s
ideas as compared to others, such as we’ve observed in the video [in which I work with two
boys who are seeking to draw a picture with
a computer-activated Logo turtle]. Those two
children faced a problem, in which it clearly
showed them the meaning of solving together,
of how one plus its counterpart confronted
the problem and proved how this bond clearly
was established, this “fan” of ideas and support—to help one—think and build on ideas,
with the support of others. It was actually
something of a surprise the way they solved
the problem. There is an element of surprise
every time one sees and observes such a bond
being formed among the children. Their independent decision, “swing of ideas” (exchange), hesitation, and gradual formation
of a unified decision, finally turns toward the
“house.” One is truly amazed, for one could
not have suspected such an outcome at the beginning of the episode.
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This type of observation we can make
not only as in this instance with the two children, but also in all instances of learning, cooperation, and in all contexts. A group of
twenty-five children as a unified body may or
may not show us this elaborate process of cooperation with one another, such as we may
see in smaller groups, such as a group of four
children, six, or eight, where the number determines what can be accomplished in respect to cooperation. As in our previous example, with the two children on video, these
were children who knew one another and experienced together this new situation in which
one could see the diverging thoughts and varied processes, but also the seeking of each other’s opinions and suggestions. Though diverging at first, they did not drop their common
project but instead arrived at a final decision
together.
Finally, in a joint interview with a co-teaching
pair, MB and MM, the initial statement addressed issues also frequently raised by the others in later parts
of their interviews or in the group discussions, namely,
what factors—age, sex, prior experience, group size
and composition—influence young children’s capacities to collaborate in problem solving. MB and MM
noted that for the youngest children (three-years-old),
prior friendships formed in the nido (infant-toddler
center) are the starting point for collaboration in the
preprimary school. Moreover, the collaborative process in three-year-olds looks different, more simple—
based on comparison, exchange, and proximity—than
among older children. Finally, they referred to two issues then a focus of attention among the Reggio system as a whole: what size of group (two, three, four,
five, or more children) works best in project work?; and
how do sex differences affect social process and style
of problem solving?
MB and MA: In our class there are twenty-five
children, three-year-olds, and twenty-three of
those twenty-five are coming from the nido.
In fact, ten are coming from one nido. We
start with that fact because it is a very important element in cooperation. Of course, threeyear-olds are very different from four- and
five-year-olds, but even at the nido level, especially the last year, they start making friends.
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So some of the children who come in [to the
preprimary school] at three already have their
favorite friends. They arrive in groups that
are already quite settled. In fact, for them it
is almost more important to be together than
to have the same teacher. So this part is very
important.
Indeed, the collaborative process is very
much in operation at this age. It’s very important. It’s very—what one does, generally,
is close to another child. So although there
is not always an exchange, just to be near another person is a very important element.
One should never separate the cognitive
and social aspects, speaking of a child, because a child is a whole and when the child
learns, he learns as a whole. And it’s very
important to have a friend nearby when one
learns so one can compare, just compare what
one learns in a very approximate way. The
best relationship at this age is between two
children—a couple—that forms spontaneously. One child looks for one other child, not
for two or three other children. And at three,
the couples can be of the same sex or of different sex. They don’t seem to be so aware, or
to have problems in playing with children of
the opposite sex at this age. But when children
become four or five this [sex difference] makes
a big difference. And also one thing that is important to keep in mind is that although the
children are three years old, actually there is
a big range because of the birthdays, some
could have the birthday in December or January, so it’s quite a wide age range.
In sum, in their opening remarks, the Reggio
Emilia educators introduced key aspects of how they
view collaboration. Not only what they said was significant, but equally what they did not say. They
stressed their identification with the collective nature
of their work, and did not differentiate their individual thoughts from those of the larger reference group.
Conflict was mentioned as a part of productive communication, rather than as a negative to be avoided,
and they did not state any limits to the amount of
group work children should do. They noted the importance of small group size in allowing fruitful exchange and dialogue, and did not describe the group
as coercive over the individual. They defined the teach-
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er’s role in facilitating communication, and did not
state any general ways teachers tend to, or should
try to, restrain the development of collaborations or
cliques between children. Finally, they spoke of the
need to observe spontaneous social processes—the
natural formation of friendships, the approach–avoidance relations of boys and girls—as a part of understanding children’s social possibilities, and they did not
volunteer these factors, or developmental or personality factors, as intractable obstacles to any child’s participation in collaborative project work. The Amherst
teachers, as we shall see, were much more conservative
about what they saw as dangers or limitations to collaboration in young children.

The Collaboration Interview: Opening Statements
of the Amherst Educators
The teachers in the Common School worked in
teaching teams, with each classroom having a head
teacher supervising one or two assistant teachers. All
of the classrooms are mixed-age, containing the equivalent of two age-grades. This organization is intended
to give each child alternating experiences of being one
of the older and one of the younger members in the
classroom group; to increase the amount of inter-child
helping; to reduce competition and invidious comparisons of children’s abilities; and to support teachers in
giving children one-to-one attention.
One of these head teachers, OS, who worked in
one of the three- and four-year-old classrooms, began
by affirming that collaboration, in the “social sense,” is
critical to the mission of early education. In her view,
the shared setting of preschool requires that children
negotiate how to “get along with each other.” Children
contribute individual input into this process through
problem-solving discussions. However, OS stressed
that she and her teaching team do not generally plan
for shared projects within the curriculum. Individual
ownership of products remains of primary value for
both children and teachers. In part, these individual
products stand as a representation of each child’s activity and even his or her identity.
GS: Well there would be no need to have children to come to school if it weren’t that they
need to cooper ... ah ... collaborate with each
other. You know the whole purpose of a nursery school is that the children have interactions with other children and therefore have

to learn how to get along with other people.
In the social sense we totally collaborate all
the time. You know, “Who can do what?” and
“Who can be where?” and “What is alright
to play with who?” and how to be with other
people. I mean, everything the whole time has
to do with working with other people.
When it comes to actual set-up by teachers, organized work, we do relatively little that
is a project that all of them work on at the
same time. We might put a project together
after each one individually worked on their
part. We might then put it together, either as
a display together, or we stick it together and
make something out of it or, you know, use it
in that way, but, when ... in the whole art area
most of the time each child works on their
own project and takes it home ... eventually.
There is quite a lot of emphasis on bringing a project home: to some extent because
you are part of your project, but another extent to communicate with the parents what
the children are doing at school. My reason for putting stuff in a bag in the drawer
[for parents to pick up and take home], even
though the kid might have lost interest at that
point, is that it’s an easy way to tell the parent
that he’s been painting today ... you know, so
it’s nice to let them see it even if they just toss
it out. On the other hand, the kids often get attached to what they do and often want to take
stuff home. So, there is a lot of emphasis on
your own thing, what you make.
But when it comes to getting along with
other people and working together and ... so
we do a lot of problem solving together. We
will have, for instance, on Friday we had a
discussion on “What can we do so we don’t
make the playhouse so messy that we’re not
able to clean it up anymore?” and then we let
the children speak on that subject matter and
we try to use their suggestions, if there are any
we can agree on. So we talked about it and
what we came to on Friday was that we will
only have four children there for a little while
and see if that makes it better. It’s not a finished discussion of the problem, there will
be discussion of this for the next six weeks
[laughs] ... that happened last year too ... !
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The opening statement of MS, head teacher of
the other three- and four-year-old classroom, also immediately raised the inevitability of collaboration arising within a shared setting. That MS sees this collaboration as involving the “incorporation of each other’s
ideas,” hints at the Amherst school’s attention to perspective taking as a vehicle for both intellectual and social development. While acknowledging her focus on
the “individual” (note that she uses the word, “individual,” seven times in her first three sentences), MS argued that encouraging children’s autonomous action
actually makes collaboration possible; that is, through
shared knowledge of each peer’s contribution of individuality to the “unique group.” Finally, MS asserts the
much repeated view of the Amherst educators, that collaboration best occurs “naturally” within child-initiated
activity” rather than in projects directed by teachers.
MS: I see it [learning] as a collaborative process in the sense that there are twenty individuals in the classroom sharing in activities
and social interchange with each other, and
within that setting we’re bound to collaborate and share with and incorporate each other’s ideas. I think we tend to focus more on individual projects and individual strengths of
the kids and encourage their self-initiative and
confidence in themselves. And in the process,
I think that draws our attention to those individual traits—attention to each child as an
individual—but in that sense we make up a
unique group, with each individual within the
group. The kids collaborating together comes
out of their knowledge and understanding of
each other as individuals.
[Can you give examples?]
There are lots of little groups that gather.
For instance, today there was a group playing
with Playmobile, with pirates and boats, and
collaborating on a shared fantasy theme. We
have a marker [pens] area that’s pretty much
independent where teachers and kids go off
and draw together. I’ve heard kids discussing,
“Oh, you make a really nice house. Houses
are hard for me, but I can do this well.” Kids
showing, “Well, I do a house this way,” and
sort of sharing their different strategies for
drawing. At the water tables with different
kinds of pumps, I’ve seen one kid pumping
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water and another kid putting a trough underneath and cooperating to catch the water
and direct the water in different directions. It
tends in our classroom to be child-initiated
types of collaboration more than teacher-facilitated, although we do make a conscious effort to set up situations where that can happen naturally—kids collaborating on projects.
If we’re setting up a corn starch goop activity
with different colors and bowls, we’d do it at
a round table where kids would have the opportunity to pass and share the colors and mix
them, saying, “Can I have some of your green
and I’ll put in some of my yellow.”
Similar to her colleagues, BJ, the head teacher in
the five- and six-year-old classroom, held that collaboration is grounded in children having opportunities to
contribute their ideas to the group’s curriculum. Children take ownership of the curriculum through having
this “voice in it.” BJ believes that this sense of participation presents the best potential for collaborative effort between children. As a teacher she aims to act as
a facilitator. From BJ’s perspective, the autonomy she
encourages offers the children considerable freedom to
truly negotiate ideas with peers. This process involves
the (worthwhile) risk of giving over some teacher control of the curriculum. Here is her opening statement:
BJ: I like to give space to the children to interact with the curriculum ... to get their
ideas into what we are learning and in that
sense I see it as a collaborative effort. Whatever we are studying, the children should
have a voice in it in a way that they can feel
that they can express their own ideas and influence the way that curriculum goes. It becomes a very variable thing, uneven—some
days and some times you feel the need to take
charge of what’s going on and give it direction, and other times there are many opportunities where you can just go with the flow,
with what the children are suggesting to you.
[Can you give examples?]
I guess, as an example: one of the things
I love to do is plays, and we did a play this
fall that involved insects, because we were
studying them and the children made up the
play and decided what part they would play
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in it. The children are not at the point where
they work wonderfully well at accepting
each other’s ideas, but they were able to sustain what came out of the group as a whole,
and I helped them put it together. But it was
their ideas, and they bought into it, and they
worked together and did a slightly crazy ...
but it was their ideas and it was childlike in its
conception and fun and successful. My own
experience has been that feeding kids lines in
a play is never half as successful, particularly
with young children, as saying, “Who would
you like to be in this play?” And people know
what they want to be and what they can be
doing and [in that way] build the play from
the ground up.
The final opening statement comes from RA,
presently the head teacher of the six- to eight-yearold classroom but for many years the head teacher of
three- and four-year-olds. She distinguished between
projects that foster collaboration and those that do
not. Yet, even when children are focused on “personal
goals,” RA still identifies collaboration as happening
in the “give and take” of individual perspectives that
occurs in a group setting. This process is reminiscent
of the “incorporation of ideas” noted by MS earlier.
As teacher, RA supports this exchange through modeling. With these older children, though, RA also plans
curricula that will necessitate children coming together
collaboratively in pursuit of “common goals,” such
as when making a large group sculpture. She also describes clearly the way in which the organizational feature of a mixed-age group plays a key role in promoting inter-child nurturance and cooperation. Even when
talking about these activities, however, RA still emphasizes the individual when she discusses the process of
peer “consultation” in collaborative projects and the
way mixed-age grouping allows teachers to provide
children with “individual attention.”
RA: I think it depends on what they are doing. There are certain things we plan with collaboration in mind. For instance, this past semester we studied the culture of Indians, and
there were certain things the children worked
on on their own and were their [individual]
projects. However, even in those situations
they worked at tables in groups, and there’s a
lot of give and take. There’s a lot going back

and forth, and the teachers will model a lot of
this. Because very often a teacher will be doing a similar sort of project and might lean
over and say to a child], “Oh, how did you
get that to do that over there’?” and modeling
that kind of questioning and answering, so the
children will do it with each other. But, the
end result is something they own themselves
and take away with them, and that tends to be
something that happens a lot.
And so what we try to do is think of
things that necessitate them all working toward a common goal as opposed to working
toward a personal goal. One of the parents
came in who works a lot with clay and they
built a huge clay horse modeled on Indian
terra-cotta sculpture. And they all knew that it
was something that no one was going to take
away with them, and they all had to work on
it together. And there was a lot more consultation, “Oh, what do you think would look
good here? How should we make the legs?”
So there was a lot more collaboration that
went on with something like that. So I think
that learning can be [collaborative], depending on the task.
[Is this a mixed-age group you are working
with?]
Yes, there are six-, seven-, and eight-yearolds. So that also changes the dynamics, because the older children know the ropes and
are very often called upon to help the new
fledglings coming in and show them what to
do and how to do it. I think the older children
tend to be more collaborative. They seem to
feel like they know what is going on, and it’s
their role—it’s built into the operation of the
classroom—that in order to provide the individual attention that we like to give children,
they need to assume a role in which they are
helping [younger children].
Together, the Common School teachers introduced key aspects of how they view collaboration.
Their use of “we,” speaking of the teachers’ perspective, was reminiscent of the Reggio educators and reflected the strong sense of collegial partnership within
each of the teaching teams and within the school as
a whole. In defining collaboration, they talked about
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the impact of the shared ecology of the classroom and
the mixed-age grouping that promote spontaneous collaboration through play, mutual helping, and exchange
of ideas. They made a distinction that we never heard
in Reggio Emilia: between this kind of child-initiated
collaboration, rooted in spontaneous social interaction, and a kind that is teacher-initiated, taking place
in the context of group problem-solving discussions or
teacher-initiated projects like doing a play or building
a large sculpture. Teachers preferred the spontaneous,
child-initiated collaborations and the group problemsolving discussions as the most valuable and appropriate experiences for young, preprimary children.
It is interesting that, in spite of coming squarely
out of the politically and pedagogically leftist Progressive Education tradition, these teachers followed
the common American habit of using many words
and phrases that originated from the domain of property relations and transactions: BJ says that children “bought into” the play idea; RA talks about children doing work they “own themselves” and offering
ideas in “consultation.” They talked on several occasions about “investment” and “input” into the curriculum “owned” by all. This can be seen as complementary to their Deweyian vision of the school as a
democratic community in which each individual has
an equal voice and active participation. In general,
their emphasis is on children’s individual self-development and how this can be enhanced through friendship, mutual helping, play, perspective taking, group
problem solving, and as children grow older, genuine
collaborative project work. These issues (and others)
emerged repeatedly in subsequent interviews in the
data gathering: in the dialogues held with each teaching team and the two large meetings for cross-cultural
video-reflection.

Conclusion
Beginning with shared assumptions about the nature of the child and of schooling as a “system of relations and communications embedded in the wider
social system” (Rinaldi, 1990), the educators in Reggio Emilia have developed over the past thirty years
a distinctive approach to early education. The concrete features of this approach include, as key components, small group collaborative learning; continuity over time of child-child and child-teacher relations;
a focus on problem solving and long-term projects involving mastery of many symbolic media; fostering of
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the connections between home, school, and the wider
community; and awareness and appreciation of cultural heritage (city, region, and nation). Accompanying these concrete organizational features is a shared
discourse or language of education that allows the
Reggio teachers to collaborate, that is, in their own
terms, to exchange ideas, listen to one another, and engage in meaningful conflict over ideas. Their language
of education is readily apparent in their statements in
the collaboration interviews, as well as the subsequent
group video-reflection discussions. It is based on a theory of knowledge that defines thinking and learning as
social and communicative events—co-constructive experiences for both children and adults.
The Amherst educators, members of a school
community founded in the 1960s and based on Deweyian principles of progressive education, likewise
have developed a shared language of education. Central to their goals are promoting the development of
each unique individual, within a strong community
stretching backward and forward in time and containing children, their families, and all the staff at the
school—director, librarian, teachers, assistant teachers, and others. This community is conceived as democratic, diverse, and drawing strength from the ties of
cross-age relationships. Their language of education,
very different from that heard in Reggio Emilia, is
based on a theory of knowledge that sees thinking and
learning as a matter of each child gaining knowledge
of self, others, and the wider world through social interaction, research, and discussion—processes that
stimulate the development of mature autonomy and
self-realization. Placing the two perspectives in juxtaposition, it is easy to see how each language of education constrains or directs the thinking of its teachers, but at the same time packages ideas economically
to make communication and dialogue possible for the
community. The language of education preferred in
Amherst focuses teachers’ attention on individuals and
how they develop and change over time. The preferred
discourse makes it difficult for them to regard groups
as the always desirable context for intellectual work
and supports the view that teachers should closely
monitor social interactions between children and be
available to work closely in short, one-on-one or oneon-two spurts, with children engaged in intellectual
work, so that children have opportunities for both
guided and independent learning. In contrast, the language of education preferred in Reggio Emilia focuses
teachers’ attention on children always in relation to the
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group, and makes it difficult for them to speak systematically about the value of their program in terms of
what the children gain from it, year by year, across specific domains.
At the same time, the educators in each community seem to be aware of more dimensions and
more complexity than what their language of education structures for them. As we shall discuss in future
writings, both groups of teachers are highly aware of
the unique personality of each child and also highly
knowledgeable about the group processes in their
classroom. Indeed, it appeared that the interviews and
discussions involved in our research, particularly the
cross-cultural video-reflection, provoked the teachers
to consider the limitations of both their own and the
other community’s discourse and practices.
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Additional Material
DVDs of the following resources have been deposited in
the Documentation Center of the Loris Malaguzzi
International Center in Reggio Emilia:

Videorecording of 3 original cooperation episodes:
“Clay Animals”
“Children at the Computer”
“Children Set the Table for Lunch”
[In Italian] Also includes transcript (English) of children’s words, prepared
by Reggio educators for October 1990 meeting.
Videorecording of 4 more original cooperation episodes:
“Children with Wire”
“Children Find a Bug”
“Drawing a Castle with a Logo Turtle”
“Children and Boxes”
[In Italian] Also prepared for the October 1990 meeting by Reggio
educators.
Videorecording of Videoreflection of “Drawing a Castle with a Logo
Turtle,” originally taped on 10/16/90.
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